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THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
ABSTRACT

Women’s Suffrage in American Art: Recovering Forgotten Contexts, 1900-1920
by
Elsie Y. Heung

Advisor: Professor Gail Levin

In 1920, women in the United States finally won the right to vote. The campaign for suffrage,
which began in the 1848, with the first women’s rights convention held at Seneca Falls, NY,
involved the efforts and enthusiasm of countless women who believed that they both deserved
and needed the right to vote. This dissertation investigates the ways in which women artists both
responded to and contributed to this divisive movement through painting and sculpture during
the final decades of the campaign, when visual culture and propaganda played a crucial role in
advancing the suffrage and anti-suffrage agendas. The literature on the visual culture of women’s
suffrage has centered almost exclusively on popular imagery, while painting and sculpture has
received very little attention. In using the suffrage movement as an interpretive frame, I add a
new layer of understanding and analysis to painting and sculpture by women of this period, while
enriching a historically important movement through the inclusion of fine visual art
Employing a social-historical methodology with women’s suffrage as a contextual
framework, this dissertation uses formal, biographical, and archival evidence to interpret certain
examples of painting and sculpture by women artists who supported the movement. Each chapter
investigates specific themes, which demonstrate how women artists conceived of diverse,
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sometimes obvious, and, often, nuanced ways of giving voice and credibility to their status as
women and professionals, and their collective struggle to be fully acknowledged American
citizens. Several chapters explore the more obvious manifestations of suffrage in fine art:
Chapter 1 looks portraiture and the creation of a “pantheon” of suffrage pioneers, and Chapter 2
focuses on depictions of parades and public demonstrations. The latter chapters explore specific
themes that reflect an engagement with women’s suffrage in less overt ways. Chapter 3 analyzes
Joan of Arc as a icon of militancy; Chapter 4 explores the appropriation of the maternal imagery
in suffrage propaganda; Chapter 5 carries forward the theme of motherhood into the realm of
municipal housekeeping and progressive reform; Chapter 6 examines the problem of prostitution
and white slavery during the Progressive Era; and Chapter 7 considers the appearance of suffrage
thought in the context of modernist art. This thematic study of selected artists will show
compelling evidence for the often subtle, sometimes explicit, insertion of suffrage dialogue into
the rarified world of fine art.
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INTRODUCTION

In an interview from 1915, Nina Allender, the lead cartoonist for The Suffragist, stated, “When
one is absorbed by any great interest or emotion one does not labor to express it. It expresses
itself, sometimes in spite of us. More and more the desire for enfranchisement finds expression
in the daily work of women. It colors the work of newspaper writers, of short story writers for
magazines, and lately has crept into poetry.”1 Her assertion that a woman’s commitment to the
suffrage cause expressed itself in her professional life certainly held true for artists, ranging from
cartoonists like her, to painters and sculptors whose works circulated in the world of fine art.
Like many Progressive Era women working at the grassroots level, women artists engaged in the
movement by marching in parades, recruiting members for suffrage organizations, attending
open-air meetings, and fighting for progressive social causes that impacted women and their
communities. Collectively, in 1915, they mounted an exhibition at the Macbeth Gallery in New
York City to raise much-needed funds for the Empire State Suffrage Campaign, which was
organized to mobilize suffragists for the upcoming New York State suffrage referendum.2 This
1
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In reference to women who supported or who were actively involved in the suffrage
movement, I use the term “suffragist” throughout this dissertation, as opposed to the diminutive
“suffragette.” The word “suffragette” was a derogatory term originally coined by a journalist
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group exhibition consisted of ninety painters and sculptors who contributed a total of 153 works,
with a portion of the proceeds from sales going directly to the campaign. Various artists also
made individual contributions to the cause. Most notably, sculptor Adelaide Johnson created the
ambitious Portrait Monument to Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Susan B. Anthony
in 1920 (fig. 1.1), which celebrates the founding mothers of the US suffrage movement, and
which now resides in the Rotunda of the United States Capitol building. At a smaller scale,
sculptor Ella Buchanan modeled The Suffragist Arousing Her Sisters (1911), an allegorical work
depicting a suffragist blowing a clarion while surrounded by female figures representing Vanity,
Conventionality, Prostitution, and the Wage Earner (fig. 3.20). Images of the statuette found
wide reach through postcards, journals, and suffrage ephemera.
History remembers the major figures of the suffrage movement (Susan B. Anthony,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Carrie Chapman Catt, and Alice Paul, to a name a few), while the
nameless masses that constituted the movement have largely been forgotten. Women artists
represent a small but crucial facet of the movement, which, in our increasingly visual age,
warrants closer investigation. Certain works they created during this period serve as enduring
visual documents that both illuminate our understanding of the suffrage movement, and speak to
the question of women’s place in modern American society — a question that was central to
many Progressive Era suffrage debates, and remains an important topic to this day.
These largely unheralded works document the historical, social, and cultural milieu of
women artists who were invested in, and directly affected by, the suffrage movement during the

from the London Daily Mail to describe the more violent and militant proponents of the
movement in the United Kingdom. I use “suffragette” only when referring to members of
Emmeline Pankhurst’s militant organization, the Women’s Social and Political Union, which
quickly embraced the term, and the American Suffragettes, a militant group that organized the
first suffrage parade in the United States.
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turn of the twentieth century. This project approaches the subject from the critical perspective of
social art history. Paintings, sculpture, and other imagery that emerged both directly and
indirectly from the social ferment of the women’s suffrage movement cannot and should not be
divorced from their context. In part, I will analyze a small body of paintings and sculpture that
directly document certain aspects of the suffrage movement, such as portraits of suffrage leaders
or reportorial paintings of suffrage spectacles. More importantly, however, I am concerned with
exposing a more subtle engagement with the movement by analyzing certain works of art that do
not immediately strike today’s viewer as bearing any relationship to this divisive movement. To
an audience immersed in the debates, questions, and popular imagery of women’s suffrage in the
1910s, the injection of suffrage thought into fine art would have been more easily identified.
Using suffrage as an interpretive lens, this dissertation will not only recover the lives and works
of a much neglected generation of women artists, but will also attempt to reshape our
interpretation of certain works of art by highlighting the role of art itself in forming thought and
opinions on a number of social questions faced during the Progressive Era. These themes include
social touchstones such as motherhood, prostitution, social reform, and the concept of “True
Womanhood.” Although the US suffrage movement began in earnest in 1848 with the first
women’s rights convention held in Seneca Falls, this study concentrates on the final decades of
the campaign when imagery, spectacle, and publicity converged to assume greater importance in
the efforts towards winning the right for women to vote.
The suffrage movement provided women artists with the catalyst to address in their art
the changing role of women in modern society; in some cases, their painting and sculpture even
find compelling parallels with the feminist art from the 1970s. At the same time, I want to clarify
that I am investigating this material from the perspective of suffrage and the women’s rights
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movement, as opposed to the broader concept of feminism. In her 1987 book, The Grounding of
Modern Feminism, Nancy F. Cott observes that historians have the tendency to conflate the
women’s rights movement (dominated by the chronology of suffrage), and feminism, which
leads to the mistaken notion that feminism died in 1920, following the passage of the Nineteenth
Amendment. Cott, however, argues that feminism was a fairly new concept that was just
beginning to gain traction in the 1910s. The women’s rights movement, known as the woman
movement in the nineteenth century, as she points out, “operated from firm convictions about
women’s own ground of expected domesticity while aiming toward goals of equality between
the sexes: equality of access to education, a single sexual standard, equal suffrage.” This
movement recognized the idea of separate spheres as being a source of power that bound women
through “circumstantial unity,” and equal suffrage became a unifying issue for women with
diverse agendas.3
Feminism, in contrast, began to emerge in the 1910s, according to Cott. While those who
considered themselves feminists supported suffrage, they also demanded a much more dramatic
social change. Cott argues, “[Feminism] was both broader and narrower [than the women’s
rights movement]: broader in intent, proclaiming revolution in all the relations of the sexes, and
narrower in the range of its willing adherents.”4 In addition to the vote, feminists demanded
economic independence for women, as well as sexual freedom. Though some of some of the
artists discussed in this dissertation no doubt subscribed to this conception of feminism, the
works of art that I examine are, by and large, rooted in the comparatively less radical women’s
rights movement. As we shall see in this dissertation, artists enlisted the concepts of domesticity
3
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and women’s moral superiority (“True Womanhood”) in the visual culture of women’s suffrage
in order to advance their arguments for enfranchisement.
I was initially drawn to the subject of women’s suffrage and fine art while researching
urban realist painter Theresa Bernstein for a seminar on this artist taught by Gail Levin in 2010.
During the 1910s, Bernstein painted at least three works depicting suffrage parades that took
place in New York City, as well as a painting showing an open-air suffrage meeting. In my
research, I came across a short article by Mariea Caudill Dennison from 2003, which provides an
insightful overview of the 1915 suffrage exhibition at Macbeth Gallery.5 When reading her
article, a few things sparked my interest. First, I was impressed by the number of artists who
participated (fifty-seven painters, and thirty-three sculptors), which testifies to amount of support
the movement received from professional women artists. Secondly, despite the fact that the
raison d’être of the exhibition was to benefit the movement, very few works that were displayed
had anything to do with suffrage; Bernstein’s The Suffrage Meeting (1913) was one exception
(fig. 2.5), as was Leila Usher’s portrait medallion of Susan B. Anthony from 1902 (fig. 1.11).
Third, as Dennison has shown, critics at the time took notice of the prevalence of mother and
child imagery, and they readily connected the theme to the suffrage campaign, which frequently
invoked motherhood when making a case for votes for women, and in its propaganda and public
spectacles.
With Dennison’s article in mind, I began my quest to discover suffrage imagery in
painting and sculpture. If the impressive number of women who participated in the Macbeth
show was any indication of level of support for suffrage amongst artists, surely there were many
5
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works relevant to movement out there, waiting to be rediscovered by an American public still
grappling with this issue. Beyond portraits of suffragists, and a few paintings, sketches and
sculpture by a handful of artists, I found relatively few works of art, despite the fact that the
suffrage movement clearly resonated with many women artists. On the other hand, illustrations
in journals like The Woman Voter and The Suffragist, and other printed material (posters,
postcards, pamphlets, etc.) are quite prolific. Indeed, many of the artists who produced these
illustrations were professionally trained painters, such as Anne Goldthwaite, Blanche Ames
Ames, May Wilson Preston, and Ida Proper. These artists drew a line between their work as
illustrators, and as fine artists. They very likely recognized that there was no market for suffragerelated art, a lesson that Adelaide Johnson, a sculptor who devoted her career to making portraits
of suffragists and eminent women, learned when she found herself evicted from her home and
unable to pay her taxes at the age of 80.
The fact that reviewers of the Macbeth exhibition connected maternal imagery, a
common subject matter for women artists, with women’s suffrage suggested to me that other
subjects depicted in painting and sculpture may also share a similar connection, which art
historians have overlooked. How, for instance, can we reconsider Abastenia Eberle’s The White
Slave from 1913 (fig. 6.3), a searing indictment of forced prostitution, in light of the fact that the
sculptor was not only an avowed suffragist, but that the crusade against white slavery was
enthusiastically taken up by Progressive Era suffragists who believed that the vote would allow
women to rid their cities of this moral scourge? In this same vein, how must we consider Anna
Vaughn Hyatt Huntington’s powerful equestrian statue of Joan of Arc (1915), which stands in
New York City’s Riverside Park (fig. 3.1)? Commissioned by private donors to commemorate
the 500th birthday of the French heroine, the statue is generally not discussed in relation to
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women’s suffrage; yet, if we take a closer look at it by contextualizing it in relation to suffrage
movement’s elevation of Joan of Arc into an important militant icon, the work begins to assume
greater societal meaning.
Not surprisingly, there is very little scholarship on this subject. In the traditional political
history of the US suffrage movement, visual culture is more or less ignored. Within the visual
culture of women’s suffrage, cartoons and popular imagery have already received attention from
a small number of scholars, while painting and sculpture in the suffrage context remain
tangential to larger art historical studies on women artists. However, while popular imagery of
suffrage is not the focus of my dissertation, it does play a large role in terms of providing a
contextual framework for certain paintings and sculpture, particularly since there is a substantial
thematic overlap in the “high” and “low” art that I explore. As such, the scholarship by a few
individuals on popular imagery has been useful in developing this project.
Art historian Lisa Tickner’s book from 1988, The Spectacle of Women: Imagery of the
Suffrage Campaign, 1907-14, has proved to be one of the most useful resources by far.6
Subsequent scholars who discuss suffrage imagery in their work have turned to Tickner as an
authority on the subject. She deftly brings together the political and visual history of the English
suffrage movement, dividing her book into three parts. The first, “Production,” examines the
Artists’ Suffrage League and the Suffrage Atelier, two societies formed by artists to produce and
circulate banners, posters, and postcards for the campaign. The second part, “Spectacle,” takes a
close look at the major suffrage parades and demonstrations that took place on the streets of
London between 1908 and 1913, while also considering the importance of banners and bannermaking to these public spectacles. The final section, “Representation,” situates suffrage and anti6
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suffrage imagery and propaganda in relation to matters including Victorian-era gender
stereotypes, social Darwinism, female archetypes, and the emergence of the “Modern Woman.”
Although this meticulously researched and insightful book centers on the movement in England,
Tickner’s analysis of suffrage propaganda nevertheless illuminates and contextualizes our
understanding of suffrage imagery and propaganda in the United States, which, in the
time frame of this thesis, retained a relatively close social alignment with Britain.
Filling the void in literature on American suffrage imagery is Cartooning for Suffrage, by
Alice Sheppard (1994).7 In compiling a wealth of political cartoons from the 1910s by women
artists, Sheppard interweaves history, biography, and iconography to provide us with a book that
is a good starting point into further research on the subject. While Sheppard’s analysis of
suffrage imagery lacks the depth and focus of Tickner’s work (owing perhaps to the fact that
Sheppard is a professor of psychology rather than an art historian), the book nevertheless finds
its strength in recovering the lives and careers of a number of women artists who expressed their
politics through illustration, such as Lou Rogers, Nina Allender, Rose O’Neill, and Blanche
Ames.
The third book of note is Women’s Suffrage Memorabilia: An Illustrated Historical Study
(2013), by Kenneth Florey, a preeminent collector of American and English suffrage
memorabilia.8 This dense and detailed book draws together over 70 alphabetically organized
categories of memorabilia (both pro- and anti-suffrage), ranging from posters and postcards, to
handkerchiefs and sheet music. Not only does Florey provide a detailed, historical background
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on the movement as it relates to suffrage memorabilia and their iconography, he also brings a
strong understanding to the production (ex. commercial printing) and distribution of a wide array
of objects. In 2015, Florey followed up his work with a comprehensive catalogue dedicated
entirely to American suffrage postcards, expanding on the discussion of this popular medium
begun in his earlier book.9
In 2001, historians Kirsten Swinth and Laura Prieto each published separate books that
trace the emergence of fine visual art in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as a
legitimate profession for women artists.10 Though the imagery of women’s suffrage is not their
primary focus, they both do a thorough job of contextualizing several generations of women
artists (some of whom I discuss in my own work) within the American art world (art schools, the
art market, professional organizations, exhibitions, etc.), as well as illuminating the ways in
which these artists navigated and carved a space for themselves in an social environment that
heavily favored men. Prieto briefly addresses women’s suffrage in her book, looking at how
women artists – particularly illustrators – turned the image of the suffragist into a modern, if
idealized, “New Woman”. Although her overview of women artists and suffrage is both useful
and insightful, Prieto merely scratches the surface of suffrage imagery, leaving plenty of room
for further research and analysis.
The chapters in this dissertation are organized thematically, relating either to specific
examples of suffrage iconography or to particular progressive social issues important to
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suffragists. Through a close evaluation of select artists within the context of suffrage campaigns
primarily in New York City and Washington, DC, I will expose a form of persuasion — often
subtle — that drew upon the discourse, symbolism, and ideals of women’s suffrage, while
offering an alternative tactic to the canvassing, parades, and pickets held on the streets, and to the
“plebeian” explicitness of popular imagery. This project does not provide an exhaustive study of
all matters relating to women’s suffrage; rather, it is comprised of a careful selection of themes
that recur in the visual culture of the American suffrage movement during the early twentieth
century.
In addition, while numerous artists supported women’s suffrage, as evidenced by the
suffrage exhibition at Macbeth, this dissertation limits itself to small selection of artists,
including Adelaide Johnson, Theresa Bernstein, Abastenia Eberle, Anna Vaughn Hyatt
Huntington, Alice Morgan Wright, Katherine Dreier, and others. I also analyze illustrations by
artists such as Blanche Ames Ames, Rose O’Neill, and Nina Allender. With a few exceptions,
this study does not extend to an exploration of nineteenth-century art due simply to the fact that
the majority of art and popular imagery connected to women’s suffrage was made in the early
twentieth century.
Using Adelaide Johnson’s Portrait Monument as a case study, Chapter 1 explores the
function of portraiture in the suffrage movement. Images of the movement’s earliest pioneers,
such as Anthony, were not merely visual records of certain individuals. They served a certain
ceremonial purpose, establishing heroines and symbols that allowed twentieth-century suffragists
to connect with their nineteenth-century predecessors, and with the movement’s history. As in
History of Woman Suffrage, a six volume book published by Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
and others between 1881 and 1922, and Ida Husted Harper’s biography of Anthony from 1906,
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portraits claimed a spot for women in American history and political life at a time when history
was written by and about a comparatively small group of men.
Some of the most prolific and iconic images of the suffrage movement are of parades.
Countless photographs in newspapers and on postcards document women clad in white dresses
marching in the streets of New York City, Washington, DC, and other American cities. Chapter
2 situates a handful of Bernstein’s paintings in the social, historical, and cultural context of the
suffrage parades and public spectacles that took place in New York City during the 1910s.
Bernstein is unique in that she was one of the few, if not the only, artists who painted suffrage
parades. This chapter takes a particularly close look at the emergence of women in the public
sphere of political demonstration through parades and open-air meetings, a subject of yet another
of Bernstein’s paintings.
With a focus on Anna Vaughn Hyatt’s monument, Joan of Arc, Chapter 3 explores the
French heroine’s role as an important militant symbol for suffragists. In 1915, when Hyatt first
unveiled her statue at Riverside Park in New York City, Joan of Arc was at the height of her
popularity as a cultural icon in the United States, where Americans embraced her in art,
literature, theatre, film, and wartime propaganda. The suffrage campaign followed suit, invoking
her in its parades, public spectacles, and propaganda, and in its elevation of icons of the
movement, such as Inez Milholland, who was often referred to as the “Joan of Arc of suffrage.”
Though Hyatt’s monument was not a suffrage commission, it nevertheless participated in the
visual history of the movement.
Standing in contrast to the militant connotations of Joan of Arc within suffrage
propaganda is the image of motherhood, which has long been associated with traditional notions
of womanhood, femininity, and a woman’s domestic duty. However, in the context of suffrage
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propaganda, maternal imagery became empowered with political agency. Suffragists argued that
the right to vote was crucial to women because, as mothers, political enfranchisement would play
a critical role in how they managed their homes, and indeed how they raised, protected, and
educated their children. Chapter 4 considers the intersection between the popular imagery of
women’s suffrage, by illustrators like Blanche Ames and Rose O’Neil, and images of
motherhood in fine art in order to demonstrate how the former appropriated the visual language
of the latter to create symbolic figures for the movement. This chapter also takes a closer look at
several suffrage benefit exhibitions that took place in New York in 1915, in which depictions of
mothers and children were well represented. While it may well be a leap to suggest that any
individual work showing a mother with a child is somehow of referencing the suffrage, simply
because the artist supported the movement, taken collectively and in the context of suffrage
exhibitions, these works acquire a greater symbolic importance.
In addition to empowering women in their own homes and as mothers, reform-minded
suffragists believed that the vote would allow women to fulfill their larger role in American
society as social “housekeepers”; empowered with the vote, they could implement progressive
reforms in areas including health, education, labor, poverty, and prostitution. Though this agenda
of emphasizing the idea of the ballot as a means to an end is made clear in the visual culture of
women’s suffrage, the importance of suffrage is not obvious in urban realist painting and
sculpture of the time, which often draw attention to the very same societal problems that
concerned social reformers. Chapter 5 takes a closer look at works by Abastenia Eberle, Theresa
Bernstein, and the Ashcan artists by contextualizing them in relation to the conversations and
imagery pertaining to the role of suffrage in social reform.
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Building on the idea of municipal housekeeping, Chapter 6 focuses specifically on the
problem of prostitution, one of the many issues which suffragists crusaded against and invoked
in their arguments and propaganda. Using Eberle’s statue, The White Slave, and Bernstein’s
painting from 1915, Lilies of the Field (fig. 6.4), as case studies, this chapter delves into the
debates and visual culture of prostitution and “white slavery” as pertains to women’s suffrage.
While neither work specifically addresses suffrage, (though both artists supported the
movement), they were nevertheless urgent and timely; they were part of the same artistic
ecosystem as the images appearing in suffrage journals that dealt with this moral issue, and
women’s potential to influence it.
Much of this dissertation concentrates on works by realist artists, not only because they
demonstrate strong parallels with the illustrations one would find in suffrage journals and other
progressive publications, but because they also reflect – sometimes quite explicitly – the
progressive social agendas of the artists. This is not to say that modernist artists were not
engaged in suffrage. The suffrage exhibition at the Macbeth, for instance, included artists like
Alice Morgan Wright, Katherine Dreier, and others, who were deeply invested in women’s
suffrage. The intersection between Wright’s and Dreier’s suffrage activities and artistic
endeavors is the subject of Chapter 7. Wright’s sculptures are often discussed in terms of their
near abstraction and their adoption of cubist and futurist aesthetics, but formal readings elide the
fact that the artist frequently adopted as her subjects powerful women from literature and
Classical mythology, including Medea, Lady Macbeth, and the Trojan Women. Yet, when we
take into account the artist’s commitment to women’s suffrage, and when we place her works in
their historical context, a connection to suffrage and women’s rights becomes evident. Dreier’s
role as a patron of modern art and the founder of the Société Anonyme has long overshadowed
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her contributions to the suffrage campaign, both as the Chairwoman of the German-American
Committee of the Woman Suffrage Party, and as an artist who contributed drawings to the The
Woman Voter and captured suffrage spectacles in her sketches.
Women artists had already begun to make legitimate inroads as working professionals
during the nineteenth century, yet the art world would continue to remain a man’s domain –
wedded, as it were, to the mores of the Gilded Age. As a polarizing movement with profound
implications on long-held conceptions about woman’s role in society, suffrage was a problematic
topic that threatened the status quo of traditional female roles. Nevertheless, artists found
alternative, nuanced, and, sometimes, subversive ways to express their solidarity with the
movement, providing a social bridge necessary to introduce and sustain the suffrage dialogue
among the more “refined” areas of society, such as the art world. The culminating effect of these
artists – these unsung foot soldiers in the suffrage campaign – was to allow this highly
contentious movement to be talked about in concrete, yet often subtle, terms within these
parameters.
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CHAPTER 1
PORTRAITURE AND THE CREATION OF SUFFRAGE ICONS

On February 15, 1921, sculptor Adelaide Johnson (1859-1955) unveiled her marble statue,
Portrait Monument to Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Susan B. Anthony, during a
lavish ceremony at the Rotunda of the United States Capitol (fig. 1.1). Organized by the National
Woman’s Party (NWP), this ceremony both commemorated the birthday of Susan B. Anthony,
one of the founding mothers of the American suffrage movement, and celebrated the suffrage
victory of 1920. Today, this monument remains the most enduring works of art dedicated the
pioneers of the suffrage movement, and to the long struggle of countless women who fought for
equal citizenship. The history of the Portrait Monument is mired in controversy and conflict,
testifying to the fact that portraits are not simply representations of their sitters. They are not
neutral. As art historian Shearer West points out, portraits “are normally created with the
understanding that they will be in the public domain (however that may be defined) and that they
will serve a special purpose. More than any other genres of art, portraits draw attention to
themselves as objects that can be employed or exploited in a variety of ways.”1 In other words,
portraits are imbued with a special power — one of which suffragists were acutely aware, and
which they were prepared to use in the service of their campaign.
Within the genre of art for suffrage, portraits proliferate, particularly those representing
Anthony, the most revered figure in the history of women’s suffrage in the United States. In and
1
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of themselves, these portraits, including works by Anne Whitney, Leila Usher, and Sarah James
Eddy, can simply be viewed as visual records of once-living individuals. However, when
assessed as a group, portraits take on greater significance. They reflect a conscious desire on the
part of those who commissioned them, and those who made the portraits, to create a lasting
“pantheon” of suffrage heroines, thereby inscribing women into the fabric of American history.
The literature on portraits and the women’s suffrage movement is rather limited. Though
historians and biographers have discussed individual works in various contexts, this body of
work as a whole has not been thoroughly analyzed by art historians. Whitney’s portrait bust of
Lucy Stone (1893), for instance, is often mentioned in biographies of Stone, including Alice
Stone Blackwell’s 1930 biography of her mother.2 The portrait of Stone, and Johnson’s earlier
portraits of Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Lucretia Mott, are also discussed in the
context of the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago, where they were on view in 1893.
Jeanne Madeline Weimann in The Fair Women (1981), a book exploring women’s contributions
to the exposition, provides a brief history of Johnson’s busts, and the circumstances surrounding
their (along with Stone’s work) placement in the Women’s Building.3 Given its prominence in te
Capitol, Johnson’s Portrait Monument has received more attention, including in a short
biography of the artist written by Shirley J. Burton (1986), and in two books published after I
had completed my research on the same subject.4 Adelaide Johnson’s Portrait Monument, by
Richard F. Novak and Catherine Novak Davidson (2013) – neither of them historians or art
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historians – is a general interest book that provides a short account of the monument’s history,
the artist’s biography, and an overview of the history of the suffrage movement. The book does
not delve into the deeper complexities of the work’s troubled origins, nor does it offer much in
terms of situating the monument in relation to other portraits relevant to women’s suffrage.
Novak and Davidson, nevertheless, provide a useful starting point for further research into the
work.5
If Novak and Davidson merely scratch the surface, then historian Sandra Weber in her
2016 book, The Woman Suffrage Statue: A History of Adelaide Johnson’s Portrait Monument at
the United States Capitol, fills in the gaps with her meticulous research. Weber highlights
Johnson’s single-minded efforts to see her monument placed in the Capitol’s Rotunda in the face
of all the personal, professional, and political obstacles she encountered.6 Weber approaches the
subject from the perspective of a historian and biographer rather than from that of an art
historian. Though she does offer some insight to the iconography of the monument, she does not
contextualize the artist and her work in relation to the larger body of suffrage-themed art and
imagery. Moreover, she leaves room for an analysis of the wider importance (symbolic and
otherwise) of portraiture to the suffrage movement. While I address some of the same elements
of Johnson’s work and career discussed in these recent books, I aim to illuminate the
implications and value of portraits in the context of women’s suffrage at the turn of the twentieth
century.
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Johnson’s Portrait Monument stands as one of the most remarkable statues in the
Capitol’s rotunda. Not only is it the only one representing women in that grand space, but it is
also unusual in its conception. Here, the likenesses of Anthony, Stanton, and Mott emerge from a
massive block of marble, which led to some critics describing it as “three women in a bathtub.”
The pioneers’ careworn faces gaze stoically ahead, unidealized yet imbued with the gravitas
befitting their revered positions in the history of the suffrage movement. A rough-hewn
projection rises up behind the three figures, symbolizing the women leaders of the future who
would continue, and advance, the work begun by their foremothers.7 The monument’s location in
the Rotunda secures the three women’s place among the founding fathers and presidents whose
likenesses also occupy the same space, commemorating the decades-long struggle to win the
vote for women. Johnson’s work is the result of a drive to rectify the exclusion of real women
from the canon of great Americans — women who were thinkers and achievers, and who had
actives roles in reforming the nation.
Though her Portrait Monument is seen by thousands of visitors each year, like many
female artists of her generation, Johnson’s work and career has been largely neglected by
historians of American art (fig. 1.2). However, she remains a fascinating figure whose dedication
to recording the great women of her time is reflected in her commitment to suffrage and
women’s rights issues throughout her life. Johnson is exceptional in that her career and work is
so much defined by her engagement with the feminist cause. Moreover, unlike the other artists
addressed in this dissertation, Johnson forged connections with the early founders of the
movement (Anthony and Stanton), and with the younger generation of suffragists who inherited
7
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the cause in the twentieth century (Alice Paul).
Johnson was born on in Plymouth, Illinois, on September 26, 1859, to Christopher
William Johnson (a farmer from Indiana) and Margaret Huff Johnson. She began her artistic
training as a teenager at the St. Louis School of Design, where she excelled in woodcarving. She
demonstrated early promise when she competed with professional woodcarvers, and won first
and second prizes at the Missouri State Exposition in 1877. After completing her studies, she
established a studio at Central Music Hall in Chicago, where she supported herself through
decorative arts and woodcarving. On January 17, 1882, Johnson was suffered a broken hip, leg,
and arm after falling fifteen feet down her building’s elevator shaft. The accident proved a
blessing in disguise when she won $15,000 in damages that allowed her to travel to Europe to
continue her studies. Johnson embarked on her European journey in the summer of 1883, settling
first in Dresden to study painting, before moving on to Rome, where she began working under
the tutelage neo-classical sculptor Giulio Monteverde (1837-1917). Writing in 1921, Johnson
described, “Monteverde was to Italy as Rodin to France in that he invaded a long period of
decadence in sculpture with new conceptions and life though his contribution to modernity was
altogether different from that of Rodin.” Studying with the sculptor was an “inestimable
privilege and considered by all a triumph.”8
During her sojourn in Rome, Johnson became acquainted with many of the American
sculptors who had also settled in the city, and fell into the circle of expatriate women sculptors
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that Henry James referred to as the “White Mamorean Flock.”9 Johnson moved back to the
United States in 1886, settling in Washington, DC, though she would often return to Italy to have
her clay models made into marble. In February of that year, she met Anthony while attending the
National Woman Suffrage Association’s (NWSA) annual convention. At the suggestion of her
friend, Ellen H. Sheldon, Johnson asked the suffragist if she would sit for a portrait, and Anthony
agreed.10 This meeting marked the beginning of Johnson’s career-long effort to memorialize
prominent women through portraiture.
Johnson greatly revered the suffrage leader, calling her “Blessed Susan” and “Anthony
the Blessed” in diaries.11 In a 1934 speech, Johnson described her as “the most persecuted at the
beginning, the most honored at the end, of any human being within the span of one life time.”12
The portrait bust that resulted from their association would secure the artist’s reputation and
fame, and it laid the groundwork for her ambition to one day create what she called a “Gallery of
Eminent Women.”13
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Anthony sat for the portrait in Washington, and Johnson grew to admire her even more
over the course of the weeklong sitting. Writing in 1917, Johnson recalled:
Miss Anthony did everything thoroughly and well, from dressing to perfection to being a
perfect sitter for a portrait. In dress she was the most perfectly costumed woman I have
ever known, for whatever her occupation her apparel was adjusted to the highest degree
of elegance suitable for the occasion, with that acme of perfection which is expressed in
not calling attention to itself, yet giving satisfaction to the most refined taste.14
Johnson later displayed the finished model at a meeting held by the NWSA in 1887, where it was
well received by most viewers. However, she was dissatisfied with the bust, and decided to make
a second version. During a trip to Rome to reproduce several models in marble, Johnson brought
along her bust to use as a prototype for the second version, which she planned to display at the
1888 International Congress of Women in Washington, DC. Unfortunately, the second model did
not survive the journey across the Atlantic. When she arrived home in the United States, she
found “‘our Blessed Susan’ shattered beyond recall.” The original bust from 1886 remained in
Rome, and thus Johnson was left with nothing but “the practice and the experience and above all
a spirit and purpose undaunted by disaster.” 15
Back in Washington, Anthony agreed to sit for Johnson again, and the artist completed
the model for the new bust in 1891 (fig. 1.3). The resulting clay model depicts the sitter as a
taciturn, and commanding woman. Her hair is pulled back in her characteristic low bun, and the
lines on her forehead and around her mouth reveal her age. Johnson debuted the completed
portrait in the Suffrage Parlors “under the most trying test of Miss Anthony’s presence.”16
14
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Viewers and critics praised the portrait in glowing terms. “It looks just like Miss Anthony when
she is contemplating and planning some great campaign,” stated one viewer. The National
Tribune described, “The face is more than a mere portrait of Miss Anthony: it is a picture in clay
which shows the mind and soul of the subject. Looking at it one sees the intellectuality, the will,
the strength, and the pure womanliness, which have made Miss Anthony the real leader of a great
cause that she is.”17 As a result of the portrait’s positive reception, Johnson decided to display it
at the Chicago’s World’s Fair, scheduled for 1892 but postponed until 1893. However, to
accomplish this, she needed funds to travel to Italy to have the model made into marble – a
costly endeavor when she had yet to find someone to commission the project.
Meanwhile, Anthony requested Johnson to do a portrait of her friend and colleague,
Stanton. The artist recounted in 1917, “True to [Anthony’s] devotion to Mrs. Stanton she, upon
looking at [her portrait], at once said, indeed with a kind of anguish verily exclaimed, ‘How can I
go to Chicago without Mrs. Stanton?’ — the Columbian Exposition being their first
destination.”18 In September of 1891, Stanton travelled to Anthony’s home in Rochester, NY, to
sit for Johnson. While modeling the bust, Johnson got to know the two suffrage pioneers quite
well, and she detailed her experiences in her journal. “I arrived this morning at 9.30. Blessed
Susan opened the door and gave me a royal welcome and within a few minutes took me all over
the old homestead and we settled that it was best to take a room next door for the work,” she
wrote on September 21. Four days later she described, “I had the first sitting with Mrs. Stanton
and she certainly is lovely as well as wonderful. Miss Anthony came for a moment, stood at the
17
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window and said the bust looked like Wendall Phillips.” On the following day she wrote, “The
day has been full and wonderful. Mrs. Stanton talked reminiscences all day. This morning she
told one of Lucy Stone and her little black bag with valuable documents….[the portrait] grows
gradually and will be glorious when finished.”19
Johnson worked steadily on the model over the course of a month. Like in Anthony’s
bust, Johnson emphasizes the age and wisdom of Stanton, but she also reveals the maternal
qualities of her sitter in her rounded face and curled hair, which brings to mind a benevolent
grandmother (fig. 1.4). As Johnson described, “In Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s noble head and face
there are to beseem the home, motherly, rather ease and luxury loving face ornamenting a head
with the forging brain of an indefatigable reformer of an incomparable stateswoman.”20 The
portrait received a mixed response. While many admired the work, Stanton’s daughter, Harriet
Stanton Blatch, and Anna Howard Shaw, a leader in the National American Woman Suffrage
Association (NAWSA), both disliked the portrait. Johnson’s friend, then the president of the
International Council of Women, also criticized the work, writing in a letter, “It is a very perfect
likeness, that adipose does not lend itself to sculpture and that it is quite impossible that hair
dressed with side puffs should look otherwise stiff in marble.”21 Anthony, however, was satisfied
with the portrait, and upon seeing the models of her and Stanton’s busts together declared
(according to Johnson) that the group was “not complete without dear Lucretia Mott, who is the
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Mother of us all, there between us.”22
At Anthony’s request, Johnson began modeling Mott’s portrait, using photographs for
reference, since Mott had already died in 1880 (fig. 1.5). Through conversations with Anthony
and Stanton, the artist became acquainted with Mott, expressing great admiration for the “sweet
faced Quaker Preacher and ardent Reformer” in her recollections. Writing in 1917, Johnson
described, “The key to Lucretia Mott was, for me and the work which followed, given by Miss
Anthony, who truly loved this great Spirit in tiny body as ‘The Mother of us all.’ This I at once
grasped as the something to be embodied in marble – the o’er-brooding motherhood that would
unslave [sic] all, on all planes.”23 As in the case of Anthony and Stanton’s portraits, Johnson
again emphasizes the age and wisdom of her subject through a deeply lined face. The addition of
a Quaker bonnet proclaims Mott’s reputation for modesty and spirituality.
Johnson regarded the three portraits as an inseparable group, stating, “These three form a
unique historic unit in the nature of the Trinity, the one of which could not have done her work
without the other. They became the embodiment of an idea.”24 Johnson later ensured that the
three figures would never be separated when she carved them from a single block of marble in
her Portrait Monument. With the three models completed, Johnson returned to Rome to work on
the marble version. In 1893, she debuted the group, along with a portrait of Caroline Winslow (a
homeopathic doctor and suffragist), at the World’s Columbian Exposition. Johnson’s busts were
22
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displayed at the center of the Gallery of Honor in the Woman’s Building, sharing a space with
works by sculptors Vinnie Ream Hoxie and Anne Whitney (fig. 1.6). “The portrait busts of the
four eminent women were placed with a background of palms, forming the central group in the
Court of Honor in the Woman’s Building,” Johnson later described, “which, so far as being seen
was concerned, was the most commanding place in the whole Exposition.”25
Whitney’s works were appropriate in this context and warrant mention, as they too
represent “eminent women.” Like Johnson, she contributed four portraits of exceptional and
impactful women to the Exposition: founder of the American Woman Suffrage Association
(AWSA) Lucy Stone, suffragist and leader of the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union
(WCTU) Frances E. Willard, abolitionist and suffragist Mary Livermore, and author and
abolitionist Harriet Beecher Stowe. She also submitted a small bronze fountain to the Woman’s
Building, and remodeled plasters of her earlier works, Roma and Leif Ericsson for the Art
Building. A Bostonian and a member of Hosmer’s “White Marmorean Flock” in Rome, Whitney
was deeply invested in political and social causes, including the abolition movement and
women’s suffrage; her works which focused on “either champions of freedom or those oppressed
by the lack of it,” as one art historian describes, reflected this investment.26 The sculptor’s oeuvre
includes both allegorical subjects, such as Roma and Africa, historical heroes and heroines, such
as Toussaint L’Overture and Lady Godiva, and commissioned portraits of her contemporaries,
such as William Lloyd Garrison, Harriet Martineau, and Samuel E. Sewall.
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Whitney’s portrait of Stone, which now sits in the Boston Public Library, was
commission by Frances Willard and a committee of women from the New England Women’s
Club.27 According to Alice Stone Blackwell (Stone’s daughter), Willard and others had long
urged Stone to allow them to start a subscription for her bust; however, she “absolutely and
peremptorily refused, saying, very sensibly, that it was much better to devote the money to
suffrage work.”28 Stone eventually agreed to sit for the portrait in 1892, after learning that the
funds raised by the subscription could only be used for the bust and not for the campaign.
Whitney completed the bust in time for the World’s Columbian Exposition; later, it was
presented to the Boston Public Library where “the face of the first Massachusetts woman to take
a college degree now looks calmly and benignantly down upon the many college girls from
Boston University and elsewhere who frequent the great library.”29 When Stone died in October
1893, Whitney served as one of her pallbearers, while a plaster cast of the bust stood beside the
pulpit alongside a portrait of abolitionist and women’s rights activist Wendell Phillips.
The fact that both Whitney and Johnson chose to show portraits of suffragists and other
female reformers at the Exposition was both timely and appropriate. On one level, as political
historian Edith Mayo suggests, these portraits “gave women a physical and artistic embodiment
of their own historical significance during a time when such public recognition was rare.”30 On
another level, the inclusion of these portrait busts in the Woman’s Building complemented the
27
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suffrage discourse and activities that occurred during the Exposition. Included in the Woman’s
Building, for instance, was an Organization Room that featured displays by various women’s
organizations, such as the WCTU, the YWCA, the Federation of Women’s Clubs, the National
Council of Women, and others. In 1890, AWSA (led by Stone) and NWSA (led by Anthony)
merged to form the National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA) with Anthony at
the helm. Anthony requested space in the room for this new organization but was refused by
Bertha Palmer, President of the Board of Lady Managers, who did not want suffrage to be the
main focus in the Organization Room. Instead, NAWSA was allowed to share some of the space
given to the National Council of Women. At its booth, which was decorated with a portrait of
Anthony, NAWSA sold souvenirs and stacks of leaflets, and invited visitors to sign a suffrage
petition.31 In addition to the booth, suffragists also exerted their presence during the World’s
Congress of Representative Women, which they held at the Fair between May 15th and 22nd.
The conference featured hundreds of speakers who gave talks on subjects relevant to women,
such as education, science, employment, social and moral reform, and the civil and political
status of women. Anthony, Stanton, and Stone all spoke at the congress.
When Johnson first completed the busts of Anthony, Stanton, and Mott, she had planned
to have them placed in the Capitol Building once the Exposition ended in October of 1893.
However, due to disputes over her contract, and conflicts with NAWSA’s leadership, this never
happened. As already mentioned, when the artist began working on the busts she had no patron
to commission the marble versions. Anthony could not afford to purchase the busts, nor could
Johnson afford to donate them, due to the prohibitive cost of travel, marble, and labor. In order to
pay for the marble busts, a self-appointed Bust Fund Committee was formed, consisting of three
31
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members: Jane H. Spofford, Henrietta Banker, and Jean Brooks Greenleaf. According to the
contract Johnson signed on February 23, 1892, the committee would be responsible for raising
$3000 from private subscriptions; they would then pay the amount to the artist in three
installments of $1000: the first when she departed for Italy; the second when she completed the
marbles; and the third once the committee ensured the busts’ installment in the Capitol. Johnson
received her first two payments. As for the third, Anthony advanced Johnson $325, which she
raised from friends and donors in anticipation that the committee would soon fulfill the
requirements of the contract.32 Rather than turning over the busts after the Exposition, Johnson
kept them in her studio in Washington, since the committee made no strides in securing their
placement at the Capitol. As Sandra Weber points out, the committee members failed to
recognize that this placement was of utmost importance in their contract with Johnson, who
included a clause stipulating that she would retain custody of the works until they found their
final home in the Capitol.33
The fact that Johnson refused to hand over the busts remained a source of discord
between the artist, Anthony, and NAWSA. In a letter to Johnson dated March 20, 1895, Anthony
wrote, “I do not think you have a moral right to house them — when no one but your personal
guests can see them…They ought to be in some public place — or gallery — and I do hope
you’ll, at once, arrange to thus place them — somewhere…knowledge of your skill & power can
never come to the lovers of art if you keep your works hidden in a private house!!”34
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Additionally, Anthony felt little enthusiasm over the portraits’ planned placement in the Capitol;
she preferred to see them at the Library of Congress, where she had already deposited her papers
and scrapbooks, and where they would not be overwhelmed by the colossal statues already
displayed in the Capitol.35 For its part, NAWSA continuously insisted that Johnson hand over the
busts despite the fact that they had no legal right to them. Although many assumed that NAWSA
was the rightful owner, since it helped to raise the funds for the commission, in reality, Johnson’s
contract was with the Bust Fund Committee, which was formed independently of any suffrage
organization. Moreover, even if Johnson was willing to relinquish the busts, NAWSA in those
years did not even have headquarters in which to display them.36 In 1903, Johnson moved to
New York, leaving the busts on extended loan at the Corcoran Gallery, before she placed them in
storage.
When Anthony died in 1906, she left the money she had collected for the Bust Fund to
NAWSA’s board to give to Johnson when the terms of the contract were fulfilled. Subsequently,
NAWSA made formal requests for Johnson to deliver the busts to the organization’s recently
established headquarters in Warren, Ohio. The artist, of course, refused. This situation caused
much bitterness on Johnson’s end, as she believed that certain leaders in NAWSA – Anna
Howard Shaw in particular – were attempting to smear her reputation by claiming that she was in
breach of contract by refusing to relinquish the busts. Writing to Johnson in 1907, Ida Husted
Harper, Anthony’s official biographer, described bringing up the subject with Shaw, stating, “At
the mention of the busts she flies to pieces, and, as I have told you, she would not even let me
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explain to her your position.”37 Harper took a special interest in this case in 1904, endeavoring to
resolve the conflict between Johnson and NAWSA. In 1907, she spoke to Greenleaf, the only
surviving member of the Bust Fund Committee, requesting power of attorney, to which
Greenleaf eagerly consented. Once she received power of attorney, Harper began the process of
having the busts accepted by Congress for the Capitol.
In 1909, Harper helped Johnson secure the sale of copies of her busts to New York
socialite and suffrage leader Alva Belmont, her first major patron.38 Struggling financially at the
time, Johnson claimed she was unhappy that she received only $2100 ($54,425 in 2017) from
one of the wealthiest women in the US.39 Nevertheless, this sale marked the beginning of a
fruitful relationship. In 1912, Belmont commissioned Johnson to do her portrait. This bust, and
those of the three suffrage pioneers sat in the Belmont’s mansion on Madison Avenue, where
they were on view to her wealthy visitors. In 1922, she donated the busts to the National
Woman’s Party (NWP), and today, they reside in the Sewall-Belmont House and Museum in
Washington, DC. In addition to being Johnson’s patron, Belmont also introduced Johnson to
Alice Paul, who, on behalf of the NWP, played a crucial role in commissioning the Portrait
Monument, and ensuring its acceptance into the Capitol.
Johnson maintained a strong attachment to her three portrait busts of the suffrage
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pioneers, which may explain why her conflict with NAWSA escalated to such a troubling height
As Harper wrote in 1909, “I think you have kept them so long and worshipped them so much
that you feel the despair a mother would on selling her children.”40 After sending the busts to
Belmont, Johnson wrote in her diary, “At last the children (Mott, Stanton, Anthony) have gone to
their new home in Mrs. Belmont’s mansion…they have left me for their new abode. May
they…not forget their little mother maker who had them for so long.”41
Johnson’s attachment to her works also extended into her personal life on January 29,
1896, when she married Alexander Frederick Jenkins, a twenty-four year old Englishman.
Anthony was among those who attended the wedding, and the marble busts served as
“bridesmaids,” while a female minister united the couple in an unconventional marriage.42 She
and Jenkins were drawn together through a shared interest in spiritual matters and vegetarianism,
and when they married, Jenkins legally changed his name to “Johnson” as “the tribute love pays
to genius.”43 Their union was marked by long separations, with Johnson working on
commissions in Washington, and her husband remaining in New York, employed as a window
dresser. This separation, their mutual desire to focus on their careers, and financial difficulties
put a strain on their marriage, and they divorced in 1907.
The couple never had any children together. In December of 1896, she suffered a
miscarriage. In her grief and sorrow, she threw herself into her work, creating an even greater
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distance with her husband.44 Johnson’s reference to her portrait busts as her “children” comments
on her own childless state and her failed marriage, perhaps. She was wedded to her artistic
profession, and her works were born out of that union. Laura Prieto points out that it was not
uncommon for women artist to use “children” as a metaphor for their works. Like Johnson, many
of these artists sacrificed or rejected the traditional roles of women as wife and mother to their
professional aspirations. Referring to their works as “children,” however, “helped erase the taint
of the market and the public from the woman artist’s lifestyle,” and also “accorded women artists
a recognizable and even praiseworthy social role.”45
If Johnson maintained a strong, personal attachment to her busts, NAWSA recognized
their symbolic, ceremonial, and historical value. While portraits of suffragists were widely
exhibited, for the most part, they did not circulate in the more conventional context of the
commercial art gallery. Rather, they often served a ceremonial purpose, as evidenced by their
exhibition history. Johnson’s portrait busts, for instance, were frequently brought out during
special events organized by suffragists. In 1895, Anthony requested that the busts be placed on
the stage of the Metropolitan Opera House during Stanton’s 80th birthday celebration. Writing to
Johnson, Anthony stated, “It is intended to make that occasion a splendid object-lesson of all the
progress made by women in the last half century in every possible direction.”46 In 1898,
NAWSA brought out the busts during its annual convention at Metzerott Hall in Washington,
where upon Johnson’s insistence they were “given a first tier box, and allowed to occupy it
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alone, as they should not…be allowed to merely decorate the stage.”47 In 1915, the busts were
again displayed, this time during the Woman Voter’s Convention at the Panama Pacific
International Exposition in San Francisco. That these portraits were put on view during these
high-profiled events shows a conscious endeavor on the part of the organizers to legitimize and
to give greater gravity to the efforts of contemporary suffragists by invoking the presence of the
movement’s founding pioneers.
Historian Sara Hunter Graham points to the importance of an “authorized history of
women” within the tradition of women’s suffrage. The ambitious History of Woman Suffrage,
begun in 1881 by Anthony, Stanton, and Matilda Joslyn Gage, and completed in 1922 by Harper,
served as both propaganda, and as something that “filled the void in history textbooks left by the
omission of American women.”48 More importantly, as Graham notes, the multivolume history
precipitated the notion of the movement’s pioneers and early leaders as heroic saints whose
struggles constituted a history that could be passed down to the next generation of suffragists.
She argues, “As the lineal successors of Anthony, Stanton, and Stone, twentieth-century leaders
found legitimation for their position through the celebration of and association with what might
be called the ‘founding mothers’ of their organization.”49 This emphasis on a suffrage lineage
through history books and biographies found its visual parallel in the creation and display of
portraits. The NWP, led by a younger generation of women who may not have had the privilege
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of meeting the movement’s pioneers, must certainly have been thinking about its own place in
suffrage history when it commissioned Johnson’s Portrait Monument.
The invocation of ancestors through portraits is not a new concept, as it can be traced as
far back as the funerary rituals practiced by patrician families in the Roman Republic. As
described by Greek historian Polybius, when an illustrious man died, his body was placed on
display in the Forum, while his son or relative recounted his virtues and achievements. Following
the interment and ceremonies, a wax mask “reproducing with remarkable fidelity both the
features and the complexion of the deceased” was placed in a wooden shrine prominently located
in the family’s home. Subsequently, during funerals of important family members, the masks
were “worn by men who bear the closest resemblance to the original in height and general
appearance.” Those wearing the masks would then ride chariots to the Rostra in a grand
spectacle. Polybius asks, “For who could fail to be inspired by the sight of these images, so
lifelike in appearance, so evocative of justly famous men? What spectacle could be finer than
this?”50 Essentially, the proxies for the deceased served as role models for the spectators.
This practice, as Ranuccio Bandinelli observes, is not only a form of ancestor worship,
but also a political concept associated with the practice of ius imaginum, whereby patrician
families placed imagines (wax masks, and later, marble busts) in shuttered cabinets in the atrium
of their houses, creating a sort of genealogical tree that could be added to and passed down to
later generations. This legacy of imagines demonstrated the family’s nobilitas and helped to
confirm its status as a member of the privileged upper class. Portraits, as Bandinelli further
observes, were particularly important during the period when the patrician class was seeking to
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re-establish its position and power following the land reforms enacted by the Gracchi brothers in
the 2nd century B.C.51
Though portraits of suffragists do not function as overt symbols of caste identity, they
nevertheless convey a historical lineage similar to Roman portraits, and they performed a
ritualistic function in suffrage events. Likewise, those depicted served as role models for younger
generations of suffragists. Images of Anthony, Stone, and others demonstrated that women’s
suffrage had a history and a tradition, and that it was not a temporary mania. Portraits
immortalized the movement’s pioneers whose contributions left a profound mark on American
society. As such, their legacy needed to be preserved and passed down to subsequent
generations— whether through images, biographies, or history books — particularly since
women’s history had (and has) all too often been erased or neglected.
Johnson saw the importance of using portraits as a way to highlight and preserve the
contributions of women to society, which is partly why she was so determined to ensure that her
busts of Anthony, Stanton, and Mott were placed in the Capitol, the seat of the United States
government. The artist also hoped that she would one day open a portrait gallery dedicated to
women. Writing to her friend and fellow suffragist May Wright Sewall in 1893, Johnson
expressed her dream of founding a “national portrait gallery of Eminent Women” in Washington,
DC, and that her “first and best efforts now are to secure those who have blossomed in this
wonderful age while they are here and at their best moments.”52 Though Johnson modeled a
number of men, including the naturalist John Burroughs, reformer William Tebb, and educator
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Dr. Newton Bateman, she focused her energy on promoting her busts of Anthony, Stanton, and
Mott, and securing commissions of important women. This included portraits of Isabella Beecher
Hooker, May Wright Sewall, Alva Belmont, Caroline Winslow, Lillian Whiting, Emma Thursby,
and Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
In 1911, Johnson proposed modeling the portraits of British mother and daughter
suffragists Emmeline and Christabel Pankhurst, presumably to include them in her gallery of
eminent women, though both declined to sit for her. In a note dated October 13, 1911, Emmeline
wrote, “We have artists & sculptors among our own members & I have been compelled to make
it a rule not to be painted or sculpted at all for it would give pain were I to prefer one above
another.”53 Initially, Christabel agreed to sit for Johnson, but she later changed her mind, citing
lack of time. Johnson recorded in her diary, “This morning past brought me the tragic
disappointment of a letter form Mrs. Harper with a telegram from Christabel Pankhurst saying
plans had changed so the bust could not be done. I seem to feel like one shot on a battle field
[sic] but not killed but left to die.”54 Though neither woman modeled for Johnson, the artist still
greatly admired the Pankhursts. She regularly corresponded with them, and sympathized with
their militant actions across the pond despite the unpopularity of these tactics in the US. In
addition, she joined the Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU), founded by Emmeline
Pankhurst, and she subscribed to the organization’s journals: Votes for Women and The
Suffragette. In her diary entry of March 5, 1912, she wrote about her “English sisters” who were
imprisoned the previous day for smashing windows in protest against the government: “I rejoice
and am glad at their courage and hope they will create a veritable Reign of Terror until the
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Voters wake up and turn out the foul government and I shall burn with eagerness until “Votes for
Women” comes this week.”55
Johnson’s sympathies for a more militant brand of women’s suffrage may have also
contributed her widening breach with the more conservative NAWSA. Through her association
with Belmont, she became a member of the radical NWP and served on its National Advisory
Council. While I have not found any evidence to suggest that she participated in any of its
demonstrations she certainly supported them, and was invited to join. Dora Lewis, National
Finance Chairman of the NWP, wrote to Johnson in 1919, “I am so glad you approve our watch
fires and wish that you would come down and take some part in our demonstrations. You would
not necessarily go to jail; you could be very helpful without that although of course that would
be the best service at this time that could render. Do think it over.”56 In any case, Johnson’s close
ties to the NWP, and her professional ties to Belmont, one of its leaders, proved fortunate as it
was through the party’s efforts that she finally saw her “children” placed in the Capitol.
Johnson had long hoped that NAWSA would help secure her portraits’ acceptance by
Congress, but the animosity between her and the organization made this impossible. Around
1918, the NWP began contemplating the idea of placing Belmont’s copies of the busts in the
Capitol. Harper still held hope that the placement would be done through NAWSA, but she was
rebuffed when she addressed the issue with its president, Carrie Chapman Catt, who wanted
nothing to do with the busts. In 1920, Johnson wrote to Harper, stating, “[Paul] at once asked
about the marbles and it was almost like a ‘stroke of lightning’ to me. She wishes to have them
presented to the Capitol with as much ceremony as it is possible to have at the real end of the
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suffrage movement when everything is absolutely done and secure…she had said that Mrs.
Belmont had offered hers but she thought of course if [the original busts] had been designed for
that end they should be the ones.”57 Rather than handing over the originals, which were still
sitting in storage in Washington, Harper suggested using more recent models. “Nobody living
wants to see them there more than I do,” she wrote, “but since the original busts were made you
have made others so far superior that I strongly desire to have these last ones placed in the
Capitol.” If Miss Paul will arrange with you to have this done I will not only consent but will
give my fullest cooperation.”58
After consulting with Paul, Johnson agreed that instead of using the original busts that
were collecting dust in storage, she would create an entirely new work of heroic proportions. As
this would be a costly enterprise, requiring Johnson to travel to Carrara to purchase the marble
block, and the to Rome to execute the work, Paul agreed to raise $2000 through a bust fund.
According to the contract, Johnson would receive the first half of the payment before traveling to
Italy, and the final half when she delivered the monument to the Capitol. She ultimately received
$4000, as it later became clear that the project would be more expensive than originally
anticipated. Johnson departed the US on May 11, 1920, traveling to Carrara, Italy, to select and
purchase the marble block for her work, which she then transported to her studio in Rome (fig.
1.8). Assisted by three Italian carvers, Johnson began working on the marble in August (fig. 1.9).
In the meantime, Congress had ratified the Nineteenth Amendment, and timely completion of the
monument became urgent, as Paul wished to officially unveil it during a ceremony scheduled for
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February 15, 1921, Anthony’s 101st birthday.
Johnson worked steadily on the commission, while also handling conflict and criticism
coming from Paul’s end. In September, Paul wrote to artist, requesting the use of her original
busts from 1893 (then in storage), or the ones belonging to Belmont, as a substitute for an NWP
convention in October, since the artist could not deliver the new monument to Washington until
February 1921.59 Johnson vented to Harper, “The ‘last straw’ — I really could have endured the
criticism — is the proposed farce of dragging old long ago made works out that the Woman’s
Party may ornament its convention with a ceremony without the real thing…or myself their
creator and they the culmination of a life work being there.”60 As for the “criticism,” Johnson
was referring to Paul’s questioning of her aesthetic choices following the suffrage leader’s
consultation with “prominent sculptors.” Paul wrote:
The general criticism seems to be that her hair should be less formal and rigid, and
should lie in loose waves instead of the tight curls which were used in the earlier busts.
Mrs. Blatch says that her mother never wore her hair in that way in which it is shown in
the earlier busts, and even if she did, it would seem more attractive to make the bust
show her hair without the tight curls. Can you not also make Mrs. Stanton less fat? She
must have been more slender at some period of her life and it seems to me that we
should preserve her in a more idealized form than shown in the earlier busts. Cannot
Miss Anthony be made without such an excessively pronounced bosom as is shown in
the earlier busts? Her bosom in the busts at Mrs. Belmont’s home makes her seem very
stout while in reality I understand she was not stout. It seems to me that if she could be
made with a straight front such as you have given Mrs. Stanton and Mrs. Mott in the
earlier busts, it would improve her.

To which Johnson replied with great indignation, “I do not know exactly whether —
professionally — you and those urging you considers me an idiot, a fool, an amateur, [or] one
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whose judgment can be bought.”61 Criticism over Stanton’s bust was not new to Johnson.
Stanton’s children made no secret of the fact that they disliked the bust, and Johnson’s good
friend, Sewall, also always maintained that Stanton’s fat did not translate well into marble.62
However, criticism from NAWSA and Anthony bothered her most, so the similar response over
Stanton’s bust that she received from her allies in the NWP must have hit a raw nerve, brining up
bitter memories of the Bust Fund controversy
During the dispute over ownership of the busts, Johnson wrote to Harper, suggesting that
NAWSA’s criticism had less to do with Stanton’s bust than it did with Stanton the person. In
1895, Stanton published The Woman’s Bible, a feminist revision of the Bible, much to the shock
and horror of members of the increasingly mainstream and conservative NAWSA. During its
1896 convention, the organization officially repudiated the book. Graham points out that as a
result of The Woman’s Bible and Stanton’s radical views, NAWSA began erasing her from its
“official historical memory,” while placing greater emphasis upon venerating Anthony.63
Johnson was well aware of these attempts, writing to Harper in 1909:
The primary and initial cause [of this conflict over the busts], or the original source of
this dates far back to the National officers’ persecution of me…to the time of the tussle
in the convention (1895, I think) over the resolution about Mrs. Stanton’s book “The
Woman’s Bible,” which caused Miss Anthony unspeakable pain…From that instant or
date there took form the determination to separate the marbles of that “immortal three,”
and throw Mrs. Stanton out, and, at that time, freely expressed.64
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Johnson made a similar point in her response to Paul’s criticism in 1920, writing, “The object
was to throw Mrs. Stanton out not because of criticism of the bust, but because…bigots hated
Mrs. Stanton herself, with her great brain and advance thought, and were jealous of Miss
Anthony’s devotion to her and did not want her in the Capitol with Miss Anthony.”65 Johnson’s
decision to carve the three busts from one block of marble, thereby ensuring that they would
never be separated, must surely have been motivated by those persistent efforts to remove
Stanton from the group and from the official history of women’s suffrage.
While Johnson worked on the marble in Italy, Paul wrote to Senator Frank Brandagee,
Chairman of the Joint Committee on the Library, requesting permission to place the monument
in the Rotunda of the Capitol. On February 5, 1921, the marble arrived at the Capitol. However,
as the press reported at the time, the work was not immediately accepted, due to “strong antisuffrage feeling” on the part of the Committee on the Library, and to concerns over the
Rotunda’s floor’s ability to support the monument’s weight.66 Ultimately, the NWP managed to
successfully secured its acceptance on February 10, just five days before the lavish ceremony
organized to commemorate Anthony’s birthday and to celebrate the the work’s unveiling.
Following the event, the monument would be moved to the Crypt, directly beneath the Rotunda.
The dedication ceremony was a proud moment for Johnson, both as the artist who created
the monument, and as a suffragist who lived to see the enfranchisement of women (fig. 1.10).
Among those who participated in the ceremony were singers, flower girls, young girls dressed as
Columbia, representatives of fifty-five woman’s organizations carrying banners, and descendants
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of Stanton, Mott, and Anthony. NAWSA was conspicuously absent from the ceremony, which is
unsurprising given its past bitterness with Johnson, and its rivalry with the NWP. As Weber
points out, Catt felt that by participating in the ceremony, NAWSA would be condoning the
NWP’s militant actions. In addition, she wanted nothing to do with the original busts, and
seemingly, in an attempt to denigrate the monument, Catt argued that it should portray Lucy
Stone rather than Lucretia Mott.67
Prominent reformer and suffragist Jane Addams presided over the ceremony, stating in
her speech:
Now at last the women are coming onto their own. In victorious and defeated nations
alike, they are fast receiving long withheld political power. But as we all know, the
extension of the franchise, however normal and evolutionary it may seem in retrospect,
did not come without effort and struggle on the part of those demanding it. None have
worked more eagerly than women, and their victorious banner alone is free from the
stain of blood.68
All in all, this event was a symbolic moment when the women who fought long and hard to have
a voice in government finally found themselves in the space most symbolic of political life in the
United States. As the Washington Post described, the ceremony “marked an impressive climax to
the age-long struggle,” and that it was “the highest official tribute paid the dauntless workers for
women’s political freedom within the very walls where the nineteenth amendment was ratified
by Congress.”69 Two days after the ceremony, the Portrait Monument was unceremoniously
placed in the Crypt, where it remained for decades until it was moved back to the Rotunda in
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1997.70 Johnson’s commission for the Portrait Monument marked the culmination of her career,
and it bolstered her dream of creating her Gallery of Eminent Women
While Johnson had the honor and distinction of having her work displayed in the Capitol,
she struggled throughout her career to make ends meet. In 1926, she purchased a house in
Washington, turning it into a studio-museum in which she displayed her portrait busts on marble
pedestals. However, she experienced financial difficulties, as she was unable to sell her work. In
1939, at the age of 80, she faced eviction and had to sell her home in order to pay off her taxes.
Rather than sell her works for less than what she believed them to be worth, she destroyed some
of her marble busts with a sledgehammer, while the press witnessed the mutilation. This
publicity stunt attracted the sympathy of Representative Sol Bloom of New York, who helped
raise money that would allow her to rent the house she had previously owned. The NWP also
stepped in and paid her rent until 1947, after which she had to give up her home and move in
with friends. Johnson died on November 10, 1955, from a stroke at the age of 96. Her obituaries
report that she was 108, twelve years older than she really was. In her last years, she lied about
her age for the sake of publicity, recognizing “that advanced age could convey special privilege,”
as Mayo describes.71
Johnson’s financial failure stemmed not only from her pride and unwillingness to part
with her “children,” but also from the fact that she, in large part, limited her subjects to public
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figures who impacted the political causes she supported. In her biography of Johnson, Burton
states, “The political statement made by Johnson’s art is in her selection of public figures that
should be held in esteem for the inspiration and guidance of future generations.”72 Because her
art was political, Johnson had a difficult time finding wealthy patrons (with the exception of
Belmont) who did not object to displaying portraits of suffragists and feminists in their
mansions. Granted, Johnson did have the honor of having one of her works placed in the Capitol,
and a portrait of Anthony in collection the Metropolitan Museum of Art (presented to the
museum in 1906, in honor of Anthony’s 86th birthday); for the most part however, she failed
commercially. Other sculptors, like Alice Morgan Wright, were politically engaged and made
works related to women’s suffrage; nevertheless, they directed their efforts towards creating
sculpture that was palatable to a larger public: dancing nymphs and smiling cherubs, to name a
few. Burton points out that the social and political causes Johnson supported were typically led
by those who were unable to commission works, or could not pay for them when they did.
Moreover, she frequently produced non-commissioned portraits of women she admired, and thus
received no income from those efforts.73 Ultimately, Johnson’s financial woes illustrate the risk
women artists (already at a disadvantage because of their gender) took by being overtly and
consistently political in their work.
Nevertheless, there was still a demand for images of Anthony, upon which Johnson tried
to capitalize. As the founder of the movement, Anthony has been portrayed more frequently in
sculpture, painting, and suffrage memorabilia than any other suffrage pioneer to this day.
Moreover, by the twentieth century, she had a cult-like status in the movement, becoming the
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subject of suffrage pageants and poetry, and having her image reproduced on suffrage
memorabilia. Over the course of her career, Johnson created nine different portraits of her friend,
with versions now in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the National Portrait
Gallery, the White House, and the Sewall-Belmont House and Museum. Images of the bust have
also appeared multiple times on the cover and in the pages of The Suffragist. In addition, her
work served as the basis for a commemorative postage stamp from 1936, which shows
Anthony’s face in profile. In 1904, Johnson began working on a portrait medallion of Anthony,
“hoping that it would be a popular thing and a little income may be derived from it.”74 Though I
have yet to find an image of this medallion, Johnson’s plan to create what appears to be a
collectible suggests an impulse to commemorate Anthony at a more popular level.
Johnson may have been aware of an earlier portrait medallion by Boston sculptor Leila
Usher (fig. 1.11). On April 21, 1902, Dr. Howard A. Kelly of John Hopkins University Medical
School presented Usher’s bronze medallion to Bryn Mawr College. Anthony attended the
ceremony and addressed the student body following the presentation. “The representation of
Miss Anthony is of admirable simplicity and beauty,” reported the press, “But even above the
importance of the acquisition of so valuable a possession was the presence of Miss Anthony
herself.”75 Harper notes in her biography of Anthony, that the medallion was much admired, and
that a Miss Garret commissioned a replica, which she later donated to the University of
Rochester.76 In 1915, Usher exhibited a replica of medallion at the Exhibition of Painting and
Sculpture by Women Artists for the Benefit of Woman Suffrage Campaign held at the Macbeth
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Gallery in New York, where it had the distinction of being the only portrait of a suffragist out of
the 153 works displayed.
Like sculptors, painters also sought to immortalize the pioneers of suffrage through
portraiture. Not bound by some of the limitations of sculpture, painting offered artists greater
freedom to explore the character of their subjects. As such, paintings of Anthony, Stanton and
others provide interesting counterpoints to portrait busts. Each of these portraits demonstrate an
effort to strike a balance between portraying the sitters as public figures or stateswomen, and as
respectable matrons in seeming contradiction to their reputation as radical reformers. One
compelling example is Sarah James Eddy’s 1900 oil painting of Anthony (fig. 1.12). Here, she
depicts Anthony as an elderly woman in a red dress, surrounded by young children as they
present roses to her. Eddy based this tableau on an actual event that took place during Anthony’s
80th birthday celebration in Washington that year. As part of the celebration, eighty young boys
and girls marched up to the stage where Anthony sat, and each presented her with a single rose.
“It was a surprise so complete, so wonderfully beautiful, that for a few minutes she could do
nothing more than grasp the hand of each child,” reported the press, “Then she began kissing the
little people and the applause which greeted this act was deafening.”77 Harper, Anthony’s
biographer, recounted that the suffrage leader had long promised to sit for Eddy, a granddaughter
of her old friend Francis Jackson of the Anti-Slavery Society, and the daughter of Eliza Jackson
Eddy, of whom she was very fond. The sitting took place over a period of three-and-a-half weeks
at Eddy’s summer home in Bristol Ferry, Rhode Island.78
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In addition to the full-length portrait of Anthony on her birthday, Eddy made at least two
other portraits based on this sitting, one located at Bryn Mawr College, and another at the
University of Rochester (fig. 1.13). Both paintings are virtually identical, showing a half-length
portrait of Anthony in profile. She wears the same red dress and Victorian lace shawl that she
wears in the birthday portrait. However, the full-length portrait and the studies convey
contrasting ideas. In one, Anthony appears the benevolent maternal figure, though in reality she
rejected the conventional role of wife and mother. At the same time, Eddy’s portrayal of her as a
motherly figure accorded with Anthony’s frequent characterization as the “mother” of women’s
suffrage.79 In the studies, she appears as the stoic reformer, set against the type of plain
background one often associates with portraits of statesmen and other public figures. The lines
on her face, her grey hair, her tidy but old-fashioned outfit, and the small spectacles balanced on
her nose all highlight her age, and, by extension, her wisdom.
Anna Klumpke, domestic partner of French painter Rosa Bonheur, similarly emphasizes
on old age and wisdom in a portrait of Elizabeth Cady Stanton (fig. 1.14). Stanton was 72 years
old when she sat for the portrait, while she was in Paris visiting her son in 1887. Here she is
shown in an elegant black dress suitable for an elderly matron; her white hair is styled in her
characteristic tight curls, much like it is in Johnson’s marble bust; her eyes, which look off to the
distance, are still bright with intelligence and suggest that she is in deep thought; a large book
topped with manuscripts of her writing sits beside her. Importantly, the light centers on Stanton’s
face, hands, and manuscripts, which are brought into greater focus by their contrast to her black
dress and the dark backdrop. While elegant in appearance, this portrait is unlike the fashionable,
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Gilded Age socialites painted by artists like John Singer Sargent or William Merritt Chase;
rather, it is a portrayal of an influential writer and an intellectual.
The production of suffrage portraiture, and the ways in which it was used and displayed
both contributed to the legitimization of women’s place in history. However, of equal importance
are the aesthetic choices artists made when representing these pioneers, both in painting and in
sculpture. While there is no evidence to suggest that an artist like Johnson was directly inspired
by portraits from the Roman Republic – though while working in Rome she must have seen them
– one can still draw parallels between portraits made in this era and those honoring suffragists. A
notable feature of portraits from the Roman Republic is an effort to capture the character and
individuality of the subject through realism, which contrasts with the idealization found in
portraits from the Hellenistic world, and from Imperial Rome. As Bandinelli observes, “Never
before had there been a type of portraiture which adhered so completely to objective reality, or
was so wholly deficient in aesthetic artifice and all the fashionable graces.”80 This “warts and
all” approach to portraiture accorded well with the Roman virtues of gravitas and dignitas, and
the importance of age, experience and authority.
In analyzing Johnson’s portrait busts of the three suffrage pioneers, one can see a similar
focus on objective realism, as the artist skillfully conveys the age and wisdom of her subjects
through the deeply etched lines and wrinkles in their stoic faces. Johnson’s emphasis on these
details points to the fact that these portraits were not meant to be admired for the subjects’ beauty
in the conventional sense, but rather for their accomplishments and the wisdom they imparted
over the course of their lives as activists. While the “warts and all” approach to representing men
is not at all uncommon, Johnson made her portraits at a time when depicting women meant
80
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idealizing and objectifying them. Indeed, there was hardly even a precedent for representing
contemporary stateswomen at the time, though the image of the ideal American woman
proliferated in the visual arts at the turn-of-the-century.
In the late nineteenth century, when many of these portraits of suffragists were produced,
female imagery was particularly fashionable in American art. Although female imagery existed
prior to ca. 1876, it only became popular and widespread when the younger generation of artists
began traveling to European cities (Munich and Paris, for instance) to study with artists such as
Carolus-Duran, Jean Léon Gérôme, and Alexandre Cabanel. There, they were exposed to
fashionable modern art, and had more opportunities to paint from live models. Upon returning to
the United States, European-trained artists including, among others, William Merrit Chase,
Abbott H. Thayer, Thomas Wilmer Dewing, and Kenyon Cox, brought back with them an
greater interest and commitment to the female figure. At the same time, they recognized a need
to adapt the subject to American tastes and values, as classical mythology, European history,
peasants, and Orientalism appealed little to the American audience. Thus, these artists found
their subject in the ideal American woman.81 As art historian Bailey Van Hook points out,
“Images of ideal American womanhood would function on a pedestal: as icons of culture,
embodiments of refinement and taste and evocations of aesthetic, not sensual, beauty as they had
been in Second Empire painting.”82
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While women were placed on an idealized pedestal in Gilded Age art, ironically, real
women were marginalized in American society and excluded from active citizenship. As an
aesthetic object, the ideal American woman took a number of forms: the classically draped
angels, virgins, or allegorical figures; nudes in Arcadian landscapes; contemporary women as
decorative objects in decorative settings.83 One such example is Thayer’s Angel, which the artist
painted in 1887, when Johnson was working on her first portrait of Anthony, and when Stanton
sat for Klumpke (fig. 1.15). This painting demonstrates one approach to the ideal woman in its
portrayal of a youthful angel adorned in a white, Grecian peplos, evoking notions of innocence
and virginal purity. Another approach to the ideal American woman can be seen in a work such
as Chase’s Studio Interior (ca. 1882) in which the fashionable female figure is transformed into a
precious, decorative object, and equated with the beautiful furniture, textiles, paintings and
various other items in the studio (fig. 1.16). Even portraiture from the Gilded Age reflects this
pre-occupation with the decorative when it comes to the depiction of women. In Sargent’s The
Wyndham Sisters (1899), for instance, one’s attention is drawn to the luxurious textures of the
women’s white dresses and the opulent interior filled with flowers and expensive decorations
rather than to the women as individuals (fig. 1.17).
Portraits of the pioneers of women’s suffrage, whether carved in marble or painted on
canvas, provide powerful contrasts to more typical representations of women at the turn of the
century. The rhetoric surrounding works like Johnson’s bust of Stanton, or Eddy’s portrait of
Anthony maintained the prolific image of woman as mother. At the same time, they also
emphasize that women can retain a sense of dignity and respectability, while participating in
political life, a space reserved for men. Importantly, these portraits served multiple functions, of
83
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which suffragists were well aware. First, especially in the case of Johnson’s busts, they had a
ceremonial purpose that established a bridge between the movement’s early history and its
efforts in the twentieth century. Second, they, along with biographies, claim a spot for women in
American history and political life. Finally, they helped establish icons for a movement in search
of its own heroines and symbols with which suffragists can connect.
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CHAPTER 2
PARADES AND OPEN AIR MEETINGS: THE SUFFRAGIST AS PUBLIC WOMAN

In her memoir from 1940, suffrage leader and daughter of Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Harriot
Stanton Blatch wrote, “Convinced as I was that mankind is moved to action by emotion, not by
reason, I saw the possibilities in a suffrage parade. What could be more stirring than hundreds of
women, carrying banners, marching – marching – marching! The public would be aroused, the
press would spread the story far and wide, and the interest of our own workers would be fired.”1
If images of Susan B. Anthony and the pioneers of women’s suffrage symbolized the
movement’s historical legacy, parades and other public demonstrations displayed the collective
power and voice of the countless women who fought for the cause during the final decades of the
campaign.
In the visual documentation of the movement, images of parades and open-air meetings
proliferate, reflecting the iconic and propagandistic potential that public spectacles held in the
suffrage campaign. We can observe the enduring nature of these images by simply performing a
quick Internet search for “women’s suffrage,” which yields countless photographs of women
carrying banners and wearing white dresses as they march in unison up Fifth Avenue in
Manhattan, or along the National Mall in Washington, DC (fig. 2.1). Illustrations and cartoons
depicting parading suffragists are likewise abundant. For instance, Ashcan artist John Sloan
1
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produced a series of illustrations for Collier’s, in which he details the marchers and spectators in
a 1912 parade in New York City (fig. 2.2). In 1913, Anne Goldthwaite contributed Victory 1915
to The Woman Voter, in which she shows a sea of suffragists carrying banners and marching in a
parade (fig. 2.3). As a more humorous example, several suffrage postcards designed by Rose
O’Neill show her popular Kewpie characters playing the role of marching suffragists (fig. 2.4).
Depictions of open-air meetings and women standing on soapboxes are likewise prolific in
suffrage propaganda. These include illustrations in journals by Sloan, Nina Allender, and May
Wilson Preston, and postcards designed by Augusta Fleming.
Though abundant in photographs and illustration, parades and open-air meetings are
rarely found in painting, despite the fact that many artists both supported the cause, and
participated in these demonstrations. As such, urban realist painter Theresa Bernstein is singular
in her depiction of contemporary suffrage activities (fig. 2.5). Between 1912 and 1915, the artist
painted at least three canvases showing suffrage parades, and one depicting an open-air meeting.
Because the subject matter of suffrage is so rare in the fine arts, Bernstein’s paintings necessitate
a comprehensive analysis within the context of suffrage parades and open-air meetings as urban
spectacle, public performance, and political propaganda.
In recent decades, scholars have begun to explore the way in which public
demonstrations were used in the suffrage movement to reshape common stereotypes about
suffragists and women in public spaces. Though her work focuses on the English suffrage
movement, Lisa Tickner’s book, The Spectacle of Women: Imagery of the Suffrage Campaign,
1907-14, is nevertheless insightful and relevant to this chapter. 2 Here, she closely examines a
number of major parades and demonstrations that occurred in London, while arguing that these
2
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spectacles and their related imagery swayed public opinion by employing symbolism,
theatricality, and martyrdom, and placing an emphasis on women’s accomplishments and
contributions to larger society. Although Tickner focuses on women’s suffrage in England, her
overall analysis of suffrage spectacles in England is useful to my own work, especially given that
many twentieth-century American suffragists modeled their tactics on those of their English
counterparts.
Rampant Women: Suffragists and the Right of Assembly (1997), by journalism professor
Linda J. Lumsden is another book that explores public demonstrations organized by suffragists.3
Through the lens of freedom of expression, she analyzes the history of open-air meetings,
parades, pageants, and pickets. Lumsden investigates how suffragists used these forms of public
spectacle to build solidarity among diverse women in order to legitimize their cause, and to
accomplish tangible change in American democracy. As she argues, what began as disruptions
made by a handful of militants, became central to the suffrage movement in its final years, and
crucial to the success of the campaign. “Suffrage only became a national issue when women
publicly agitated for the vote,” Lumsden points out.4 If Lumsden considers public
demonstrations from the angle of freedom of expression and the right of assembly, historian
Margaret Finnegan considers them from the perspective of modern, consumer culture in her 1999
book, Selling Suffrage: Consumer Culture and Votes for Women.5 In her chapter on suffrage
parades, Finnegan convincingly argues that suffragists, when organizing their parades,
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consciously exploited modern, commercial society’s demand for urban spectacles, and
appropriated publicity techniques typical of consumer culture. Using this approach, she points
out, suffragists were able to transform these public displays into something socially acceptable,
and even ladylike.6
As for Bernstein, like many women artists of her generation, she has received minimal
attention from art historians. Theresa Bernstein: A Century in Art, edited by Gail Levin in 2013,
seeks to remedy this by providing a thorough account of Bernstein’s life and career.7 Levin’s
essay, “Forgotten Fame: Inscribing Theresa Bernstein into History,” provides an intriguing
biography of an artist who won early acclaim, and who associated and/or exhibited with some of
the biggest names in American art (Sloan, Robert Henri, Stuart Davis, Edward Hopper, and
others), but who was forgotten over the course of her career. Having lived through the entire
twentieth century, Bernstein, as Levin shows, bore witness to many important historical
moments, such as the suffrage movement, which she captured on canvas. While Levin briefly
discusses two of Bernstein’s suffrage-related paintings and one drawing, and focuses on the
artist’s commitment to the cause, she leaves room for further analysis and historical
contextualization.
Born in Krakow in 1890, Bernstein and her family settled in Philadelphia when she was
just a toddler. In the fall of 1911, after completing her studies at the Philadelphia School of
Design, she settled in New York City with her parents, and took classes at the Art Students
League with William Merritt Chase. During the 1910s, Bernstein exhibited regularly and
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achieved early success when she began winning prizes for her paintings. In 1919, she married
painter and printmaker, William Meyerowitz, whom she met in 1916, when he visited her studio.
Bernstein had an unusually long career. By the time she died in 2002, just shy of her 112th
birthday, she had exhibited her work in every decade of the twentieth century. Over time, her
style evolved and changed, but she maintained a consistent fascination with the crowds and
ordinary people she observed in New York and Gloucester, MA, where she and Meyerowitz
spent their summers.
Bernstein is perhaps best known for urban realist paintings from the 1910s, which have
often been associated with the Ashcan School, though she was not a member of the group, nor
was she a student of Robert Henri’s. Parades and large gatherings appear frequently in her works
from this period, from her paintings of suffrage parades from 1912, to the many patriotic parades
that took place in the city during World War I (fig. 2.6). In fact, as I will explore in Chapter 3,
suffrage iconography in the form of Joan of Arc, and American patriotism during World War I,
even come together in Bernstein’s Allies of World War I, a painting showing patriotic figures in
procession. As a connoisseur of urban crowds, Bernstein found herself drawn to the thrilling
extravaganza of the grand suffrage parades marching up Fifth Avenue. “I recall parades and
banners, white flags with yellow centers, and women marching in white dresses. Different
groups joined making it an exciting spectacle,” she described in her memoir.8 The suffrage
parade was just one of the many “exciting spectacles” in New York that attracted Bernstein.
Though there is no evidence that she actually marched in any of them, she certainly believed in
the cause, and recognized the historical significance of these displays enough to record them on
canvas.
8
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As a young woman struggling to make a career for herself in a field that heavily favored
men, Bernstein must have identified with some of her fellow artists who marched in the painters'
and sculptors’ contingents in the parades as a way of asserting their identities as professionals,
and to demand respect and political equality for their contributions to society. As she reflected in
her memoir, Bernstein was very conscious about the discrimination she faced as a female artist.
For instance, though she frequently exhibited her works at the National Academy of Design
(NAD), she was never elected a Member despite having been nominated five times.9 Her
experience with the NAD was not uncommon for women. Founded in 1825, the NAD elected
Ann Hall as its first female full Member in 1833, and it took seventy-six years before the
Academy elected Mary Cassatt as its next. Between 1900 and 1930, only twenty-two women
became Associates, and merely eight were elected full Members.10 Bernstein observed in her
memoir that women artists had fewer opportunities, and were judged according to their sex,
writing:
People want to make comparisons between a woman’s work and the work of a man. Of
course, I don’t think sex has much to do with it, except that few women in history were
able to be outstanding. […] Since there was always the inevitable comparison with the art
of men, juries and scholars wouldn’t accept a woman on the same basis. One has to
understand that there were limitations not in one’s expression, but in one’s status.11
During the early years of her career, Bernstein resorted to signing her works, “T. Bernstein,”
leading some – including her husband when they first met – to believe that she was, in fact, a
man. This tactic of disguising her identity as a female artist allowed her to get her toe in the door
of a rather misogynistic art world. Having experienced this type of inequity within her
9
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professional life, Bernstein must have empathized with women fighting for political equality,
many of whom were young professionals like herself, or wage-earners like the immigrant women
she depicted in many of her paintings and prints.
When Bernstein completed her studies in Philadelphia and settled in New York City in
the fall of 1911, suffrage parades had already grown significantly in size and scope from the first
suffrage parade that took place on February 16, 1908, which was somewhat lackluster compared
to subsequent demonstrations. Organized by a group calling itself the American Suffragettes, the
parade, which marched from Union Square to Central Park, attempted to emulate the grand
demonstrations that had been taking place in England. Up to a thousand women were expected to
participate, but on the day of the parade, only twenty-three showed up, vastly outnumbered by an
estimated 1,000-1,200 male spectators.12 Although the parade attracted very little interest from
the press, it nevertheless marked the first in a string of parades that would take place in city over
the course of the next decade.
Blatch, as the leader of the Equality League of Self-Supporting Women (renamed the
Women’s Political Union in late 1910) helped to organize the city’s first large-scale parade, held
on May 21, 1910. Since there was no precedent for such a large parade, this event generated
controversy among suffragists. When Blatch approached the New York State Suffrage
Association (a conservative organization, which sought to gain support for suffrage through
educating the public about the cause) and the National American Woman Suffrage Association
(NAWSA), she was told that “a parade would set suffrage back fifty years.”13 Pamela Cobrin, a
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scholar of theater, points out that many suffragists believed that women needed to “remain
within the bounds of expected behavior” in order to maintain credibility; marching publicly in
parades transgressed these boundaries.14 In other words, many suffragists continued to subscribe
to the idea that women belonged in the private home.
Nevertheless, the parade attracted thousands of participants who marched on foot and
carried banners; some women chose to participate in automobiles so as to be more “ladylike.”
Traveling down Fifth Avenue from 57th Street, the parade concluded at Union Square where up
to ten thousand people gathered to listen to Blatch and others deliver speeches at a massive openair meeting. Despite the initial fear that a parade would “set suffrage back by fifty years,” the
public’s response to the demonstration was, in fact, fairly mild, as Cobrin points out. The New
York Times, a newspaper with an anti-suffrage perspective, did not publish a single article
criticizing the parade, while The Woman Voter, the mouthpiece of the Woman Suffrage Party
(WSP) of New York City, a moderate organization founded by Blatch’s rival Catt, emphasized
the dignity and feminine qualities of the march.15
In the following year, the suffrage parade became an even more sophisticated and tightly
choreographed affair, featuring spectacles such as floats, all-female bands, and elaborate props.
Blatch also banned the use of automobiles, since they “did not demonstrate courage,” and neither
did they “give any idea of numbers of ‘marchers’”; all participants were required to march on
foot, and they were even offered free lessons in “the art of walking.”16 More importantly,
however, was the parade’s distinctive emphasis on labor and working women. As Blatch’s
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biographer Ellen Carol Dubois observes, “Everything was meant to highlight the link between
suffrage and labor.”17 Leading the parade were floats that showed the history of women’s labor,
which transitioned from home industry, to industrial and professional work. Participants in the
spectacle marched in groups arranged according to craft and profession, which included a
sculptors’ contingent led by artist Abastenia Eberle, while college graduates marched in their
caps and gowns.18
The theme of labor would have been particularly powerful and poignant at the time. On
March 25, just over a month before the parade, a devastating fire swept through the Triangle
Shirtwaist Factory, killing 146 garment workers (mostly women), and bringing into tragic
prominence the dangers that working women faced everyday in factories and sweatshops; it also
highlighted women’s desperate need for a political voice to fight these types of tragedies.19 The
Women’s Political Union (WPU), when it was still the Equality League had been an early
advocate of uniting working women (both industrial and professional) for the common cause of
suffrage. Although the WPU was more interested in courting wealthy women by 1911, the
parade nevertheless highlighted Blatch’s role in expanding the scope of the suffrage movement.20
Suffragists held two parades in New York City in 1912: Blatch and the WPU organized
the annual parade, which took place on May 4; and the WSP held the second, a torchlight parade
on November 9. That same year, Bernstein completed two similar parade paintings, which, I
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argue, depict each of the parades. The locations of these paintings are currently unknown, and I
have only been able to examine two photographs I had obtained from art historian Michele
Cohen. Both are generically titled “Suffrage Parade,” providing no indication as to which
specific parade they each represent. However, close observation of the paintings combined with
newspaper accounts from the time help determine the exact events Bernstein depicted.
The first of the 1912 paintings (fig. 2.7) shows a large group of women dressed in white
dresses and hats marching along a flag-lined avenue. The sky, which is visible in the upper right
corner of the canvas, casts an early evening glow on the suffragists as they parade uptown. The
parade began at 5 pm on May 4; by the time the last of the estimated 10,000-20,000 marchers
traveled uptown from Washington Square Park to Carnegie Hall, it would have been dark
outside. Blatch’s decision to begin the parade so late in the day is, in itself, worth mentioning.
That year, there was growing interest among socialist women and a number of suffrage societies
to hold a night parade. Previous parades were all held on Saturday afternoons, which meant that
many Jewish women were excluded from participating, due to the Sabbath. Blatch, however,
resisted the idea of night parade, arguing that most working women were under the age of
twenty, and their parents would discourage their young daughters from marching at night. In
addition, afternoon parades would “show in the light of day the fine calibre of those of all classes
who favor votes for women,” according to Blatch.21 For the sake of publicity, holding parades
earlier in the day made more sense, as they would receive full coverage in newspapers published
the following day. In the end, Blatch compromised by setting the start time to 5pm, which
allowed Jewish women to participate towards the conclusion of the parade.22 Blatch’s reluctance
21
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to accommodate a large population of working women was reflected in the parade itself.
Whereas the 1911 parade was built around the theme of labor, this parade, as Blatch’s biographer
states, aimed to “bring together the extremes of wealth and poverty in a perfect representation of
Progressive-era hopes for class cooperation.”23 This amalgam of classes represented in the
parade was certainly not lost on the New York Times, which described the event as “a parade of
contrasts—contrasts among women.”24
Using the parade as a medium for propaganda, Blatch sought to appeal to one’s emotions,
and to “[convert] the enemy through his eyes,” by harnessing the powerful visual effect of
uniformity.25 Bernstein picks up on this effect and the grandeur of the occasion in her painting;
she creates a dramatic atmosphere through her use of a glowing light that accent the marching
figures in white, and through the backdrop of Fifth Avenue’s looming buildings. In “Woman
March,” an essay for Collier’s, Mary Alden Hopkins described the parade in detail from the
perspective of an empathetic spectator:
The procession formed in Washington Square, around the broad green plot, and the side
streets among red brick, respectable-faced old homes, and the churches with dark squat
turrets. It swung up the avenue, between loft buildings, high, narrow, like children’s
blocks set on end; the fronts many-windowed, sides blank, spattered with black letters.
The crowd here was like a log jam in a spring freshet. The buildings could not give an
inch to accommodate the people, and overflowed the sidewalks into the roadway.26
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This evocative passage, mirrors Bernstein’s efforts to capture on canvas the physical splendor of
the procession, and the canyon-like environment of Manhattan. In contrast to this sweeping view,
John Sloan in his illustrations for Hopkins’ essay provides us with vignettes focusing on the
various characters that attended or participated in the parade (fig. 2.8). Observing the parade
from the sidelines while his wife Dolly marched in the procession, Sloan captured spectators and
marchers alike in his illustrations — children cheering their mothers on, suffragists wearing
sashes and carrying pennants, men jeering at the marchers, and photographers scurrying to
capture the event on camera.
Six months after the annual parade, suffragists finally held the night parade for which
they had been asking. This “torchlight parade,” I argue, is the subject of Bernstein’s second
suffrage parade painting of 1912 (fig. 2.9). The work has a similar composition to the first,
showing a mass of people (some carrying flags) marching along a canyon-like avenue in
Manhattan. The rather atmospherically dark scene is lit by the glow of street lamps, and what
appear to be lanterns carried by the some of the marchers. While the May 4th parade was one of
political protest, the torchlight parade sought to celebrate victories in Oregon, Michigan, Kansas,
and Arizona, which had recently become suffrage states. It began at 8 pm, and traveled down
Fifth Avenue from 58th Street to Union Square. This grand spectacle, which included 20,000
marchers and 400,000-500,000 spectators, featured everything from a woman in the guise of
Joan of Arc on a white horse, a group of forty women carrying a massive yellow flag inscribed
with, “Votes for Women,” a wage earners contingent carrying a banner reading, “We Want The
Vote So That We Can Vote For Fire Protection,” and a men’s division led by the Men’s League
for Equal Suffrage. In describing the visual effect of the suffrage march, the New York Times
wrote, “the spectacle as seen by those south of Forty-second Street was that of a rolling stream of
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fiery lava.”27 Contributing to this lava-like quality — an effect Bernstein captures in her glowing,
nocturnal painting — many of the marchers wore white dresses and matching white hats
purchased for five cents each at party headquarters, and carried large paper lanterns to light their
way down Fifth Avenue (fig. 2.10).
Bernstein’s third suffrage parade painting is dated 1915 (fig. 2.6). Like the earlier works
from 1912, this painting similarly depicts a nocturnal or early evening scene, as indicated by the
glowing streetlamp, the darkened sky in the upper left corner, and the lit storefront window near
the center of the composition. To mark the conclusion of the Empire State Campaign, on October
23, 1915, Catt and the WSP organized the grandest parade New York City had ever witnessed,
just over two weeks before New York State’s suffrage referendum. As a moderate counterpart to
Blatch, and Alice Paul, who organized the 1913 march in Washington, D.C., Catt initially
resisted the idea of suffrage parades. When asked to participate in the 1910 procession, she
claimed she “was too ill to be present.”28 By 1915, however, the sort of spectacle that Blatch
pioneered had become an acceptable form of protest for women. Indeed, as Pamela Cobrin points
out, the “stigma of women publicly displaying themselves” had already begun to fade by the
time the 1912 parade took place.29 In 1915, Catt led the procession, which prominently featured
blue, gold and white, the colors of the Empire State Committee. Under its colors of purple,
green, and white, the WPU held its own ancillary parade, which began in the Lower East Side
(highlighting the organization's roll in bringing the working-classes into the suffrage movement's
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fold), and joined the main parade on Fifth Avenue and 32nd St.30 Due to the shear size of the
procession, it was already dark by the time it ended, as seen in Bernstein’s painting.31
While Bernstein sketched the scene from the point of view of a spectator, her fellow
artists Eberle, Janet Scudder, and Alice Morgan Wright marched in the parade. As she did in the
1911, Eberle again led the sculptors' contingent, along with Scudder; Wright, meanwhile, led the
occupational division. As an ardent suffragist, and a member or the WPU, Eberle and a group of
other women artists stood on street corners recruiting marchers in the days leading up to the
parade.32 Although Bernstein was not as active a participant in the campaign for suffrage
compared to Eberle, Scudder, and Wright, she nevertheless recognized its historical and social
importance, using her art as a means to express solidarity with a movement that impacted her
both as a woman, and as a working professional. As Bernstein later recalled, “The suffrage era
was another great element that I thought was not only important, but needed to be recorded, and I
believe that I was the only artist that ever painted the women pleading for the right to vote on the
New York street.”33 Perhaps she felt the need to memorialize these demonstrations, since so
many other artists were marching in the parades.
It is through the eyes of an engaged spectator that Bernstein contributes her stoic and
stylized voice to the more visceral realities of the campaign for suffrage by memorializing the
30
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event in her active and energetic painting. The marchers surge forward as a sea of white, proudly
displaying their banners while surrounded by enthralled crowds on either side. Bernstein’s
emphasis on the marchers’ white attire—contrasted by the dark clothing worn by the
onlookers—is significant, as suffragists had worn white to show political solidarity, and to
enhance the visual unity of the procession since the 1912 parade in New York. White, in the
Victorian era, symbolized innocence, passivity and purity. In the context of these parades,
suffragists transformed white into a symbol of political activism.34
Weeks before the 1915 parade, Bernstein had already demonstrated her support for
suffrage by contributing two paintings to the suffrage exhibition at Macbeth: The Suffrage
Meeting (1914) and Summer. In The Suffrage Meeting (fig. 2.5), which she had earlier exhibited
at the National Academy (December 19, 1914 - January 17, 1914), she depicts a throng of men
and women gathered around an orator on a soapbox. Suggesting the religious iconography of
sainthood, the glow from the electric streetlights creates a golden aura or halo around the
speaker’s head as she preaches the gospel of women’s suffrage. It both emphasizes her
importance in the painting’s composition, and highlights the gravity of the words she speaks. A
critic from the Brooklyn Daily Eagle suggested that the light might represent “the glow of
victory approaching.”35 Another critic observed, “ It is worth noting that the speaker is not
individualized; she is an embodied voice. The crowd is made up of very real women and real
men—who can vote. There is a rich atmosphere that seems to carry something of the intense
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mood of the moment.”36 Bernstein’s painting was generally well received, with The Evening
World describing it as “happily pertinent” and “up to the minute in theme and treatment.”37
The Suffrage Meeting is not merely the product of casual observer, but one produced by
an artist that truly believed that women should have the right to vote. Levin observes that
Bernstein “must have absorbed a lot of the politics” after spending night after night sketching
and observing these open-air meetings (fig. 2.11).38 In her memoir, Bernstein recalled attending
meetings held at the Women’s Professional League and the Lorillard club, where she saw
prominent suffragists, including Catt, Lillian Wald (founder of the Henry Street Settlement in
New York), and Lillian Russell (a famous singer and dancer who became a suffrage advocate).39
Bernstein may have also attended one of Emmeline Pankhurst’s speaking engagements in 1913,
which resulted in a small, colored drawing of the English militant suffragette that I will address
in the next chapter (fig. 3.31). Moreover, The Suffrage Meeting and Bernstein’s parade paintings
reflected the artist’s recognition of the historical importance of suffrage activism. As she stated
in 1990, “The suffrage era was another great element that I thought was not only important, but
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needed to be recorded, and I believe that I was the only artist that ever painted the women
pleading for the right to vote on a New York street, which was on Broadway and 96th Street.”40
Despite what Bernstein claimed, she was not the only artist to have ever painted women
engaged in suffrage activism. However, to my knowledge, her works are the only ones that have
survived. The End of the Suffrage Parade, Union Square (ca. 1912), by Ida Sedgwick Proper (art
editor or The Woman Voter), is the only other painting that I am currently aware of, though it is
now lost, and I was unable to obtain an image of the work.41 While I have not located any related
paintings, modernist artist and patron Katherine Dreier made several sketches of suffrage
gatherings in London, which I will later address in Chapter 7. Nevertheless, the subject matter is
rare in painting, and as such, it comes as little surprise that The Suffrage Meeting was singled out
by reviewers of the show as one of the few works at the 1915 suffrage exhibition to even directly
confront suffrage in its subject matter.42
With The Suffrage Meeting, Bernstein tapped into a significant feature of the suffrage
campaign in the 1910s. Open-air meetings brought women out of the private sphere, and gave
the movement much-needed public attention. Such transgression against women’s so called
“proper place” drew criticism from anti-suffragists who saw militancy as a threat to femininity.
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However, suffragists, such as Blatch, believed that public forms of activism could generate
greater publicity for the campaign. As she stated in 1909, “In my opinion more women have
been converted to suffrage by the much criticized militant methods than by all the perfectly good
academic speeches made during the past fifty years.”43
Cobrin observes that while suffrage movement began with the “challenging, forthright,
and very public” Seneca Falls convention in 1848, its initial aggressiveness soon died off.
Suffragists subsequently established organizations throughout the country, but without a national
network, leadership, or action plan, the movement’s public visibility diminished. Although
leaders, such as Anthony and Stanton, organized annual conventions, they were held in meeting
halls and indoor venues, and were primarily attended by women who were already sympathetic
to the suffrage cause. As a result of its insular nature, the movement attracted little interest from
the public, and received a lukewarm response from the press.44 The introduction of open-air
meetings to the campaign in 1908, however, forced the issue of women’s suffrage on an
audience that might otherwise never attend a convention or a parlor meeting (fig. 2.12). The
open-air meeting had long been a feature of the English suffrage movement, and like the suffrage
parade, American suffragists seeking to revitalize their campaign adopted the tactic. The
American Suffragettes, which organized the first suffrage parade in 1908, was also responsible
for the first open-air meeting, which they held in front of an audience of 300 men at Madison
Square on December 31, 1907.45 In 1908, Blatch and Maud Malone, who spoke in the first openair meeting, popularized the strategy when they embarked on a two-week “trolley car campaign”
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between Syracuse and Albany, and held public meetings during their stops. Among those who
heard Blatch speak was Inez Milholland (then a student at Vassar), who later became one of the
campaign’s most famous speakers. Blatch came to recognize the tactic’s power of reaching a
broad audience and recruiting suffragists. By the summer of 1909, the Equality League of SelfSupporting Women began to hold regular outdoor meetings in New York City.46
While the subject of open-air meetings is rare in painting, it is quite common in
illustrations. For instance, Sloan depicts an outdoor suffrage rally in his illustration, “She’s Got
the Point,” which originally appeared in the October 1913 issue of The Masses (fig. 2.13). His
illustration shows a woman in a wide-brimmed hat delivering a speech to a mostly male audience
at a rally held by the WSP (indicated by the banner in the background). In the foreground, he
shows a well-dressed young woman speaking to her husband; the caption reads, “You’d better be
good, Jim, or I’ll join ‘em,” referring to the conversation between the woman and her husband.
Alice Sheppard, in her study of suffrage cartoons, argues that the caption — possibly inserted by
the magazine’s editors, rather than by Sloan — undermines the pro-suffrage imagery, as it
“restructures the scene to impugn suffragists’ motives.” Regardless, suffragists thought it was
appropriate to reproduce the illustration in The Woman Voter (December 1913), the official
organ of the WSP.47 Despite the arguably weakened propaganda value of his illustration, Sloan
and his wife Dolly (the model for the orator in the illustration) remained committed to the
suffrage cause.
Sheppard compares Sloan’s illustration to Nina Allender’s “The Summer Campaign,”
which appeared on the June 6, 1914, issue of The Suffragist (fig. 2.14). Here, as she points out,
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the female orator dominates the crowd of male and female spectators; she reveals more of her
torso than the speaker in Sloan’s illustration, and her assertive gesture and posture show power
and control. By inserting the figure of a young woman distributing suffrage propaganda to the
crowd, as Sheppard further points out, Allender shows women “working collectively to achieve
the common goal of suffrage.” Moreover, unlike the “glib humor” in Sloan’s illustration,
Allender provides a “serious portrayal of women as political.”48
One of the more interesting works depicting an open-air meeting is Votes for Women, a
1915 drawing by Peggy Bacon (fig. 2.15). Here, the artist approaches the subject in a much more
stylized and simplified manner, rendering her figures in the bold dark lines that would come to
characterize her printmaking in the 1920s. Bacon shows a slender young woman standing on a
soapbox labeled, “BABBITS LYE.” Her arm is raised, as she speaks to a crowd of rapt
spectators. Standing in the foreground are a woman wearing red coat and a broad brimmed hat, a
bearded man shivering from the cold; behind them stand a crowd of women and men whose
faces are simplified and indistinct. Like Allender, she portrays the suffragist as an assertive
figure that dominates the crowd; she is young, feminine, and nothing like the anti-suffrage
caricatures depicting suffragists as monstrous harpies or ugly spinsters. We can liken Bacon’s
portrayal of the assertive suffragist to representations of the soapbox orator in popular imagery,
including May Wilson Preston’s illustration for the cover of The Woman Voter from January
1915 (fig. 2.16), and a suffrage postcard designed by Augusta Fleming (fig. 2.17). Both images
feature a slender, attractive and fashionably attired young woman standing confidently on a
“Votes for Women” soapbox, and speaking through a bullhorn. Some have dubbed this positive
representation of the suffragist as the “Allender girl.” The Allender girl, according to Sheppard,
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was “attractive and energetic, with a single-minded commitment to women’s political
advance.”49
While Allender’s, Preston’s, and Fleming’s illustrations operate within the category of
suffrage propaganda, Bacon’s drawing appears to be more of a personal sketch based on her
observation of the urban scene. In 1915, Bacon enrolled at the Art Students League in New
York, where she studied with (among others) Ashcan artists Sloan and George Bellows,
absorbing their dedication to urban subjects.50 Much like the Ashcan artists (and Bernstein),
Bacon was attracted to the immediacy of drawing and sketching urban life. In an interview
conducted in 1973, she stated:
“I’ve sketched everywhere. I sketched a lot – well, I’d sketch going along on a bus or on
seeing something that was happening. I much preferred that to doing the static thing
where a model is posed or a still life is arranged. I think the things that are worth drawing
and painting are the things that are happening rather than posing. 51
Bacon also admired French caricaturist Honoré Daumier, whose works she saw while
visiting museums and galleries. Bacon soon embraced caricature in her own work, creating
satirical images of her teachers and fellow students. The exaggerated forms and gestures in Votes
for Women point to her interest in caricature. Nevertheless, the drawing shows some sympathy
for the subject matter. Like Allender, she portrays the suffragist as an assertive figure that
dominates the crowd; she challenges the traditional notion of womanhood by daring to speak in
public, yet she fits none of the popular stereotypes that portray suffragists as monstrous harpies
or ugly spinsters.
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Like these various illustrators, Bernstein, in The Suffrage Meeting, highlights the growing
importance of suffragists as socially engaged public women. The only other painting I am aware
of that deals with the subject of suffrage meetings is Cecilia Beaux’s After the Meeting from
1914 (fig. 2.18). Beaux likewise portrays the suffragist in a positive light. She depicts a
fashionably attired young woman (modeled by her friend Dorothea Gilder) reclining on chintz
chair that dominates the composition. As the title indicates, the woman has just attended a
suffrage meeting — perhaps an outdoor meeting, as suggested by her hat, gloves, and scarf.
Laura Prieto observes that the figure epitomizes the type of New Woman that suffragists liked to
promote in their propaganda: young, beautiful, and fashionable, as opposed to the unfeminine
caricatures disseminated by anti-suffragists. However, as Prieto further points out, Beaux was
not a suffragist, which she confirmed to a curious reporter in 1910.52 She further revealed her
opinion in her diary. In an entry dated January 21, 1913, she wrote, “most of [suffrage’s]
promoters are fools and injure the cause whenever they speak.”53 Despite Beaux’s personal
feelings about the cause, her positive portrayal of a suffragist, I would argue, is consistent with
the growing acceptance of suffragists as both political and feminine — a notion that suffrage
propaganda, imagery, and publicity stunts strove hard to convey in order to counteract persistent
stereotypes and prejudices about women’s place in society. Though she and Bernstein diverge in
their politics, the women they portray are of the same sort — modern, politically engaged,
public, and, yet, womanly.
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Bernstein’s paintings are particularly powerful, as they capture, and even enhance the
dramatic mood of suffrage spectacles during decade when the campaign became more aggressive
and militant in its tactics. Within suffrage propaganda, the proliferation of images of women
parading and speaking in public reveals how suffragists were able transform a positive concept
of the modern woman into a symbol, indeed an icon, of the movement. These images offered an
assertive vision of social and political activism to which twentieth-century suffragists could
relate.
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CHAPTER 3
JOAN OF ARC: MILITANT ICON OF WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE

On Riverside Drive and West 93rd Street in Manhattan, resides an imposing equestrian
statue of Joan of Arc (fig. 3.1). Completed in 1915 by American sculptor, Anna Vaughn Hyatt
[Huntington] (1876-1973), Joan of Arc is the first of only five public statues in New York City
depicting an actual historical woman.1 While the timing of its creation and dedication may be
coincidental to the flurry of suffrage activity in New York — the Empire State Campaign, the
suffrage exhibition at Macbeth Gallery, a parade along Fifth Avenue on October 23, and the
suffrage referendum in November of that year — in analyzing the history of the statue and the
biography of its maker, one cannot disregard the significance of women’s suffrage in its making.
Assessing Hyatt’s statue in relation to the heroine’s popularity among suffragists as a militant
icon brings greater nuance and significance to Joan of Arc than initially intended by those who
commissioned it.2
Joan of Arc’s story is familiar and well-documented. It is the story of a young peasant
girl from Domrémy who saw visions of the Archangel Michael, Saint Margaret, and Saint
1
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Catherine, who urged her to drive the English and their Burgundian allies out of France, and to
ensure the crowning of Charles VII, the rightful heir to the French throne. The legend of the
young armored girl-soldier who led the French army to victory in a siege at Orléans, earned her
the name the “Maid of Orléans,” and the admiration of her people as the divinely appointed
savior of France. And the story of the girl who was charged with heresy, and publicly burned at
the stake in Rouen on May 30, 1431 cemented her in memory as a martyr of truly epic
proportions. Her faith, her patriotic convictions, and her audacity in defying a woman’s
traditional role in society by engaging in politics and warfare made her, at the very least, a
compelling and controversial figure for many over the centuries.
Not surprisingly, the literature on Joan of Arc is abundant and varied. In recent years,
scholars have begun to examine how her image has resonated as a cultural and feminist icon for
a modern audience. Three such sources that I have consulted for the purposes of this chapter
include Visions of a Maid: Joan of Arc in American Film and Culture, by Robin Blaetz (2001),
Modernizing Joan of Arc, by Ellen Ecker Dolgin (2008), and Joan of Arc: Her Image in France
and America, an exhibition catalogue by Nora M. Heimann and Laura Coyle (2006).
Blaetz traces the representation of Joan in twentieth-century American popular culture.
She contextualizes her symbolic status in key historical moments, such as the two World Wars
and the Vietnam War, and during societal shifts, such as that effecting women in the early
twentieth century, and the rise of feminism in the 1960s. While Blaetz does not address women’s
suffrage in great detail she does show the pervasiveness of images of Joan during the period
when suffragists adopted her as one of their important icons.3
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Like Blaetz, Dolgin also explores the images of Joan of Arc in popular culture and fine
art, but with a greater focus on questions of gender and the emergence of the New Woman,
paying special attention to women’s clothing and ideas about femininity. Importantly, Dolgin
devotes a chapter to connecting Joan of Arc imagery to early twentieth-century women activists,
such as temperance activists, labor reformers, and, of course, suffragists.4
Heimann and Coyle’s catalogue, which was published in connection to an exhibition at
the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington, DC, explores Joan of Arc’s significance in France
and the United States. Heimann’s essay traces the history of Joan’s images in France, from her
earliest appearance in fifteenth-century manuscripts, to twentieth-century printed textiles. Coyle,
in her accompanying essay, investigates the proliferation of Joan’s image in American art and
popular culture during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Though relatively short,
Coyle’s essay touches upon issues, such as patriotism, women’s suffrage, and World War I,
which all contributed to Joan’s popularity in the United States.5 As such, it provides a starting
point for my own work. All of these scholars offer an understanding of the context from which
Joan of Arc emerged in the American popular mind. However, they each leave room for a more
careful study of Joan’s importance to women’s suffrage.
In the nineteenth and through the early twentieth centuries, Joan of Arc truly managed to
capture the popular imagination of Europeans and Americans as a result of renewed scholarly
and religious attention to the French heroine. In 1841-49, the scholar Jules Quicherat edited and
published in five volumes the documents of Joan’s two trials. According to Marina Warner,
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Quicherat’s editorial work and annotations gave life and vivacity to the historical figure in a
manner that had not been achieved in earlier accounts; thus “it did more than any other work to
bring the historical Joan before the eyes of the world.”6 In 1855, Monsignor Félix Dupanloup,
the Bishop of Orléans, delivered a panegyric to Joan of Arc, extolling her virtues and piety, and
in 1869, he petitioned the Vatican to have her canonized. Twenty-five years later, Pope Leo XIII
pronounced Joan to be venerable, thus initiating the beatification process. In 1909, Pius X
formally beatified her. Her canonization finally occurred on May 16, 1920 (presided over by
Pope Benedict XV), 489 years after her burning.
During the era of her canonization, Americans, who were already enamored with French
culture, embraced Joan of Arc. As Coyle points out, her patriotism, French origins, youth, and
purity all appealed to Americans. Those qualities, along with the emergence and growth of mass
media and entertainment, made her a popular and widely disseminated figure.7 Between 1895
and 1896, Harpers Magazine serialized Mark Twain’s novel, Personal Recollections of Joan of
Arc by the Sieur Louis de Conté (Her Page and Secretary), which served as inspiration for
Hyatt’s first equestrian statue of Joan of Arc. In 1890, Sarah Bernhardt portrayed the heroine in
Henri August Barbier’s play, Jeanne d’Arc, and in 1910, she toured the United States,
performing that role. In 1912, the Ringling Brothers produced a circus spectacle featuring Joan
of Arc, which it advertised in a poster bearing the caption, “An Inspiring Vivid Picture of
Bewildering Splendor and Patriotic Zeal: The Magnificent Coronation Procession of Charles
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VII” (fig. 3.2). In 1916, Cecil B. DeMille premiered his epic film, Joan the Woman, featuring
Geraldine Farrar in the role of Joan of Arc.
The Joan of Arc “mania” that swept across the American cultural landscape also
impacted fine art, and many works depicting the French heroine made their way to the United
States. In 1889, for instance, New York collector Erwin Davis gifted Jules Bastien-Lepage’s
Joan of Arc (fig. 3.3) to the Metropolitan Museum of Art. When the artist first exhibited the
painting in the Salon of 1880, he was criticized for juxtaposing elements of fantasy, such as the
saintly figures that hover behind Joan, with the naturalism of the environment.8 Americans,
however, greeted the painting with great enthusiasm, finding its subject of a “hauntingly
beautiful, barefoot peasant mesmerized by the words of Saint Michael hovering behind her,” and
its “Old World origins” very appealing.9 The American art world also developed a taste for small
bronzes, and replicas of French statues of Joan of Arc, which entered into private collections and
public spaces. In 1890, for instance, Philadelphia erected a replica of Emmanuel Frémiet’s
equestrian statue of Joan of Arc in Fairmont Park, which was later gilded and moved to its
current location in front of the Philadelphia Museum of Art in 1960 (fig. 3.4).
Artists in the United States also made their own versions of Joan of Arc. American
muralist James William Fosdick’s intricate Adoration of St. Joan of Arc (1896), a three-paneled
fire etched relief, presents Joan as a divine being surrounded by kneeling angels and knights – a
work that hearkens back to medieval altarpieces (fig. 3.5). When American actress Maude
Adams famously portrayed Joan of Arc in the English translation of Friedrich Schiller’s Die
Jungfrau Orleans (The Maid of Orléans) at Harvard University Stadium on June 21, 1909, Czech
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artist Alphonse Mucha commemorated the play with a portrait of the actress (fig. 3.6). In his
signature Art Nouveau style, he depicts Adams as Joan, the young peasant girl, hearing the
Voices for the first time. Flower blossoms that emphasize her youth and innocence surround her,
while behind her looms the specter of Saint Michael. The painting was displayed at the Empire
Theater in New York City, before entering the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in
1920.
While the process leading up to Joan’s canonization, and the fascination French culture
held for Americans certainly raised her profile in the United States, her popularity must also be
attributed to larger societal shifts, particularly as relates to the changing role of women, and the
rise of the suffrage movement that arose out of this change. This period witnessed the emergence
of a new kind of woman — one who was educated and was in the workforce, who eschewed
constrictive attire and wore bloomers, who rode bicycles and participated in athletic activities,
and who dared to step out of her domestic space into the public (male) realm of politics and
social reform. This New Woman, as Dolgin observes, found its parallel with the fifteenth-century
Maid of Orléans who defied gender roles by entering the battlefield. “Joan had no more tolerance
for traditions that blockaded the role she believed God sent her to perform than the young
women of the 1890s had for conforming to precut patterns of appropriate behavior or dress for
women,” Dolgin writes, “Therefore, Joan’s social iconographic status as both the independent
and virtuous young woman of authority as well the representative of the masses matched the era
quite well.”10
At the same time, Dolgin argues, those that wished to preserve the Cult of Domesticity or
the Cult of True Womanhood also saw in Joan virtues worthy of emulating. This nineteenth10
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century middle- and upper-class value system held that the True Woman must maintain the
virtues of piety, purity, domesticity, and submissiveness; the True Woman was thus morally
superior to men, and must be protected from the corruptive forces of the public sphere. In the
case of Joan of Arc, writers and artists like Twain and Bastien-Lepage, “softened” her image by
putting an emphasis on her piety and purity, rather than on her prowess as a military leader. She
became, as Dolgin puts it, “an obedient daughter to those in authority: a young woman totally in
keeping with that cult of domesticity.”11
It comes as little surprise that the suffrage movements in England and the United States
would appropriate Joan of Arc as a symbol of their cause, especially when her popularity was at
its height as a result of her beatification and impending canonization. Like Joan, whose image
was bifurcated into that of the heroic warrior and the virtuous maiden, the suffrage movement
was comprised of feminists who sought to redefine the role of women in society, and those who
wished to preserve the conservative status quo of the True Woman while still fighting for voting
rights. Her image as both a defiant militant, and as a pure and virtuous maiden made her
malleable enough to accommodate the competing personas portrayed in suffrage imagery: the
public woman who picketed government buildings or spoke at open-air meetings, and the
domestic wife and mother appealing for the right to vote so that she could better care for her
family.
According to Lisa Tickner in The Spectacle of Women, the understanding of femininity
and what it meant to be “womanly” during the Victorian and Edwardian periods in England was
very much tied to the nineteenth-century belief in the tenets of phrenology and physiognomy,
and, later, social Darwinism and eugenics. Medicine and science of this variety held great
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currency at the time, helping people understand and find order in a quickly changing modern
society, but they were also instrumental in shaping the perception of suffragists as stereotypically
“unwomanly” or even degenerate.12 Physiognomic studies supported the belief that militancy, as
a character flaw, can be revealed in the faces of suffragists. Social Darwinism and eugenics
upheld the separate spheres ideology, thus women who took advantage of new educational and
employment opportunities offered in the modern and industrialized society, or who sought
emancipation, were seen as transgressing natural laws and contributing to their nation’s growing
social and moral degeneracy.13
Such ideas helped fuel anti-suffrage propaganda that employed pre-existing types, such
as the “domineering and nagging wife,” or the “embittered spinster” in the portrayal of
suffragists.14 In “Militants,” an illustration published in Life (March 27, 1913), artist Rodney
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modernization led to more educational and employment opportunities for middle-class women,
leading to the fear that they would abandon their traditional roles as mothers, or that they — with
their attention turned elsewhere — would become unfit for motherhood. As such, these
emancipated, “unwomanly” women “became the principal focus of eugenic anxieties over an
apparently declining and degenerate population” (Tickner, 186).
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Thomson applies physiognomic categories to the representation of militant suffragists (fig. 3.7).
In the first row, captioned “As They Are,” the suffragists are unflatteringly portrayed as illtempered and with “unwomanly” features and facial expressions; the second row, “As They
Think They Are,” the same women are depicted as feminine and attractive angels and heroines
— the helmeted figure even evokes Joan of Arc; in the third and final row, “As They Appear to
the Police and Shopkeepers,” the suffragist are transformed into hideous devils, complete with
horns and pointed ears. In exploiting the practice of physiognomy, Thompson portrays militant
suffragist as ugly and unfeminine at best, and evil and threatening at worst.
Suffrage propaganda had the formidable task of countering prevailing ideas about
femininity and womanliness, and the stereotype of suffragists as being neither feminine nor
womanly. Tickner identifies four social types used by English suffragists, not as representations
of ‘real’ world women, but as “a deployment within and against the femininities ‘on offer’ in the
Edwardian period”: the Working Woman; the Modern Woman; the Militant Woman (its antisuffrage antithesis being the Hysterical Woman); and the Womanly Woman.15 Of particular
relevance to this chapter is the Militant Woman, which is exemplified by the icon of Joan of Arc
in suffrage propaganda and spectacle.
Tickner points out that the iconography of the Militant Woman, adopted in England
primarily by Emmeline Pankhurst’s Women’s Social Political Union (WSPU), emerged as a
response to the prevalent portrayal of militant suffragists (by the press and in anti-suffrage
propaganda) as violent and hysterical, and therefore deviant and unwomanly.16 Drawing upon
allegorical types, such as winged Victories, mythological heroines, and personified Virtue, the
15
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Militant Woman found her “womanliness” and femininity in history, myth and allegory. She thus
transformed the “bungling incompetents or screaming viragos” into idealized representations of
heroism and moral virtue.17
Joan of Arc epitomized this concept of the Militant Woman, and she became something
of a “patron saint” of women’s suffrage.18 During the final decade of the English suffrage
movement, the WSPU adopted Joan of Arc in its iconography in various ways. First, she was one
of a number of historical women whose name appeared on banners used in parades. Second,
during parades, women would impersonate her, wearing armor and riding white horses — a
tradition that was quickly adopted by suffragists in the United States. Finally, her likeness
showed up in suffrage journals and memorabilia. For example, she appears on the January 5,
1912, cover of the WSPU’s journal, Votes for Women (fig. 3.8). Later in that same year, artist
Hilda Dallas depicted Joan of Arc in a poster advertising The Suffragette (fig. 3.9), which
replaced Votes for Women as the WSPU’s official journal.19 Here, Dallas depicts Joan of Arc, or
a suffragette portraying Joan of Arc, against a gold background, wearing her armor, and grasping
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a sword and a green banner. The WSPU later reproduced this striking image on a metal
stickpin.20
Joan of Arc’s appearance in the context of the America suffrage movement occurred
around the same time as it did in the British movement, quite possibly influenced by the latter’s
propaganda that entered the United States, as well as her general popularity during the early
twentieth century. In the 1910s, Joan of Arc became a prominent feature in suffrage spectacles,
the most famous being Inez Milholland’s evocation of the heroine in the March 3, 1913, parade
in Washington, DC. (fig. 3.10). Following her tragic death in 1916, while on a suffrage speaking
tour, Milholland became known as a “Joan of Arc” of suffrage. Alice Paul, another modern-day
martyr, also earned the title of “Joan of Arc” of suffrage after enduring the horrific ordeal of
force feedings in prison.21 In 1909, suffragists in New York (both men and women) established
the Jeanne d’Arc Suffrage League.22 When Sarah Bernhardt — a suffrage sympathizer — arrived
in 1910, for her tour of the United States in which she performed the role of Joan of Arc, the
League greeted her with much enthusiasm.23
In the context of fine art, Joan of Art became a subject of a handful of artists who
supported suffrage, including Theresa Bernstein, Paul Swan, and Helen Sahler. Though Hyatt,
who produced one of the most prominent depictions of the Maid of Orléans, was not a professed
suffragist to my knowledge, her work, nevertheless, participated in the Joan of Arc and suffrage
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dialogue that took place in the 1910s. Moreover, an investigation into her biography and her
papers reveals a consciousness of and sympathy for women’s suffrage not previously addressed
by historians of American art.
On December 6, 1915, crowds gathered at Riverside Drive and West 93rd Street in
Manhattan, to witness the dedication of Hyatt’s most important work to date: the monumental
equestrian statue of Joan of Arc (fig. 3.11). Writing for The International Studio, Grace
Humphries stated:
The unveiling of the statue is not only a triumph for the sculptor. It is of great
importance to women. For it is the first and only heroic equestrian statue ever created by
a woman. Coming near, as it assuredly does, to being the greatest equestrian statue in
America, Miss Hyatt’s success is an opening wedge for women in this field of work.
Frequently, sculptors of talent and ability have been refused important commissions,
merely for the fact that they were women. Gradually opinion changes and when, in the
future, great pieces of sculpture are competed for my women, and successfully, Miss
Hyatt will be recognized as the pioneer, the blazer of the trail.24
Though the statue was not in any way intended to be a monument to women’s suffrage, it
captured a moment in time when the status quo began to show cracks of light, leading the
National Women’s Party (NWP) to consider it an important “triumph” for women, and for
women artists. On March 4, 1916, the NWP featured Joan of Arc on the cover of its official
paper, The Suffragist, while quoting Humphries in its pages (fig. 3.12).
Historian of public art Harriet Senie asserts, “Visual perception in the public sphere does
not occur within art-world parameters. It occurs in the context of the ‘real world,’ in the context
of popular culture.”25 In other words, public art does not operate within the confines of the art
world; rather, it is subject to the reception and interpretation of the public at large. As a public
24
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monument, Joan of Arc must be scrutinized within the broader context of its time regardless of
the intentions of those who commissioned or made the statue. This context, of course, includes
the suffrage movement and its iconography. While there is no evidence indicating that Hyatt was
an active supporter of women’s suffrage, or that she intended that Joan of Arc should speak to
suffrage ideology, a brief examination into a segment of her biography and early career reveals a
consciousness for suffrage, and empathy for the women’s rights movement.
Born in Cambridge, Massachusetts, on March 10, 1876, Hyatt grew up in a family that
nurtured her artistic talents. Her father, Alpheus Hyatt II was a renowned professor of
paleontology and zoology, who encouraged his daughter to study animals and their anatomy.
Until her death in 1932, her mother, Audella “Beebe” Hyatt (hereafter, “Audella”), a talented
landscape painter, lovingly supported and encouraged her daughter’s career. Hyatt did not
initially set out to be an artist, finding that her “main object in life” was to become a concert
violinist.26 However, by her early twenties, she had chosen a different path and decided to devote
herself entirely to sculpture.
Hyatt credited her older sister, Harriet Randolph Hyatt Mayor (hereafter, “Harriet”), for
introducing her to sculpture. Harriet had been attending art school, and studying with Henry
Hudson Kitson when she encouraged Hyatt to start sculpting. She made one of her earliest forays
into sculpture at the age of nineteen, when she and Harriet collaborated on a statue of a boy and a
dog. Hyatt recalled:
[Harriet] wanted me to do a group which combined a boy and an animal and she said, “I
can’t do animals; I don’t know anything about them and you’ve studied animals ever
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since you were knee-high to a grasshopper.” So she said, “You do the animal for me and
we’ll combine.” So I said, “OK. I’ll do the animal.”27
The success of this group statue, which they exhibited and subsequently sold, gave Hyatt the
motivation to pursue sculpture in Boston, where she spent some time in Kitson’s studio, and had
her first solo exhibition of forty animal sculptures at the Boston Arts Club. Following her
father’s death in 1902, Hyatt moved to New York City where she enrolled at the Arts Students
League, and studied with Hermon MacNeil, before becoming a student of Gutzon Borglum. In
addition to her studies at the League, Hyatt also spent many hours at the Bronx Zoo, observing
and making small studies of the animals.
Around 1903, while at the Art Students League, Hyatt met realist sculptor and ardent
suffragist Abastenia St. Leger Eberle with whom she would later collaborate on several works. In
a letter to Harriet, Audella recounted her daughter’s visit to Eberle's studio-apartment at 11 East
33rd Street, which she shared with three other girls:
She very much enjoyed meeting the students — four of them — at their room Tues., she
did not get back till 7 p.m. to my growing alarm. But I can readily see how the time flew:
these four — two musicians and two artists pay $50 per month for a flat near the
Waldorf & keep house among themselves. Miss Ebberly [sic] the leader — tho’ the
youngest — models delightfully — in the way of decorative designs, mainly Indian
figures, the latter interesting her particularly; a Miss Gregory also models. Then a third
composes music… The fourth girl is a violinist.28
Hyatt, then 28 years old and not wanting to be alone in the city, soon joined this household when
Miss Gregory moved out. She and Eberle enjoyed a close friendship during the few years they
lived together. In 1904, they collaborated on a statue group entitled Men and Bull. Hyatt modeled
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the bull, while Eberle worked on the human figures. At Borglum’s urging, they submitted the
work to the St. Louis Exposition, where it won a bronze medal. The following year, they worked
on Boy and Goat Playing, which they showed at the Society of American Artists spring
exhibition where it garnered favorable attention.
Writing for The Craftsman, Bertha H. Smith observed, “Collaboration in sculpture is not
so usual a thing but that it still has a unique interest. In the case of these two young women, the
arrangement is a distinct departure from every precedent, their purpose being to work together in
the future on animal and figure groups.”29 Smith attributed the success of Hyatt and Eberle’s
collaboration to their common ground. Like Hyatt, Eberle, a talented pianist and cellist, initially
aspired to be a professional musician, but she chose to pursue a career in sculpture instead. Both,
as Smith asserted, “are two of the few American artists who have not deemed it necessary to go
abroad to study,” and thus demonstrating a “determination to be purely an American product.”30
That said, both artists did eventually travel to Europe.
Despite their commonalities, by the end of 1906, Hyatt and Eberle had more or less cut
ties with one another. Louise Noun speculates that this separation may have been caused by a
quarrel over money that Hyatt had lent to Eberle. Unlike Hyatt, whose family was able to support
her financially, Eberle struggled to make ends meet and had to borrow money from her friend.31
In January of 1907, Audella wrote to Harriet that Hyatt had gone to the studio to get clay, and
was greeted by Eberle’s “frigid dignity.” Hyatt learned that Eberle was planning to spend May
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and June in Italy. When Audella inquired as to how she could afford the trip, Hyatt replied, “I am
paying for part of it,” since the amount Eberle owed her equaled the cost of a second-class
ticket.32
Additionally, Noun observes that Hyatt and Eberle’s differing social and political views
may also have contributed to the eventual breaking of their friendship. She speculates that, based
on Hyatt’s conservative views later in life (particularly during the McCarthy era when she was
emphatically anti-communist), she may have leaned towards conservative values as a young
woman. This may have put her at odds with Eberle who seized upon the values of the
Progressive Movement both in her life and in her career.33
Like Eberle, Hyatt would soon cross the Atlantic for the first time. In 1907, she, along
with her mother, her sister, and her nieces and nephews, traveled to England before settling in
France. Hyatt set up a studio in Auvers-Sur-Oise, and began modeling works based on clay
sketches she had made while visiting the zoo. She soon became intrigued by the history of Joan
of Arc after reading Mark Twain’s Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc, by Sieur Louis de
Conte (1895), and in 1909, she decided to direct all her energy towards making her statue of the
heroine. Never having modeled an equestrian statue, she considered this project a sort of
personal challenge, and saw it as an opportunity to grapple with a subject “made hackneyed by
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time.”34 As she later stated, “Every French sculptor has done his Joan of Arc…so that she’d been
done in light of every imaginable form as far as I could see. And my challenge was to get a
composition that was original, that hadn’t really been done before. That was the fun of it.”35
To begin her project, Hyatt traveled to Orléans where Joan led the French army to
victory, and Rouen, where she was burned at the stake. She then exhaustively researched preexisting statues of Joan of Arc in France, before settling on an original composition of her own.
Her life-sized statue shows the illustrious heroine wearing a simple, unadorned suit of armor and
seated on an imposing horse, while her youthful face gazes up at her sword, which she points
heavenward (fig. 3.13). According to Hyatt, the statue captures the moment when Joan
“unconsciously raised [her sword] to heaven to ask the blessing of the Lord on it before she went
into battle.”36 Hyatt thus combines two popular approaches to depicting Joan of Arc: Joan the
divinely inspired maiden, and Joan the military heroine. Hyatt’s first attempt at an equestrian
statue proved successful when her plaster cast received Honorable Mention at the 1910 Salon in
Paris. Although she would go on to build her career as an accomplished animalier (animals being
her primary passion), Hyatt saw Joan of Arc as one of the first works that demonstrated and
legitimized her skills as a professional sculptor.37 Despite the statue’s success, the artist was still
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not immune to the prejudices long faced by female artists — particularly sculptors — working in
a field that privileged men. She described:
In 1910 I was in France, working ten hours a day in a studio in Paris, making a life-sized
equestrian of Joan of Arc, which I put up without any assistance, from the iron armatures
to the last finishing touches on the clay, going to far as not to permit any sculptor to
enter my studio before its finish, so it could not be said I had had aid. The plaster cast
was sent to the Salon of 1910 and received an Honorable Mention and a friendly
member of the French Committee told me it would have received a higher award but the
Committee would not believe that any woman had the physique to do so large a work
unaided by man.38
Although Hyatt’s description of making her equestrian statue is by no means a definitive
statement of her views on women’s rights, it nevertheless indicates a consciousness about
inequality between the sexes, and a woman artist’s need to continually validate her position as a
creative force and as a professional. The assumption that Hyatt was incapable of creating a largescale statue because she was a woman certainly had its precedent, of which she must have been
well aware. In the 1860s, for instance, several London magazines alleged that Harriet Hosmer’s
greatly admired Zenobia in Chains (1859) was the work of the male stonecutters who assisted
her.39 After all, what woman could produce such a masterpiece? Hyatt’s challenge to the
persistent gender stereotype of women being is incapable of producing works of such scale and
ambition, correlates well with her subject of Joan of Arc, who dared to transgress feminine
expectations by wearing men’s armor and entering the battlefield.
Shortly after receiving Honorable Mention at the Salon, Hyatt returned to the United
States, as her funds had run dry. Meanwhile, her plaster cast caught the attention of John Sanford
Saltus (1853-1922), a numismatist, art patron, Francophile, and more importantly, the Honorary
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President of the Joan of Arc Statue Committee. Established in 1909, the Committee sought to
raise funds for, and to erect a monument commemorating Joan of Arc’s 500th birthday. In 1914,
the Committee awarded Hyatt with the job of creating the monument. Such honor was
unprecedented at the time, as Hyatt would be the first American woman artist to receive a
commission for a monumental equestrian statue – a statue that became, noless, the first public
monument in New York City depicting an historical woman. Moreover, she would be very well
compensated for her work. According to the final contract signed by Hyatt and George F. Kunz
(President of the Joan of Arc Statue Committee, and an executive for Tiffany & Co.), Hyatt
would receive a total of $12,500, which today would be over $291,000.40
Hyatt began working on the monument almost immediately, since her contract stipulated
that she complete the final plaster cast no later than August 9, 1915. She divided her time
between her studios in Annisquam, MA, and New York City. During the summer, while
working on the scale model for Joan of Arc, Boston artist Marion Boyd Allen (1862-1941)
visited Hyatt and painted her portrait (fig. 3.14). The painting, which won a prize at the Newport
Art Association in 1919, elegantly depicts a profile view of Hyatt absorbed in sculpting a small
clay model of Joan of Arc. Dressed in a white smock with her sleeves rolled up, she holds a
cutting tool in her left hand, while her right thumb assertively shapes the clay. As a fellow
woman artist, Boyd successfully conveys the idea of Hyatt as a consummate professional, rather
than a woman dabbling in sculpture. Laura Prieto points to the strong, muscular qualities in
Hyatt’s figure, denoting her ability to create monumental sculpture; she also observes that
despite the graceful femininity in her elegantly delineated figure, Hyatt is not on display — she
40
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engages with her creation rather than with the viewer.41 Writing to Harriet in September of 1915,
Hyatt’s mother enthusiastically praised Allen’s painting:
I saw the portrait [of Anna] Sat. & feel that Marion has scored a great triumph; it’s in
wonderful relief — so modelled that one could lift her out of the canvas — & it’s also a
very excellent likeness — but as a face naturally is when absorbed. She has caught the
“ruddy glow that blooms in your cheeks” — in other words that reddish tan that has been
so becoming to [Anna] this summer — & the hair splendidly matched.42
In New York, Hyatt rented a studio from sculptor Alexander Phimister Proctor on East 48th
Street, which was large enough to accommodate the massive Joan of Arc. She later recalled that
Saltus often visited her to check on the progress of the work, and that he would always bring
flowers to place before the statue. “He was vitally interested in the statue and his interest almost
amounted to superstition,” she wrote.43
Hyatt’s mother recounted one of these visits in a letter to Harriet, dated May 4, 1915. She
wrote, “[Anna] was amused to have Saltus bring more flowers to Jeanne D’Arc and quite
innocent of the fact that it was Suffrage Day & his flowers were yellow. You know he is bitter
against suffrage.”44 This brief statement provides some insight into Hyatt’s awareness about
suffrage. In 1915, New York suffragists were gearing up for the November 2 referendum on
women’s suffrage. On May 1, they staged automobile parades and open-air meetings in all five
boroughs to celebrate Suffrage Day. In Manhattan, the parade traveled from Washington Square
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Park to 59th Street along Fifth Avenue, where it peacefully converged with the Socialists’ annual
May Day march.45 With her studio located in Midtown, Hyatt may have witnessed this parade.
She certainly saw the irony of Saltus, an anti-suffragist, presenting yellow flowers — yellow
being the official color of the National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA) — to
the statue of Joan of Arc on Suffrage Day. Hyatt was surely also aware of Joan of Arc’s status as
a suffrage and feminist icon. Perhaps when she travelled to England in 1907, she even witnessed
the use of Joan of Arc in suffrage spectacles and propaganda. The amusement she showed over
Saltus’s presentation of yellow flowers to her statue stemmed from the fact that he made an
offering to the patron saint of women’s suffrage, a movement he opposed.
In early 1913, the Joan of Arc Statue Committee held a loan exhibition dedicated to the
heroine at the American Numismatic Society Building in Manhattan. The show featured
depictions of Joan in a variety of forms, including paintings, statues, coins, medals, and
manuscripts, as well as a photograph of Hyatt’s statue of Joan from 1910. The committee sought
to generate publicity and to raise funds for the planned monument, but also to gather together
material that would help in the creation of a historically accurate representation of Joan of Arc.46
In his address at the exhibition’s opening, George F. Kunz stated:
Jeanne d’Arc is dear to all true patriots the world over; and she should be more
especially dear to our American women, for this noble example of their sex gave the lie,
nearly five hundred years ago, to the trite assertion that while woman may be tender and
true, she cannot be fearless and courageous in the defense of the right. For all these
reasons the project for a monument to Jeanne d’Arc in America is not merely the
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expression of an admiration for what is great and noble in the past, but also of the
aspirations shared by a majority of American women.47
Though Kunz did not directly refer to suffrage in his statement, he did acknowledge that Joan of
Arc’s was an important role model for women, who had the potential and capacity to be
“courageous in the defense of right.” Perhaps he was reflecting on the courageous efforts of the
suffragists being carried out in New York and around the rest of the country at the time. In fact,
evidence shows that Kunz supported the cause. During the July 4th celebrations in New York in
1917, the New York State Woman Suffrage Party staged a pageant featuring the allegorical
figures of Columbia and Justice, and representatives (including Mrs. Charles L. Tiffany, and
sculptor Helena Smith Dayton, among others) from various professional groups. According to
the New York Times, Kunz, serving as the Chairman of the Mayor’s Fourth of July Celebration
Committee, requested that this pageant be included in the celebration.48 Thus, since Hyatt was
aware of Saltus’s biases against suffrage, she may also have been aware of Kunz’s sympathies
for suffrage.
While the original purpose of erecting the equestrian monument was to celebrate and
honor Joan of Arc’s 500th birthday, Kunz and others recognized its symbolic importance to
women. On December 14, 1914, for instance, the New York Tribune published an article
featuring Mme. Sarah Guerin, a French feminist and Officer of the French Academy. Guerin,
who was honored by the Academy for her efforts in helping young girls who had been sold into
slavery in Madagascar, talked about Joan of Arc as one of the world’s greatest feminists, who
served as an important role model for women. Regarding Hyatt’s statue, she stated, “I am glad
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New York is to have a statue of Jeanne d’Arc…Women now are beginning to have her courage
in obeying the voices that are unseen and unheard by others.” She continued, “Miss Hyatt’s
conception portrays Jeanne d’Arc from a spiritual rather than from a warlike point of view. Her
sword is ready to smite but her face is upraised as if seeking guidance from the voices…It will be
an inspiring figure for your city.”49 Though I did not find this article among the newspaper
clippings in Hyatt’s papers, she may have read it, and recognized the significance of her
monument to suffragists and feminists. This significance was certainly confirmed in 1916, when
the finished monument appeared on the cover of the March 4th issue of The Suffragist. In short,
Hyatt could not fail to notice the rhetoric of feminism and female empowerment surrounding her
commission.
Hyatt completed the final model of her equestrian statue in August of 1915 (fig. 3.15). In
October, the Joan of Arc Statue Committee officially broke ground at Riverside Drive and West
93rd Street, and work progressed quickly over the next month. The monument has Hyatt’s
bronze statue placed on top of a Mohegan granite pedestal designed by architect John
Vredenburgh Van Pelt (fig. 3.16). Importantly, this Gothic-inspired pedestal incorporated stones
from the castle in Rouen where Joan of Arc was imprisoned, and from the Rheims Cathedral
(recently bombed by the Germans) where she witnessed Charles VII’s coronation in 1429.50 The
statue itself is similar in composition to Hyatt’s Joan of Arc from 1910, but it is nevertheless
distinct from the earlier work. First, this monument is larger in size – life and a quarter instead of
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life. Secondly, there is less of the forward momentum displayed in the earlier statue, prompting
one critic to describe the figure of Joan as “rather more dignified.”51 Third, Hyatt pays greater
attention to the details of Joan’s armor, and the horse’s breastplate and crupper, which are
simplified in the 1910 statue.
Much has been made of the historical accuracy of Hyatt’s rendering of Joan’s armor and
the horse’s gear. While doing preliminary work on the statue, Hyatt consulted Dr. Bashford
Dean, curator of the Arms and Armor Department at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, in order
to ensure that she portrayed Joan with the appropriate medieval armor. In an interview, she
stated:
At the time the head of the armor department in the Metropolitan said no Joan had ever
been done before that had the correct 15th century armor, which is a very plain armor
and also very early armor so it was difficult to get together a whole set of them. But he
managed to at the Metropolitan and there was a young man that he knew who put on the
armor and I photographed it.52
According to the recent scholarship of Anne Higonnet, however, Dean’s involvement in the
project was minimal at best; the Committee, rather than Hyatt, sought his advice, and he
delegated the project to his assistant. She points out that a comparison between Hyatt’s 1910 and
1915 statues show that the artist had, by 1910, almost fully designed Joan’s armor. Higonnet
asserts that because Hyatt had the distinction of being the first woman to receive a commission
for a public monument (of a real historical woman, no less), she “had good reason to collude in
the disclaimers of her authorship. They camouflaged her audacity, and made it more palatable for
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her to leverage the Riverside Drive Joan of Arc’s public fame.”53 Regardless of the degree to
which Dean assisted in the project, his presence certainly seemed to have helped legitimize the
historical accuracy of Hyatt’s work in the eyes of contemporary critics.54
The dedication ceremony for the monument took place with much fanfare in the
afternoon of December 6, 1915. By this time, World War I was already well underway, though
the United States had yet to enter into it. As a result, the monument gained a mantle of
patriotism, which was very much apparent in the speeches delivered that afternoon.55 Among
those who attended the ceremony was the French Ambassador, Jean J. Jusserand, who spoke
movingly about Joan of Arc as an exemplar of patriotism to the people of France and the United
States. Following his speech, he conferred upon Saltus the cross of Chevalier of the Legion of
Honor, and decorated Hyatt with Officer of Public Instruction on behalf of the French
Government.56 This event was a major milestone in Hyatt’s career, and the honors she obtained
were quite unprecedented at the time for a woman artist. However, what moved her most was the
approval she received from her fellow artists. In a letter to Harriet, Audella wrote, “Nothing
however, touched [Anna] so much as the ‘wreath of esteem’ Borghlum [sic] laid on her knees
soon after arriving; she is going to have it bronze-plated to preserve it. She received a most
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‘emotional letter’ from [Daniel Chester] French and a beautiful box of flowers from Cecelia
Beaux.”57
Joan of Arc became one of Hyatt’s most recognized and popular works, and bronze casts
were later presented to four different cities: Blois, France, and Gloucester, MA, in 1921, San
Francisco in 1926, and Quebec City in 1938.58 Interestingly, rather than taking advantage of the
boost in momentum to her career, Hyatt decided to take a break from sculpting after completing
Joan of Arc in order to help with the war effort. She wrote, “From then until the end of the war
[I] did no more sculpture, but turned our summer place ‘Seven Acres’ on Cape Ann, into a small
farm, which I ran unaided, and raised all vegetables, eggs, milk, butter, etc., needed for a family
of 9 to 10 people.”59 Despite withdrawing from the art world, people continued to associate her
with the French heroine whom she sculpted. In an interview, she recalled playing the part of Joan
of Arc in a pageant at Madison Square Garden:
They wanted a Joan to lead the procession. I’d done my Joan so they asked me if I
wouldn’t [sic] do it. They knew I rode a horse, and we managed to get together a hired
armor, not of the period but near as possible. I put it on and it was the most
uncomfortable thing you ever could imagine to ride in. I don’t know how she ever
managed to be active and go into battle with it because it was a very stiff, heavy,
uncomfortable thing. I had to be lifted on the horse; I couldn’t get up otherwise.60
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The pageant in question was a medieval masque organized by the Architectural League on
February 26, 1917, at the Fine Arts Building on West 57th Street (not at Madison Square
Garden, as Hyatt remembered it), to benefit the Red Cross (fig. 3.17). This patriotic event, which
was titled, “The Tournament and Festival of Fools,” included musical performances, dancing, a
tableau, and a mock joust in which Thomas Hastings, Daniel Chester French, Kenyon Cox and
Edwin Blashfield participated. Hyatt’s appearance in the guise of Joan of Arc was a highlight of
the festival. The New York Times reported:
Miss Anna Hyatt, the sculptor, who appeared with steel helmet and armor and floating
drapery of blue with the fleur de lis of France in silver upon it, riding a white horse. The
thrill of the evening came at the end, when, with the lights lowered for an instant, a big
American flag was unfurled at the back of the French heroine and saint and as the lights
were turned up the notes of “The Star-Spangled Banner” were sounded, and the entire
audience, standing, sang the national anthem.61
In a recent essay, Sonia Coman draws parallels between Hyatt’s portrayal of Joan of Arc and that
of popular actresses of the time, such as Maude Adams. She argues that Adams, who famously
performed the role of Joan in the English version of Freidrich Schiller’s Die Jungfrau von
Orleans at Harvard Stadium on June 22, 1909, may have served as an inspiration for Hyatt in
1917.62 Though Coman acknowledges Joan of Arc’s popularity amongst suffragists during this
period, she overlooks the fact that their portrayal of the heroine may also have served as
inspiration for Hyatt. Indeed, pageantry displayed in the medieval masque appears more akin to
suffrage spectacle than to theatrical plays.
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The use of Joan of Arc in American suffrage spectacles likely has its roots in the English
suffragette movement. The WSPU had, towards the latter years of its campaign, increasingly
used Joan of Arc as militant symbol. As Tickner points out, to the WSPU, “Joan of Arc
symbolized the women’s ‘holy crusade’,” and, as such, she became a prominent feature in
suffrage parades and propaganda.63 On April 17, 1909, the day before Joan of Arc’s
beatification, a group of suffragists, including four Americans, held a demonstration in honor of
the release of Lady Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence (a leading member of the WSPU) from
Halloway Jail. The New York Times reported, “The chief spectacle of the processions was Miss
Elsie Hovey, who, as Joan of Arc, was clad in a suit of white armor and rode a white charger.”64
In 1911, British suffragists organized one their largest parades to date, the Women’s Coronation
Procession, which they held in London on June 17, five days before the coronation of King
George V. Participating in this grand spectacle was Marjorie Annan Bryce, who wore white
armor and rode a white horse in her portrayal of Joan of Arc (fig. 3.18).
Public spectacles on the magnitude of those in England did not become a feature in the
US suffrage campaigns until 1910, when Harriot Stanton Blatch began organizing large-scale
parades in New York City, and Joan of Arc became a feature in these parades. On May 4, 1912,
suffragists staged a parade in Manhattan, in which nearly 10,000 people participated. The New
York Times reported, “The most conspicuous feature of the parade was Mrs. Marie Stewart, who
dressed as Joan of Arc, wore a suit of shining mail and rode astride a large milk white horse.”65
In the following month, Joan of Arc — this time portrayed by Ida Baker Neepier — made
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another appearance on a white horse, in a smaller suffrage parade held in Baltimore during the
Democratic National Convention.66
In addition to parades, Joan of Arc also appeared in the context of pageants and tableaux
vivant. On January 17, 1911, the Equal Franchise Society (one of the many suffrage
organizations in New York) organized a series of tableaux vivants on various themes
(“Motherhood,” “The Spirit of Liberty,” “The Conferring of Degrees,” etc.), and historical
women (Hypatia, Cornelia, Catherine of Russia, Joan of Arc, Florence Nightingale, etc.). The
Society staged the tableaux at the Maxine Elliot Theatre on West 39th Street, and proceeds from
the event went to the suffrage campaign. Participants included notable society women, such as
Mrs. Charles Dana Gibson as a Raphael Madonna for the “Motherhood” tableau, Mrs. George
Gould as Catherine the Great, Mrs. James B. Stillman as the Goddess of Liberty, and Inez
Milholland as Cornelia. The role of Joan of Arc went to Mrs. William K. Vanderbilt, Jr. Initially
Joan was to be portrayed in armor, but organizers later decided that she should be shown as a
young peasant girl standing beneath a tree — a composition modeled on Bastien-Lepage’s 1879
painting, Joan of Arc. “Mrs. Vanderbilt made a sweet, girlish Joan, and the picture was very
lovely,” reported the New York Times.67
Of all the portrayals of Joan of Arc in suffrage spectacle, none is more memorable than
that of the attractive and charismatic young lawyer, Inez Milholland in the infamous 1913 parade
in the nation’s capital (fig. 3.10). On March 3, the eve of President Woodrow Wilson’s
inauguration, 8,000 women marched along the streets of Washington, DC, in a parade organized
by Alice Paul and the Congressional Union of the National American Woman Suffrage
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Association (NAWSA). This grand spectacle would later be remembered for the assault and
mistreatment participants faced from the mob (mainly male spectators) and the police. However,
Milholland wearing a flowing white cape, and leading the parade on Grey Dawn, an imposing
white horse, proved to be one of the most enduring and most frequently reproduced images from
the event. When the spectators began harassing the marchers, Milholland rode her horse into the
mob, and admonished the crowd for its shameful behavior. To suffragists, Milholland was a
modern evocation of Joan of Arc who fought bravely for women’s suffrage. As her biographer
Linda J. Lumsden describes, “She personified suffragists’ version of idealized woman.”68
Importantly, it should be noted that Milholland did not intend to impersonate Joan of Arc when
she led the suffrage parade in 1913. Writing to the organizers, she stated, “It has occurred to me
that it is much more fitting to have the woman’s parade heralded by a symbol of the future rather
than a relic of the middle ages — a medieval herald.”69
Like Joan of Arc, the medieval Herald (also referred to as the Clarion or the Bugler) in
suffrage iconography is rooted in the English suffrage movement, and Milholland likely sought
to tap into those roots. Joan of Arc became, for the WSPU, a symbol of female militancy and the
persecution that the suffragettes faced. Her counterpart in the more conservative National Union
of Women’s Suffrage Societies (NUWSS) was the “Bugler Girl,” designed by Caroline Watts for
the Artists’ Suffrage League in 1908, to publicize a suffrage march in London (fig. 3.19). As
Tickner points out, the NUWSS tended to eschew iconography associated with the Militant
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Woman, but the allegorical figure of the Bugler Girl stands apart as “something more rousing
than had marked the posters published before.”70
The poster depicts a female figure standing on the battlements of a fort, as the sun rises;
she is clad in armor and a flowing white skirt, and her sword is sheathed at her side; in one hand,
she grasps a banner, and in the other, a clarion trumpet, which she blows to herald in a new day.
The NUWSS subsequently reused the figure to advertise other events, and reproduced her on
postcards, but not without controversy. By 1913, the NUWSS had begun in earnest to distance
itself from activities of the WSPU; some members even believed that the Bugler Girl was too
closely associated with militant iconography, such as Joan of Arc. Maud Royden, editor of the
Common Cause (the NUWSS’s paper), sought to discard the Bugler Girl once and for all, but the
organization’s Council rejected this. Stating that the figure could represent “constitutional
militancy,” as opposed to the violent militancy of the WSPU, one member of the council argued
in the Common Cause:
“Does she represent Joan of Arc?” one critic asks. No — except as far as Joan of Arc
herself embodies for women the spirit of courage and love… Our Bugler Girl carries her
bugle and her banner; her sword is sheathed by her side; it is there, but not drawn, and if
it were drawn, it would not be the sword of the flesh, but of the spirit. For ours is not a
warfare against men, but against evil; a war in which women and men fight together…
We are in arms against wrong, but we inflict none.71
According to Tickner, the NUWSS needed a heroic female image so as not to appear “feeble or
servile” when seen in contrast to the notoriety of the WSPU. After all, “heroism and sanctified
suffering” were not the exclusive domain of the militant suffragettes.72
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The allegorical Herald figure made its way to the United States through Harriot Stanton
Blatch. In modeling the Women’s Political Union (WPU) on the WSPU, she borrowed the
English organization’s name, colors (purple, green, and white), and slogan (“Deeds Not
Words”). However, the WPU also appropriated the image of the NUWSS’s Bugler Girl for its
broadsides, postcards, buttons, and stationary, modifying the colors into purple, green, and white
(fig. 3.20). Blatch’s use of the Bugler Girl, as suffrage memorabilia expert Kenneth Florey
asserts, was consistent with the “aggressive inclinations” of the WPU that put it at odds with the
more conservative NAWSA.73
In 1911, sculptor Ella Buchanan redesigned the Herald figure in her statuette, The
Suffragist Arousing Her Sisters, which she exhibited in the headquarters of the Political Equality
League in the Fine Arts Building, Chicago (fig. 3.21). This statue (now lost) depicts a grouping
of five figures. At the center is the Suffragist, shown standing and blowing her clarion.
Surrounding her are Vanity, Degradation or Prostitution, Conventionality, and the Wage Earner.
The statuette, as one writer described, “impressively represents a ‘votes for women’ ideal. Its
varied symbolism, true and strong simply as symbolism, is nevertheless so unified and
subordinated that the central idea, a clarion call of women to women in behalf of the whole
sisterhood, never once eludes attention.”74 Though records on Buchanan are scant, her statue was
nevertheless popular, and its image reproduced on postcards and pennants, including several
yellow “Votes for Women” pennants produced by the Woman Suffrage Party of New York.75
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The Herald figure reappeared in a form more closely aligned with Joan of Arc on the
cover of the official program of the suffrage parade held in Washington, DC, on March 3, 1913
(fig. 3.22). She is depicted mounted on a white horse, enrobed purple and gold medieval-style
gown, and blowing a clarion trumpet with a “Votes for Women” banner attached to it. Her
pageboy hairstyle brings to mind popular depictions of a shorthaired Joan of Arc. Though not a
portrait of Milholland, this figure certainly references the suffragist’s prominent role in this
parade. More importantly, given its roots in British suffrage iconography and its militant
associations, the figure — a composite of Joan of Arc and the Bugler Girl — reveals the radical
leanings of the parade’s organizers, Alice Paul and Lucy Burns, who had both worked with the
Pankhursts and the WSPU, while living in England.
Milholland’s identification with the medieval heroine became tragically highlighted when
she passed away in 1916, during a much-publicized speaking tour of the western states. Like
Joan, Milholland died while fighting for an important cause, and, like Joan, she became a martyr
for that cause. In the days, months and years following her death, the National Women’s Party
(NWP) capitalized on Milholland’s image as an ideal American woman and suffrage martyr.76
Maud Younger stated during the memorial service at the Capitol, “As in life she had been the
symbol of the woman’s cause, so in death she is the symbol of its sacrifice — the whole daily
sacrifice, the pouring out of life and strength that is the toll of the prolonged women’s
struggle.”77 In 1924, while campaigning for the Equal Rights Amendment, the NWP organized
“Forward into Light,” a pageant celebrating Milholland’s life. To advertise the event, the party
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created a poster depicting the young suffragist in her iconic Joan of Arc-inspired guise (fig.
3.23).78 Here, her hair has been updated into a modern blonde bob to reflect the fashion of 1920s,
and she gazes upwards as if inspired by a hopeful vision of the future. In her right hand, she
carries a banner bearing the words, “Forward into Light” — a motto with which she had been
associated with Milholland since 1911, and which also served as the NWP’s slogan.79 Inscribed
against a gold background are the words, “INEZ MILHOLLAND BOISSEVAIN WHO DIED
FOR THE FREEDOM OF WOMEN,” which further highlights her status as a martyr for the
suffrage movement. A simplified, purple and white version of this image later became the
NWP’s logo. When Hyatt played the role of Joan of Arc in the 1917 pageant, she drew upon the
recent tradition of impersonating the French heroine in suffrage spectacle. Regardless of her
personal politics, or the purpose of the event, she must have been aware of the precedence such
impersonations had in the context of the suffrage movement, particularly given the amount of
attention someone like Milholland received in the press.
Hyatt’s association with Joan of Arc did not end with the 1917 pageant, nor with the
subsequent reproductions of her monument. On January 6, 1919, the city named the strip of land
where Hyatt’s monument stands the “Joan of Arc Park.” To commemorate the event, Hyatt
designed a bronze medal for the American Numismatic Society entitled Homage to the Maid of
France (fig. 3.24). In this profile view of the figure’s torso and head, Hyatt depicts Joan with
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similar features and armor to that of the monument. Joan grasps her sword’s blade in her hands
and gazes up at the hilt, which serves as a cross and symbol of her Christian faith. The reverse
side of the medal shows banners (including Joan of Arc’s) fluttering in the wind, with the words,
“Joan of Arc Park, Dedicated January 6, 1919,” inscribed around the perimeter. One writer
described the work as “one of the most charming medals that has been made in America,”
praising its “exquisite reticence.”80
In 1922, Hyatt completed a statue of Joan of Arc commissioned by Saltus, who donated it
to the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in Manhattan (fig. 3.25). The statue resides in the Chapel
of St. Martin of Tours where it stands as a “symbol of the friendly relationship between the
United States and France.”81 For this statue, Hyatt takes an entirely different approach to
depicting Joan. In contrast to the active and dynamically charged equestrian statue, here Hyatt
infuses Joan with stillness and silent reflection, as she bows her head in prayer. She continues to
wear armor, but she is without her horse and her sword remains sheathed at her side; she is no
longer Joan the militant, but Joan the religious saint, which is fitting, given the placement of the
work in a cathedral, and the fact that her canonization occurred only two years earlier. In this
version of the heroine, Hyatt may have been looking to earlier precedents, such as Prosper
d’Epinay’s statue, Jehanne au Sacre (1902), at Reims Cathedral, which she would have
encountered while doing research for her 1910 statue of Joan (fig. 3.26). As a point of interest,
prominent socialite and suffrage leader Alva Belmont received a copy of d’Epinay’s statue as
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gift from her husband, Oliver Perry Belmont. When she died in 1933, the statue entered the
collection of the NWP, and today it is displayed and Sewall-Belmont House and Museum in
Washington, DC.
In 1923, Hyatt, at the age of 46, married Archer Milton Huntington, a scholar and a
wealthy patron of the arts who founded the Hispanic Society in New York. Unlike other women
artists who struggled to balance marriage and career, such as Theresa Bernstein who prioritized
her husband’s career over her own, or Adelaide Johnson whose marriage suffered because she
prioritized her career, Hyatt found a very supportive partner in Huntington. In the years
following their marriage, she created a number of sculptures for the courtyard of the Hispanic
Society, including the massive equestrian statue, El Cid Campeador (1927), which was inspired
by Huntington’s translation of El Cid.
Though Hyatt primarily focused on modeling animals, in her later career she continued to
make equestrian statues, including Don Quixote (1947), The Torch Bearers (1955), Sybil
Ludington’s Ride (1958), and Young Abe Lincoln on Horseback (1966). In 1963, Hyatt presented
the Alva Belmont House (now the Sewall-Belmont House and Museum), the headquarters of the
NWP, with a small version of Sybil Ludington’s Ride (fig. 3.27). This statue depicts the
Revolutionary War heroine, Sybil Ludington, who, on the night of April 26, 1777, rode forty
miles on a horse to alert her father’s militia of an impending attack by the British. Ludington, a
farm-girl, was only sixteen at the time; she served as the female analogue to Paul Revere. Hyatt
depicts the daring Sybil, furiously riding a horse, her mouth open in a scream, and her right hand
raised and urging her steed on with a branch.
Upon receiving the gift of the statue, Emma Guffey Miller, Chairman of the NWP, wrote
to Hyatt, “We have a very beautiful statue at the Headquarters of Joan of Arc by the French
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Sculptress Mme. D’Epinay [sic], and are indeed happy you will make it possible for us to have
one of an American heroine.82 The NWP, which decades earlier had organized the march in
Washington, in which Milholland famously portrayed Joan of Arc, saw in Sybil Ludington an
American parallel to the French heroine. Both were teenage girls from humble backgrounds who
courageously risked their lives for their countries. The public unveiling of Sybil Ludington took
place on May 18, 1963. In outlining the day’s program to Hyatt, Marjorie Barstow Greenbie on
behalf of the NWP wrote the following:
The show will open with a girl riding into the garden on a horse, with a procession of
girls carrying the old purple, white and gold banners with which the militant suffragists
of fifty years ago — some of them grandmothers of these girls — picketed the White
House and won from President Wilson such admiration for there persistence and self
discipline that he himself obtained from the Senate the final vote necessary to pass the
amendment to the constitution giving vote to women.83
This event, which took place decades after the passing of the Nineteenth Amendment, ties Sybil
Ludington to the pomp and pageantry of the suffrage movement, drawing further parallels
between the American and French heroines.
Shortly after the unveiling ceremony, the Alva Belmont House invited Hyatt to be an
honorary member of its Board of Advisors, which the artist graciously accepted. “Our Advisers
and visitors are all chosen from some who have achieved recognition for creative and socially
constructive work outside the home, and may therefore serve as examples and, on occasion, as
counselors to other women,” explained Greenbie.84 While Hyatt did not actively campaign for
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suffrage as a younger woman, her association in her later years with the NWP, an organization
born out of militant brand of suffrage, reveals her predilections towards women’s rights. Her
Joan of Arc, though not explicitly a monument to suffrage ideals, nevertheless must be examined
under the rubric of “suffrage art,” given the historical context of the time, and evidence of
Hyatt’s sympathy for suffrage.
Though the most prominent example, Hyatt’s monument is just one of many depictions
of Joan of Arc that can be read in the context of women’s suffrage. As was the case in England,
popular imagery and propaganda of suffrage in the United States turned to the heroine in an
effort to establish a symbol of militancy. Thomas Casilear Cole’s (1888-1976) illustration, “The
Spirit of May Second,” is one example (fig. 3.28). Published on the cover of Woman’s Journal
(May 2, 1914), the illustration features an armored woman riding a stately horse and blowing a
herald’s trumpet, while her cape billows behind her. The figure is that of someone portraying
Joan of Arc in a suffrage parade rather than Joan herself, as indicated by additional details in the
illustration, such as the peplos-clad figure marching ahead of her and carrying a banner reading,
“ON TO VICTORY.” Silhouetted in the background is a line of suffragists (some displaying
banners and signs). The illustration brings to mind the image printed on the official program of
the 1913 parade in Washington, DC, which depicts a figure of a medieval herald riding a horse
and blowing a horn, and perhaps even alludes to Milholland’s prominent role in the parade.
“The Militant,” by Charles A. Winter (1869-1942), is another illustration evoking Joan of
Arc that graced the cover of a suffrage journal (fig. 3.29). The image first appeared on the
August, 1913, cover of The Masses, and it was then reproduced on the December 15, 1917, cover
of The Suffragist. Unlike many of images of Joan we have already seen, this Joan is not an
armored and mounted soldier, but rather the divinely inspired maiden listening to the Voices,
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much like the Joan in Bastien-Lepage’s painting. While the figure is not explicitly Joan, the
medieval castle in the background draws a connection between her and the French heroine. Here,
she acts as a protective figure to the woman hiding behind her in the shadows – perhaps a
working-class immigrant, as signified by the shawl covering her head. The illustration brings to
mind the Pre-Raphaelite women in the paintings of Dante Gabriel Rossetti, who, in fact, made
several paintings of Joan of Arc, one of which looks remarkably similar to Winter’s “Joan.”
Neither Cole nor Winter represent the historical Joan of Arc in their respective illustrations;
rather, they seek to capture her qualities as an important symbol to feminists and suffragists; in
that sense, she is more like the allegorical figures of Justice and Liberty than she is real person.
In the fine arts, the connection between Joan of Arc and women’s suffrage may be less
overt than it is in popular imagery, but it is nevertheless worth exploring. During the Exhibition
of Painting and Sculpture by Women Artists for the Benefit of the Woman Suffrage Campaign,
held at the Macbeth Gallery in 1915, sculptor Helen Sahler contributed a statue entitled, The
Maid of Orleans (priced at $90.00). Sahler was evidently an ardent suffragist, stating to a
reporter in 1921:
One of the subjects I always have been most interested in has been suffrage. The women
of today can get what they want if they only realize it. The gates are unlocked, and with
a little push women can pass through. American women know this, but they must not
forget to keep on pushing. And they must lead the women of other countries in the
pushing.85
Although research has revealed little about the artist, or her statue, one can reasonably conclude
that her contribution to the exhibition deliberately distinguishes Joan of Arc as a suffrage icon.
In 1922, Paul Swan completed a painting of Joan of Arc (fig. 3.30), depicting her as a
beautiful, blonde peasant girl posed before a gold background; around her head is a simple halo,
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pointing to her recent sainthood, and behind her is her army. While it is not clear whether Swan
intended for this painting to reference suffrage, the artist certainly supported the cause. In
addition to painting and sculpting, Swan was a critically acclaimed dancer and actor, who was
once referred to as “the most beautiful man in the world.” In the 1910s, he gave numerous
performances to benefit women’s suffrage, including playing a role in a performance of
Lysistrata, put on by the Women’s Political Union in 1913.86 Swan was a friend of Inez
Milholland and when she died in 1916, he commemorated her in a life-sized statue (fig. 3.31).87
Perhaps, when he painted the French heroine, he had in mind his friend, who once marched in
parades in the guise of a modern Joan of Arc, and who was considered a martyr for the suffrage
cause.
Realist painter Theresa Bernstein likewise referenced Joan of Arc in several works from
this period. In 1913, she completed a small, colored drawing of the militant suffrage leader,
Emmeline Pankhurst, captioning it “Jean D’arc [sic], of Women’s Suffrage, Sketch of Emmie
Pankhurst” (fig. 3.32). During the 1910s, Pankhurst had made a number of visits to the United
States, where she gave public speeches on women’s suffrage. In 1913, she was scheduled to
appear at Madison Square Garden. Upon her arrival in New York in October of that year,
authorities detained her at Ellis Island and threatened her with deportation. In addressing
Panhkurst’s detainment during a hearing, Frank S. O’Neill, the special attorney for the Madison
Square Garden management, stated:
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I am certain that Mrs. Pankhurst will be set free. It is simply preposterous that she should
be held. Acts of violence are far from her mind, and she is neither a menace nor a
danger. She is the “Joan of Arc” of suffrage, and I am assured that she will be able to fill
her engagement at the Madison Square Garden to-morrow night.88
Sure enough, Pankhurst was released in time to give her well-attended speech at on October 21.
Bernstein likely drew her portrait of Pankhurst around this time, and given her pro-suffrage
politics, may have attended the event at Madison Square Garden. In equating Pankhurst with
Joan of Arc, Bernstein recognized her as a militant suffragist whose actions on multiple
occasions caused her to be sent to prison, where she staged hunger strikes, and was subjected to
horrific force feedings.
Bernstein was certainly not the only one who associated Pankhurst with Joan of Arc. In
January, 1913, The Woman’s Journal published excerpts from an article from the Lexington
Herald, which asserted that Joan of Arc initiated the first hunger strike in an English prison, and
drew an analogy between her actions and those of the English suffragettes, who were imprisoned
for political reasons. The article stated:
That other prisoners of the English have in the twentieth century found it necessary to
inaugurate a similar strike is illustrative of the continued custom of the English
authorities to treat with barbaric severity those who either violate laws they have had no
share in making, or whom, as in the case of Joan of Arc, it is thought necessary to convict
because of reasons of State instead of because of the guilt of the prisoner.
The Lexington Herald concluded that while it disapproved of Pankhurst and her followers’
militant actions, it condemned the government for its brutal treatment of the suffragettes, who
were subjected to the controversial “Cat and Mouse Act,” a policy in which hunger strikers were
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temporarily released in order to regain their strength before being re-arrested to serve out their
remaining sentence.89
In 1917, when the United States entered World War I, Bernstein painted a large canvas
entitled, Allies of World War I (fig. 3.33). According to Gail Levin, Bernstein was inspired by
the patriotic parades that took place along Fifth Avenue – temporarily renamed “the Avenue of
the Allies – on May 9 and 11.90 Here, the artist depicts six allegorical figures holding flags
associated with their respective countries, while being led by a soldier in a brown uniform as he
marches towards victory. Standing near the French flag, and placed at the center of the
composition is an armor-clad figure who that undoubtedly represents Joan of Arc, a symbol of
French patriotism. When working on this painting, Bernstein hired the Dada artist and poet,
Baroness Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven to pose for her. According to Levin, the Baroness
served as the model for the Liberty-inspired figure with American flag.91 However, she may have
also been the model for Joan of Arc, given that the two figures share similar facial features.
Though born in Germany, the Baroness was passionate about France, so it is appropriate that she
should portray the French heroine in this painting.
Although Allies of World War I has no obvious relationship to women’s suffrage, one can
still analyze it within the context of the movement. In portraying the Baroness as Joan of Arc,
Bernstein places her model in the suffrage tradition of the impersonating the heroine in parades
and pageants. More research is required to determine the Baroness’s sentiments towards the
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cause, but given her social circle, and the trajectory of her life and career, one can certainly
assume that she was progressive in her politics. For instance, she was a close friend with writer
and artist Djuna Barnes. In 1914, Barnes, motivated by the mistreatment of suffragists in prison,
subjected herself to a force-feeding, which she recounted in her essay, “How it Feels to be
Forcibly Fed,” which was published in the September 6, 1914, issue of The World Magazine.
The Baroness, in addition, contributed to The Little Review, a literary magazine founded by
Margaret Anderson, which regularly published articles on feminism, suffrage, and other
progressive topics.
More important than the Baroness’s politics, however, is the fact that the figure of Joan
of Arc in Bernstein’s painting bridges the gap between women’s suffrage and World War I. Her
use of a female figure at the center of the painting highlights the significant contributions and
sacrifices women made during the war, which, in part, influenced lawmakers to enfranchise
women in the United States, as well as Canada and the United Kingdom. When the war broke
out in 1914, many suffragists in England suspended their activities, joining their former enemies
to support a common cause. As a result of women’s war work, suffrage gained sympathy from
those who formerly opposed it. On February 6, 1918, Parliament passed the Representation of
the People Act 1918, giving the vote to all women over the age thirty who met certain property
requirements. In Canada, the government under Prime Minister Robert Borden, fearing the
backlash against conscription, passed the Wartime Elections Act in 1917, which gave the vote to
wives, mothers, and sisters of soldiers fighting overseas, and to women in the armed forces.
When the United States entered the war in 1917, the divide between the militant NWP,
and the more mainstream and conservative NAWSA widened. That same year, Paul and the
NWP began to stage daily pickets in front of the White House, where they brought attention to
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President Woodrow Wilson’s hypocrisy in fighting for democracy in a foreign war, while
denying American women their democratic rights. Their actions, viewed as unpatriotic after the
United States joined the war, led to their arrest, incarceration, and subsequent force-feedings. In
contrast, NAWSA under the leadership of Carrie Chapman Catt, chose to support the country’s
involvement in the war, despite the pacifist principles held by many suffragists. As one historian
points out, “To [Catt] and to most [NAWSA] members, the war offered a unique opportunity to
demonstrate that no major governmental policy could be effective without women’s support, and
that women’s participation in the war effort should entitle them to the vote.”92
During the war years, Joan of Arc became an important symbol of patriotism, possessing
an appeal similar to that of Liberty. Blaetz observes, “The image of Joan of Arc was an ideal
propaganda tool because the heroine embodied the principles of justice and noble sacrifice and
she had fought victoriously in a great European war.” According to Blaetz, Joan of Arc was
already a popular cultural figure in the United States, and she was thus “familiar and readily
available,” which allowed soldiers to symbolically connect with the medieval warriors who
fought in the Hundred Years’ War.93 In addition, she represented France, the Western Front
where the United States sent its troops. As such, she stood for “the threatened body of the nation
and [served] as its savior.”94
Joan of Arc remained a prominent propaganda figure even on the home front. For
instance, both the British and American governments issued posters depicting Joan of Arc with
her sword and armor, asking women to purchase war savings bonds. Joan of Arc Saved France:
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Women of America, Save Your Country (fig. 3.34), and Joan of Arc Saved France: Women of
Britain, Save Your Country (fig. 3.35), position the French heroine as a role model for women on
the home front, not only telling women to serve their country by purchasing bonds, but also
inspiring them to be brave and to make sacrifices. Among their many contributions, women sold
war bonds, conserved food, prepared supplies for the Red Cross, took on jobs in farms, factories,
munitions plants, and shipyards left vacant by men, worked in the offices of the War
Department, and served overseas as nurses. On January 9, 1918, President Wilson gave his
formal support to a federal amendment that would give the vote to women. Women’s invaluable
participation in the war effort gave greater credence to arguments for suffrage, and revealed their
importance to the functioning of a democratic nation.
What makes Joan of Arc so fascinating is the fact that, for an early twentieth century
audience, she was malleable as a symbolic figure. For some, she was a feminist role model, and
for others, a patriotic symbol. For suffragists, she was not only as a patron saint of the
movement; she also reflected the nature of the campaign during the twentieth century. While a
figure like Susan B. Anthony represented the early legacy of the movement, Joan of Arc
embodied the spirit of the younger and more militant generation of suffragists who were eager to
fight for their cause out in the public, whether that meant parading in the streets, holding open-air
meetings, or picketing the White House. As such, with context of women’s suffrage in mind, we
must regard representations of Joan of Arc from this period with fresh eyes.
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CHAPTER 4
MOTHERHOOD AND THE IDEA OF WOMANLINESS

In “Two Pedestals,” a 1915 illustration for the Boston Transcript, artist and suffrage cartoonist
Blanche Ames asks, “Which will the voters choose for us women on Nov. 2nd?” (fig. 4.1). The
illustration contrasts two figures side by side. On the left is a woman representing an antisuffragist and all her vices. Ames depicts her as a yawning, indolent woman wearing an
ostentatious, fur-trimmed dress, and accompanied by a pet parrot and a lap dog. She perches
precariously on a flimsy, cracked pedestal bearing the words, “Ignorance,” “Idleness,”
“Irresponsibility,” “Inferiority,” and “Sham Chivalry.” On the right, representing equal suffrage,
is the figure of a serene mother gazing tenderly down at her two young children. Her gentle
expression and simple, loosely draped dress provide a striking contrast to the other figure. The
pyramidal group of mother and children stand on a stable, stone pedestal inscribed with female
virtues, such as “Motherhood,” “Co-operation,” “Service,” “Education,” and “Religion.” Ames’
illustration accomplished several tasks. First, by appropriating a positive image of motherhood, it
inverted the prevalent anti-suffrage strategy of painting suffragists as unfeminine, and as
negligent mothers and wives. Second, it reinforced the suffrage movement’s efforts to
underscore the connection between motherhood, citizenship, and the right to vote. Contrary to
the stereotypes proposed by anti-suffragists (the “Antis”), suffragists went to great lengths to
stress the necessity of a mother’s right to vote. They argued that the vote would impact her
home, her family, and the welfare of her children, especially pertaining to matters like health,
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hygiene, and education – areas generally understood as falling under the purview of women’s
domain. Even during their parades, suffragists placed an emphasis on motherhood. To
demonstrate that suffragists were caring mothers, for instance, a wagon carrying babies joined a
small torchlight parade in New York in 1915.1 In that same year, a suffrage parade in Yonkers,
NY, included five hundred babies, according to the Evening Sun.2 Like Joan of Arc, images of
mothers and children became powerful, iconic symbols in suffrage propaganda. However,
whereas Joan embodied female militancy and political activism, images of mothers and children
borrowed from traditional notions of womanhood while empowering these ideas with political
agency.
Interpreting depictions of mothers and children in painting and sculpture through the lens
of women’s suffrage can be problematic. Maternity and domestic life have long been popular
subjects for women artists, regardless of their politics.3 My goal in this chapter is not to focus on
individual works of art in order to address any connections to the suffrage cause, but rather to
explore the intersection between suffrage propaganda and fine art depictions of motherhood, and
to consider the manner in which the former appropriated the visual language of the latter to
create symbolic figures for the movement. I also examine several exhibitions, which were
organized for the benefit of the suffrage campaign, and which were populated by depictions of
mothers and children; collectively, these works reflected the campaign’s emphasis on the
ideological connection between motherhood and suffrage.
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The image of motherhood in suffrage propaganda has received attention from a number
of scholars, including Lisa Tickner, who provides a thorough analysis of English imagery from a
sociological perspective, and Alice Sheppard, who uncovers a wealth of images from the US
suffrage movement.4 Missing in the literature, however, is a study of how these images overlap
with larger conversations about the representations of motherhood and “womanliness” in turn of
the century American fine art.
In her 1996 study on femininity and gender identity in nineteenth-century America,
historian Nancy M. Theriot describes the concept of “imperial motherhood,” a value system that
emerged in the early nineteenth century. The concept maintained that the qualitative differences
between men and women were predicated on their biological identities and reproductive roles.
Theriot points out that “women and men were seen as different kinds of creatures, with maleness
implying aggression, competiveness, and market-related skills, and femaleness implying
nurturance, emotion, and altruism.” With this notion in mind, motherhood was idealized, and it
came to epitomize femininity; moreover, it formed the foundation of “True Womanhood.”5 The
Cult of True Womanhood (also known as the Cult of Domesticity) was an upper and middleclass ideal in Britain and United States that glorified a particular conception of a woman – one in
which her value was judged on the cardinal rules of piety, purity, submissiveness, and
domesticity.6 Importantly, True Womanhood also supported the separate spheres ideology, in
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which men inhabited the public sphere of politics, commerce, and law, while women were
expected to remain in the private, domestic sphere. Under this value system, the mother became
the steadfast, moral center of the home. As Rev. Franklin Johnson described in an instructional
book from 1882, “It is as mother that the power of woman is most supreme; baleful if exercised
in a worldly spirit, beneficent if used for the salvation of the souls committed to its charge.”7
In the United States, the concept of True Womanhood gained traction in painting towards
the end of the nineteenth century. As American society became more urban, more industrialized,
and more modern, the home was romanticized as a place from which to escape the realities of
modern life. Women, of course, presided over the idealized domestic space, and were seen as
representatives of culture and refinement. Responding to a demand for paintings that reinforced
this ideal, artists such as William Merritt Chase, Edmund Tarbell, Thomas Wilmer Dewing, and
Mary Cassatt painted youthful, genteel women in parlors and other private spaces in the home, as
they engaged in feminine activities like reading, sewing, taking tea, and caring for children (fig.
4.2).8
By the late nineteenth century, the True Woman gave way to the New Woman. With new
opportunities in education, professions, and employment, many women no longer considered
marriage and motherhood as their only option. In pursuing progressive reform, suffrage, and
other social and political matters, women also transgressed their “proper sphere.” These were the
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women who marched in the suffrage parades, spoke at open-air meetings, and picketed the White
House.9 Although high-profile suffragists like Alice Paul and Inez Milholland, and the attractive
young women depicted in suffrage propaganda exemplified the New Woman, True Womanhood
and an idealized conception of maternity still held currency in the context of this movement.
Moreover, both anti-suffragists and suffragists laid claim to these ideas about femininity.
In 1915, African-American sculptor Meta Vaux Warrick Fuller (1877-1968) brought
together the themes of motherhood, True Womanhood, and women’s suffrage in a plaster
medallion, which she donated to the Framingham Equal Suffrage League in Massachusetts (fig.
4.3). The Crisis, the official magazine of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, described the work as “beautifully [typifying] the message of equal suffrage
without having any of the limitations of propaganda.”10 The medallion, a version of which
currently resides in the collection of the Danforth Art Museum under the title of The Silent
Appeal, shows the faces of a mother, a father, and their young daughter in profile, with the
words, “Each unto each the rounded complement,” inscribed next to the figures. In assessing this
medallion in the context of suffrage, we can interpret it as a family unit that has not been broken
or turned upside down by women’s demand for enfranchisement. The figures closely overlap,
reinforcing this idea of unity, with the mother placed in the forefront, signaling her importance
within the family. The quotation that accompanies the work is appropriate to the theme. It is
taken from Josiah Gilbert Holland’s 1867 book-length poem, Katherina, in which the narrator
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tells of falling in love, courting, marrying, and having children with a True Woman – the
embodiment of Christian morals and ideals.11
Motherhood is a recurring theme in Fuller’s ouevre, though she is recognized more for
her works that deal with the subject of anti-slavery. She was deeply religious and made a number
of Madonna and Child statues, as well as more generic mother and child statues, which
reinforced the idea of True Womanhood as embodied by the mother. Unsurprisingly, as a
woman of her generation, Fuller struggled to balance her professional career with the
expectations that came with being a wife and a mother. Her husband, Solomon E. Fuller, a
prominent psychiatrist, did not support her professional goals; he expected her to stay home,
devote herself to raising their three children, and playing hostess to the numerous guests that
visited their home in Framingham, MA. Regardless of her husband’s expectations, Fuller
managed to establish a career for herself.12 In addition, she was also committed to political
causes, lending her time and work to the Women’s Peace Party and Equal Suffrage League, to
which she donated her plaster medallion. Though she supported women’s suffrage, Fuller later
became disillusioned with the movement when she realized that most black women still did not
have the same rights, long after white women won the vote. In the 1960s, she donated some of
her works to raise funds for voter registration campaigns in the South, where African-American
women were still disenfranchised.13
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In contrast to Fuller’s suffrage medallion, which depicts an unbroken family unit with the
mother at the forefront, anti-suffragists propagated the myth that votes for women would disrupt
or even destroy the family. In an essay from 1916, entitled “Woman Suffrage vs. Womanliness,”
anti-suffragist Alice Ranney Allen stressed:
To me the chief reason why political duties should not be imposed on women is the effect
that this preliminary dip into politics, this struggle for vote-for-women, is having on the
women themselves. It is surely not making them any more lovely, or pleasant in their
lives. They grow bitter, aggressive, and antagonistic, liking the excitement of
campaigning and finding their natural, proper duties, “flat, stale, and unprofitable.”14
Allen’s assertion typifies anti-suffrage portrayals of suffragists as unfeminine, and neglectful of
their duties as wives and mothers – duties that were seen as “natural” to women vis-à-vis their
biological function. Her indictment of women who dared to partake in politics finds its visual
parallel in anti-suffrage postcards, which supported the stereotype of the “bitter, aggressive, and
antagonistic” suffragist who eschews her “natural, proper duties.”
Kenneth Florey makes two important observations about anti-suffrage postcards. First,
they were virtually all produced by commercial publishers rather than by anti-suffrage
organizations. Florey suggests that anti-suffrage groups wanted to uphold their conservative
public image, and they felt uncomfortable using postcards to engage in “propaganda wars.”
Commercial publishers, on the other hand, were able to speak scathingly on their behalf. Second,
English and American postcards, or “commercial comic cards,” depicted similar themes.
Generally, however, English cards “reflected a sharper and more hostile attitude towards
suffrage.” 15 Take for example, “Manners for Men” (“Always Make Room for a Lady”), an
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English card published by Archibald English and Edward Wise in ca. 1910 (fig. 4.4). The card
depicts suffragettes as rampaging masculine figures, grasping “Votes for Women” signs and
trampling over frightened policemen. The men and women’s clothing worn by the shrieking
suffragette in the foreground reinforce her masculinity. A policeman, sprawled on the ground,
gazes at her in fright yelling, “Mother!” In short, this postcard bolstered the idea that suffragettes
were “unnatural” and “unwomanly” for engaging in political activism, which was understood as
a man’s domain.
Publishers of American anti-suffrage postcards treated suffragists in a much more gentle
manner when compared to their counterparts in England. In 1909, the Dunston-Weiler
Lithograph Company in New York published the “Suffragette Series,” a set of twelve cards that
gently mock the “topsy-turvy world” in which the roles of men and women are turned upside
down as a result of equal suffrage.16 The first card in the series, “Suffragette Madonna” (fig. 4.5),
inverts the Madonna and Child trope that is so frequently used in representations of ideal
motherhood. Here, the mother has been replaced by the father – his head framed by a yellow
plate in the background to connote a halo – while his wife presumably campaigns for suffrage. In
the seventh card of the series, “Election-Day,” a suffragette prepares to go out to vote, while her
husband remains at home with a crying baby and a little daughter (fig. 4.6). Captioned above are
the words, “What is a Suffragette without a Suffering Household?” Unlike the grotesque
depictions of suffragettes in English postcards, the artist portrays the suffragette as a young,
attractive woman adorned in fashionable clothing and accessories, but who is nevertheless a
neglectful wife and mother. Anti-suffrage sentiment is not expressed through the dehumanization
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and vilification of women, but rather by the humorous depiction of a real source of anxiety: the
fear that women would abandon their domestic duties once they win the ballot.
In responding to the stereotypes perpetuated by the “antis,” suffragists claimed that equal
suffrage was not only compatible with, but also necessary to a woman’s maternal duties. They
argued that the vote would protect a mother’s interests, give her a voice in how her children’s
lives were governed, and help her to more effectively fulfill her domestic duties. In her memoir,
suffragist Laura Ellsworth Seiler recounts:
I used to bear down on what I still believe: that there were certain things affected by
politics about which men were relatively unfit to judge, such as things that concerned
children, schools, and similar things. I felt women should have a much larger voice in
controlling these things, and that there were just naturally a whole lot of facets to be
considered.17
Seiler reiterates a common theme in suffrage arguments: that women are uniquely qualified to
speak on certain matters given their role and experiences as mothers. Thus, whilst anti-suffragists
argued that suffragists were “unwomanly” or “unnatural” for neglecting their maternal duties in
favor of political activism, suffragists insisted on the appropriateness and necessity of the vote to
motherhood. This emphasis on motherhood was also strategic. Although the turn of the twentieth
century witnessed the emergence of the New Woman, most women, as Tickner points out, still
chose or aspired to be wives and mothers. As such, by concentrating on womanliness in their
propaganda rather than rejecting the idea entirely, suffragists avoided alienating those who
sought to distance themselves from the stereotype of the unwomanly woman.18
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Visual representations of femininity and womanliness in suffrage imagery were
particularly powerful when it came to contradicting negative stereotypes. As Tickner observes,
“The depiction of a recognizably ‘womanly’ woman — that is, recognizable by the traits through
which she was conventionally defined — pursuing her legitimate feminine interests unscathed
into the arena of public affairs, carried an impact that written description could never convey.”19
As the epitome of womanliness, and as a “legitimate feminine interest,” the mother became a
central character in suffrage imagery. Suffragists took two basic approaches to depicting
womanliness: first, through representations of contemporary feminine types, from mothers and
wives performing their domestic duties, to the college-educated, professional woman; second,
through personifications and symbolic figures like Justice, Liberty, and Charity. Within popular
imagery (posters, postcards, and illustrations), the theme of motherhood abounds, both in
representations of “real women,” and in allegory. These images adapted the concepts of True
Womanhood and womanliness to make a claim for equal suffrage.
In her 1915 illustration, “Double the Power of the Home — Two Good Votes are Better
than One” (fig. 4.7), Blanche Ames depicts a sentimental image of a young, attractive, middleclass mother and her three children in their cozy home. Ames draws upon the long-established
iconography of the Virgin and Child Enthroned (fig. 4.8). The seated mother with her gentle
gaze, voluminous dress, and baby in her arms evokes Italian or Northern Renaissance altarpieces
depicting seated Madonnas; the two young children completing the pyramidal composition recall
the angels or saints that often accompany the Virgin and Child in paintings. Taking the place of
the symbolic Madonna lilies often found in the foreground of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century
altarpieces is a basket spilling over with sewing notions and knitting supplies, accentuating the
19
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fact that the domestic space is a feminine one. Directly above the mother’s head is the phrase,
“God Bless Our Home,” which underscores the sacredness of the middle- and upper middle-class
home.
Bram Dijkstra, in Idols of Perversity: Fantasies of Feminine Evil in Fin-de-Siècle Culture
(1986), points out that in a culture that stressed the value of the True Woman (the “Household
Nun,” as he calls it), Madonna imagery was particularly appropriate for describing the role of a
married woman, since “women and children formed, as it were, an inevitable continuity: the
truly virtuous wife was, after all, as innocent as a child.”20 Ames’ illustration is certainly
consistent with this idea. As a whole, it perfectly portrays the major tenets of the Cult of True
Womanhood, while reinforcing the separate spheres ideology: a pure, pious and Madonna-like
mother nurturing her children, and presiding over a tidy home that she maintains for her
husband. Without its title or caption, viewers may simply read the illustration as a secular
rendering of Virgin and Child imagery, and as a sentimental affirmation of True Womanhood.
The woman depicted here is not the shrieking harpy depicted in anti-suffrage postcards, nor is
she a mother who neglects her husband and children in her pursuit of the vote. As Sheppard
points out, “The image projects a view of the true, wholesome, American woman, who shows no
dissatisfaction with her role in the home but will strengthen society’s virtue by doubling her
middle-class husband’s vote.”21 The title juxtaposed with an image of ideal motherhood invites
viewers – especially those of a more conservative mind – to recognize that equal suffrage would
not disrupt the True Woman ideal, and that the vote would, in fact, empower the home. The
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simple “goodness” displayed by this Madonna-like mother suggests that she would cast a “good
vote.”
Ames herself was portrayed in her role as a mother in a photograph that appeared in a
1915 issue of the Boston American (fig. 4.9). In typical Madonna and Child fashion, the
photograph shows Ames gazing tenderly down at her daughter, Eveline, who sits on her lap. Like
her illustrations of ideal motherhood, the photograph portrays Ames as a contemporary exemplar
of womanliness: young, attractive, white, and middle or upper middle class. Ames suffrageleanings are only revealed in the related article, which indicates that she served as vice-chairman
of the reception committee for Alva Belmont’s appearance at a large suffrage meeting in Boston.
The article also reports, “[Ames] espoused the cause, it is said, from a conviction that it would be
for the best interests of her four children.”22 As a suffragist and as a mother, Ames clearly
identified with the theme of ideal motherhood in her illustrations.
A poster designed by Rose O’Neill provides another example of mother and child
imagery used in the promotion of a suffrage agenda (fig. 4.10). Originally made for a suffrage
street exhibition in New York, the poster was reproduced in the New York Sun (October 24,
1915). It features a curvaceous young mother affectionately holding an apple-cheeked baby in
her arms. The image brings to mind the theme of everyday maternal love in any number of
mother-and-child images by Mary Cassatt, such as her painting from 1899, Mother and Child
(The Oval Mirror) (fig. 4.11). While O’Neill’s illustration is rather innocuous given the prolific
nature of its subject matter in both fine art and popular or commercial imagery, the text gives
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power to its role as suffrage propaganda. “She prepares the Child for the World. Help her to help
prepare the World for the Child,” it reads at the top. In other words, the mother plays a crucial
role in nurturing the nation’s future citizens; to do so, however, she needs the vote to help protect
the welfare of her children. The poster’s text also asks, “What does War mean to These?”
Although Americans would not enter World War I until 1917, the conflict in Europe was very
much on the forefront of everyone’s minds in 1915, as news of the atrocities of war, such as the
sinking of the Lusitania (May 7, 1915) made its way to the United States. O’Neill’s poster is
prophetic in many ways, anticipating that the mother will one day have to sacrifice her child to
the war effort.
O’Neill is best known as the creator of the popular, putti-like Kewpie characters, which
she frequently employed to promote the suffrage cause. During the suffrage exhibition at
Macbeth, she submitted one of her Kewpies (possibly a doll, since she is listed as a sculptor in
the exhibition’s checklist). Originally created for an issue of the Ladies Home Journal in 1909,
the characters quickly became very popular, making O’Neill one of the most successful female
illustrators of her time. As an advocate of suffrage, the artist lent her beloved characters to the
cause in a handful of “Votes for Women” postcards published between 1914 and 1915. In “The
Spirit of ’79” (1915), she depicts three marching Kewpies (two playing the drums, and one
playing the piccolo), with a yellow “Votes for Women” flag flying behind them (fig. 4.12).
O’Neill based the composition on Archibald Willard’s The Spirit of ’76, a patriotic work
celebrating the American Revolution painted in honor of the Centennial in 1876 (fig. 4.13). On
one hand, we can read the image as a cute, humorous parody of Willard’s painting. On the other
hand, O’Neill’s deliberate appropriation of a popular painting commemorating the Revolutionary
Wars ties the postcard to what Aileen Kraditor describes as the “natural right argument” for
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equal suffrage, wherein suffragists insisted that the rights granted to men under the Declaration
of Independence also applied to women. Like the revolutionists before them, suffragists made
the same demand: “No taxation without representation!”23
If O’Neill’s “The Spirit of ’76” channels the “natural rights argument,” “Give Mother the
Vote!” (fig. 4.14) reflects what Kraditor calls the “expediency argument” for suffrage, which
basically maintained that women needed the vote to protect their own interests and the interests
of their families. The postcard, published by the National American Woman Suffrage
Association (NAWSA) in 1915, features four Kewpies, all wearing rompers, marching in a row.
In place of the more common slogan of “Votes for Women,” the Kewpie in the foreground
carries a yellow flag with “Vote for our Mothers” printed on it. The accompanying text reads,
“Give Mother the Vote! Our Food, Our Health, Our Play, Our Homes, Our Schools, Our Work
— Are all regulated by Men’s Votes. Think it over, and — Give Mother the Vote!” As in
O’Neill’s mother and child poster, this postcard highlights the importance proponents of
women’s suffrage placed on matters pertaining to the raising, educating, and caring of children.
The vote would allow mothers to have a more effective voice on issues that directly impacted
their sphere.
O’Neill is not unique in her focus on children in suffrage propaganda. In 1914, for
instance, Emily Hall Chamberlin illustrated a series of five postcards showing children enacting
adult roles in the suffrage debate. Though mothers are absent in many of these images, the
association between children and motherhood is unavoidable. Anti-suffragists tapped into this
association too, distributing postcards such as “Mummy’s a Suffragette” (unknown English
artist, 1909), which shows the face of a bawling infant who has been neglected or abandoned by
23
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his mother (fig. 4.15). In addition to being inextricably tied to the theme of motherhood, images
of children were particularly useful in the context of suffrage and anti-suffrage propaganda, as
they lent “an air of innocence” to a very fraught debate. The general popularity and familiarity of
childhood imagery in mainstream culture made these debates more acceptable to some who saw
suffrage as a “threatening change to their daily lives,” as Florey points out.24
Like the prevalent images of motherhood, female allegorical figures also feature
prominently in suffrage propaganda. These goddess-like figures of Columbia, Justice, and
Liberty seem remote from the tender scenes of motherhood populating the suffrage exhibition at
the Macbeth Gallery, or from Ames and O’Neill’s respective illustrations. However, motherhood
is ever-present – particularly in the form of the benign protector – even in allegory. One such
example is found on the front page of the January 28, 1911, issue of Woman’s Journal, which
shows a reproduction of Abbott Handerson Thayer’s oil painting, Caritas, 1894-95 (fig. 4.16).
This painting depicts a young woman in an elegantly draped white gown, symbolizing her purity;
her arms are outstretched in a protective gesture, sheltering two nude children who cling to her
on either side as she gazes down on them. She poses before a vine-covered tree trunk that rises
up behind her, evoking the angelic wings depicted in Thayer’s Angel (1887) and Stevenson
Memorial (1891). Caritas, like many of Thayer’s paintings, visually reinforces the virtues of
purity, piety, submissiveness, and domesticity, which form the basis of the Cult of True
Womanhood. Art historian Bailey Van Hook points out that artists like Thayer saw art as “a
refuge, and a higher reality” from the materialism of modern life. Because they were confined to
the domestic sphere and excluded from modern progress, the ideal woman became an
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appropriate subject matter to convey this desire to escape from the problems of modern life.25
This reflected a woman’s predetermined role in life, in which she was expected to provide her
husband with a sanctuary from his day-to-day life in the public sphere of industry, commerce,
and government.
Like the Woman’s Journal, The Suffragist magazine likewise reproduced symbolic
depictions of motherhood in fine arts on its covers. For instance, its September 25, 1915, issue
features a photograph of Charles Grafly’s bronze monument, The Pioneer Mother (1915), as it
was displayed at the Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco (fig. 4.17). Grafly, who lived
and worked Philadelphia, where he may have seen Caritas when it was first exhibited, adopts the
composition of Thayer’s painting and reformulates it to recognize American women’s
contribution to westward expansion (fig. 4.18). Here, Grafly transforms the classically garbed
Caritas into a more care-worn woman, wearing a rough and simple dress and bonnet appropriate,
reflecting her identity as a pioneer. Like the woman in Caritas, she stretches out her arms while
two nude children cling to her skirt. Both works reinforce the concept of True Womanhood and
tie a woman’s worth to her procreative and nurturing abilities. However, when placed in the
context of suffrage publications, they take on new meaning, as we shall see.
In suffrage propaganda, Louise Jacob’s poster from 1912, “The Appeal of Womanhood,”
evokes Thayer’s Caritas to an extent (fig. 4.19). Originally designed for the Suffrage Atelier in
England, the image became widely reproduced, even appearing on the front page of the July 13,
1912, issue of the Woman’s Journal. Made as a response to an anti-suffrage poster designed by
Harold Bird that same year (fig. 4.20), the poster depicts a classically draped figure, which bears
a striking resemblance to Augustus St-Gauden’s Amor Caritas (fig. 4.21), holding up a banner
25
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inscribed with words, “WE WANT THE VOTE TO STOP THE WHITE SLAVE TRAFFIC,
SWEATED LABOUR, AND TO SAVE THE CHILDREN.” When The Suffragist reproduced
the image on its cover from June 27, 1914, it replaced the original text with the militant call-toarms, “OUR MESSAGE TO WOMEN OF ALL NATIONS ‘DARE TO BE FREE.’” Beneath
the central figure’s upraised arms is a huddled mass of working-class women and children
standing before a silhouette of the Parliament Building. Like Thayer’s Caritas, which depicts a
woman sheltering two children, this figure uses her arms to shelter and protect the
disenfranchised. In a sense, she becomes a symbolic or metaphorical mother. Like a mother
caring for and protecting her children, the emancipated woman — bolstered by the right to vote
— has the duty and means to protect the less fortunate members of society.
The personification of Caritas, or Charity, as a benevolent protector has long roots in art
history, as well as a compelling association with motherhood. Charity, the love of God and the
love of one’s neighbors, is considered “the mother of all virtues” in Christian theology.
Beginning in the fourteenth century, Charity, which had taken various forms in the previous
century, began to appear on Italian church sculpture as a mother nursing nude babies.26 Over the
centuries, numerous artists, ranging from Lucas Cranach to Raphael to Bouguereau, have
personified Charity as a maternal figure suckling or in the company of children (fig. 4.22).
In addition to the personification of Charity as a mother, the Madonna della Misericordia
(the Madonna of Mercy) is also an important source for the figure with the outstretched arms
used in suffrage propaganda.27 In Christian iconography, the Madonna della Misericordia
26
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typically shows the Virgin Mary — the most sacred and revered mother — with her arms
outstretched, and sheltering adults with her cloak (fig. 4.23), not unlike the female figure in
Jacob’s “The Appeal of Womanhood.” In these images, the Virgin Mary becomes the
compassionate mother and protector for all who seek her help.
Allusions to both Charity and the Madonna della Misericordia, along with their
associations with a metaphorical motherhood are appropriate to several aspects of the argument
for suffrage. Representations of biological motherhood by artists such as O’Neill, Ames, and
those who participated in the 1915 exhibition at Macbeth draw attention to the importance of the
vote in empowering women within their own homes. Images such as “The Appeal of
Womanhood,” and the appropriation of Thayer’s Caritas by Woman’s Journal, however, push
the idea that women’s domestic capacity can be mobilized in the public realm in service of social
reform (for instance, in the areas of child and sweated labor, temperance, prostitution, poverty,
sanitation, and social welfare). Reform-minded women viewed the ballot as an essential tool for
fulfilling their duties as social housekeepers.
In September 1912, The Woman Voter published an essay by Leonora O’Reilly, entitled,
“The Incentive to Motherhood,” in which the writer made a powerful case for the inseparability
of suffrage and the labor movement. O’Reilly juxtaposed two contrasting images of motherhood.
The first image,“$acred Motherhood,” features a tired, working-class mother breast-feeding her
infant while slaving away at a textile factory (fig. 4.24). The second image, “Motherhood,” is a
fairly typical depiction of a young mother gazing tenderly down on a sleeping baby she cradles
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in one arm (fig. 4.25). O’Reilly captioned the first image, “REAL,” and the second, “IDEAL.”28
In the same year, Ella Buchanan, who had previously created The Suffragist Arousing Her
Sisters, modeled a plaster statue entitled, The End of a Strike (fig. 4.26). Appropriating the
Christian iconography of the Pietà, this statue depicts an anguished mother holding a dead baby
on her lap; broken plaster behind her head creates a halo, reinforcing the work’s Christian
references. No doubt the sculpture comments on any number of violent labor strikes that took
place in the United States in the 1900s and 1910s. While it was not specifically used for the
purposes of the campaign (though, as a suffragist, Buchanan may have been thinking about the
importance of the vote when she made the work), it and the contrasting images in O’Reilly’s
essay, enlisted the theme of motherhood to show the plight of working class mothers and their
need for political agency. As O’Reilly asserted, “The responsibility for the degradation of
motherhood rests on economic injustice, moral wrongs which will never be adjusted until woman
stands co-equal with man in the political arena.”29
With the suffrage movement’s general focus on motherhood in mind, it is worthwhile to
examine two exhibitions that took place in New York City in 1915, to raise money for the
campaign, as images of mothers and children were heavily represented in both shows. Socialite,
art patron, and suffragist Louisine Waldron Havemeyer organized the first show, the Loan
Exhibition of Masterpieces by Old Masters and Modern Painters, which opened at the M.
Knoedler and Co. galleries in April. Havemeyer had been aware of women’s suffrage since
childhood, but only really began to dedicate herself to the cause in 1910, upon joining the
Women’s Political Union. In April, 1912, she loaned twelve paintings by El Greco and Goya to
28
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an exhibition at M. Knoedler and Co., in an effort to raise funds for the suffrage cause.
Havemeyer later wrote:
It goes without saying that my art collection also had to take part in the suffrage
campaign. The only time I ever allowed my pictures to be exhibited collectively was for
the suffrage cause. As proof of the deep and bitter animosity against us among certain
classes, I may say that some of our best-known and important collectors not only refused
to attend the exhibition, but threatened to withdraw their patronage from the dealer who
had kindly loaned me his gallery for the exhibition. For those of my readers who enjoy
humor I may add that, at my second venture, some of my opponents had so far changed
their minds as to become contributors to it.30
The idea for her “second venture,” the Loan Exhibition of Masterpieces by Old Masters and
Modern Painters, began in the spring of 1914, while Havemeyer was visiting the south of France
with Cassatt. She originally planned for the exhibition to only feature works by Degas and
Cassatt, but later expanded it to include paintings by the Old Masters. In any case, she was
determined that the show would benefit the suffrage campaign. To raise money for the cause, the
gallery would charge an entrance fee of $1.00 ($5.00 on opening day). When the show finally
opened, it consisted of eighteen paintings by the Old Masters (Bronzino, Van Dyke, Holbein, De
Hooch, Rembrandt, Rubens, and Vermeer), and twenty-three works by Degas. Cassatt, who
advised Havemeyer throughout the process of putting together the show, was represented by
eighteen paintings and pastels depicting her favorite subject matter: mothers and children (fig.
4.27).31
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Cassatt was a strong supporter of suffrage and even encouraged Havemeyer to work for
the cause, telling her, “If the world is to be saved, it will be the women who save it.”32 However,
there is no evidence to suggest that the works she showed at the loan exhibition had anything to
do with the connection between motherhood and suffrage, nor did Havemeyer’s speech delivered
at the opening of the show indicate that she was thinking along those lines when she selected the
works. Cassatt and many women artists at the time were merely responding to a demand for
images of “mothered childhood.” Anne Higonnet points out that, given the popularity of this
genre, women artists (both commercial and fine artists) felt increasingly pressured to specialize
in this “feminine” subject to which they were seen to have a “natural affinity.” Cassatt’s early
work, for instance, which showed “strong women who thought, read, looked hard, and controlled
space,” was integral to the French avant-garde. Yet, by the late 1880s, she began to focus almost
exclusively on the theme of mothers and children because there was a greater demand for them
in the art market.33 In 1890, Cassatt received an exclusive contract from Paul Durand-Ruel,
which was an impressive honor for a female artist at the time. This was largely due to the fact
that Durand-Ruel recognized the popularity of her mother and child images, and saw them as an
important asset.34 At the same time, one has to wonder if visitors to the exhibition would have
drawn a connection between Cassatt’s images of motherhood and the suffrage movement’s
emphasis on the political role and power of mothers.
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In terms of the show’s reception, Rebecca A. Rabinow points out that the works by
Degas and Cassatt were well received. While they were contemporary works of art, they were by
no means perceived as “shockingly modern.” The Old Masters, however, imparted a degree of
respectability to the show, and demonstrated the support for the suffrage cause on the part of
members of the upper-class who loaned the paintings. The exhibition attracted significant
coverage in the press, but its purpose as a suffrage-related undertaking was overshadowed by the
art, leading a critic from the Sun to write, “The primal cause of an event is sometimes lost in the
importance of the event itself.”35
The intent of an exhibition was certainly not lost on those who attended The Exhibition of
Painting and Sculpture by Women Artists for the Benefit of the Woman Suffrage Campaign,
which opened at the Macbeth Gallery on September 27, 1915. Participants of the show exhibited
a range of subject matter, though only a few, such as Theresa Bernstein, Helena Dayton, and
Leila Usher, contributed works directly pertaining to suffrage. The number of works depicting
mothers and children, however, caught the attention of critics. Moreover, they acknowledged the
connection between motherhood and women’s suffrage. “Babies and very young children fairly
overrun the galleries,” observed a reporter from the New York Evening Sun.36 A reporter from the
Christian Science Monitor made a similar observation, writing, “The one note that is on the
mother and child theme, which may or may not be an unexpected light on the body of women
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that is seeking the vote.”37 In an article from 2003, art historian Mariea Caudill Dennison,
provides a useful overview of the exhibition and its reception. She points out that many of these
images “encouraged public formation of a nonthreatening identity for suffragists by portraying
women and girls quietly performing traditional feminine tasks.”38 This idea is supported by one
reviewer who wrote, “Not a hint in all these works of denial that woman’s place is the best of all
places—the home.”39
Dennison singles out Jane Freeman’s The Coming Voter, and Anne Goldthwaite’s Young
American, as two paintings that made the case for granting women the right to vote, and for
countering anti-suffrage stereotypes about women voters. Freeman’s painting depicts a young
mother gently cradling a baby in her arms as she gazes tenderly down upon him (fig. 4.28). The
image itself is rather innocuous, and it is typical of any number of mother and child images.
However, the title, as Dennison points out, subverts the image, which “otherwise might have
served as the anti-suffrage ideal of feminine passivity.” The painting makes the claim – one that
suffragist had long been making – that if mothers can be trusted with raising and educating
tomorrow’s voters, they themselves should be trusted with the right to vote.40 Max Eastman,
editor of The Masses and secretary of the Men’s League for Woman Suffrage succinctly argued
this point in a speech he delivered during a 1910 convention in Washington:
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To hear the sacredness of motherhood advanced as a reason why women should not
become public-spirited and effectual, you would think this nation had no greater hope
than to rear in innocence a generation of grown-up babies. Keep your mothers in a state
of invalid remoteness from life, and who shall arm the young with intelligent virtue? To
educate a child is to lead him out into the world of his experience. It is not to bring him in
virgin innocence to the front door and say, ‘Now run on a be a good child!’ A million
lives wrecked at the very off-go can bear witness to the failure of this method. The best
thing that you could add to the mothers of sons is a little of the rough sagacity and humor
of public affairs.41
Citizenship is also the subject of Young American (fig. 4.29). Goldthwaite paints a three quarter
length portrait of a three or four year old boy wearing a heavy coat. “Nothing could be more
charming, more true, more childlike than this little face, sallow blond hair crowning the long,
solid, childish head, the lips pouting yet firm, the eyes inquiring and reflective,” described the
New York Times.42 Although the mother is absent in Young American, like The Coming Voter, it
connects children to good, future citizenship, which can only be achieved under a mother’s
watchful eye and moral guidance. As Dennison points out, “With their charming subject matter,
both Freeman and Goldthwaite tactfully advanced the argument for granting the vote to women
and refuted charges that women voters would abandon home and family.”43
To encourage readers to visit the suffrage exhibition at Macbeth, the New York Tribune
published a one page spread in its October 10, 1915 issue, reproducing a selection of paintings
and sculpture by Katherine Dreier, Abastenia Eberle, Agnes Pelton, Janet Scudder, and Alice
Morgan Wright (fig. 4.30). “Everybody Drop in – It’s Worth While,” it reads. While all the
artists participated in the show, most of the works reproduced on the spread do not appear on the
exhibition’s checklist. Nevertheless, much like the exhibition, mothers, children, and women in
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general are well represented. Dreier’s painting, The Dolly House, and Eberle’s sculpture, The
Bath, both reinforce the concept of ideal motherhood. In The Dolly House, Dreier, an active and
ardent suffragist, depicts a young, upper-middle class mother (judging from her dress, and the
interior decoration) holding her little daughter in her lap. Her daughter, meanwhile, holds two
dolls in her arms, as if in anticipation of the day when she will grow up and adopt of the mantle
of motherhood. In The Bath, Eberle, one of the organizers of the exhibition, shows a workingclass mother with her sleeves rolled up, tenderly embracing her toddler as she bends over to
wash him. While there is no overt connection between these works and the pro-suffrage politics
of their respective artists, collectively, they and the depiction of mothers and children paralleled
suffrage propaganda’s use of motherhood to argue for women’s right to vote.
The image of the mother was arguably the most powerful figure in suffrage iconography.
As mothers, many women could relate to her, making her a sympathetic figure. In suffrage
propaganda, artists used familiar artistic conventions (i.e. the Virgin Mary and child) in their
depictions of mothers to make her familiar and non-threatening. These images demanded their
viewers to understand that the vote was crucial to women because it would allow them to more
effectively raise and educate their children, and to run their households. Artists, who participated
in the suffrage exhibition at Macbeth, collectively reinforced notions of ideal motherhood. All in
all, these positive portrayals of motherhood became effective devices in contradicting negative
stereotypes about suffragists and woman voters.
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CHAPTER 5
MUNICIPAL HOUSEKEEPING AND THE IMAGE OF REFORM

Journalist, suffragist, and social reformer Rheta Childe Dorr stated in 1910, “Woman’s place is
in the home…. Her task is homemaking. Her talents, as a rule, are mainly for homemaking. But
Home is not contained within the four walls of an individual home. Home is community. The
city full of people is the Family. The public school is the real Nursery. And badly do the Home
and the Family and the Nursery need their mother.”1 Dorr’s sentiment echoes that of many
Progressive Era female social reformers who recognized that a woman’s duties extended beyond
the limitations of the domestic sphere. They believed that women’s lives were increasingly
impacted by what was happening in the world outside the home because society was undergoing
rapid changes due to the effects of urbanization, industrialization, and immigration. Paralleling
the argument that the vote would empower women in their own homes, suffragists argued that
the vote would allow women to fulfill their new roles as “housekeepers” of the larger society in
which they lived. While suffragists in nineteenth century argued for the vote by stressing the
ideas of natural-right and equality, by the twentieth century, it had become a matter of necessity
and expediency for those women committed to social reform.2 Women of all classes needed the
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vote in order to protect their interests and to improve their lives, as well as to implement
progressive social agendas in areas such as labor, health, welfare, poverty, and education. As
Jane Addams wrote in 1910, “Public-spirited women who wish to use the ballot, as I know them,
do not wish to do the work of men nor take over men’s affairs. They simply want an opportunity
to do their own work and to take care of those affairs which naturally and historically belong to
women, but which are constantly being overlooked and slighted in our political institutions.”3
For reformers like Addams, the ballot served as a means to an end, rather than an end itself, in
other words.
Themes pertaining to progressive reform permeated the visual culture of women’s
suffrage. In their illustrations for The Woman Voter, The Suffragist, The Masses, and other
publications, artists like Lou Rogers, Cornelia Barnes, Rose O’Neill, and Nina Allender, stressed
the importance of the ballot when it came to reform issues, particularly those impacting women.
They highlighted concerns including child labor, poverty, health and sanitation, prostitution, and
poor working conditions and low wages for women. Urban realist painters and sculptors, such as
Abastenia Eberle, Theresa Bernstein, and the artists of the Ashcan School, likewise turned their
eyes toward progressive reform. Though less explicit in their politics and more nuanced in their
approach to the issues at hand, their works nevertheless demonstrate an element of social
consciousness. As progressive-minded individuals, these artists supported women’s suffrage,
and, like many suffragists, reflected upon the importance of the vote when it came to actualizing
policies that would most impact women. While their artwork may not overtly demonstrate the
artists’ support for the movement, they still participated in the conversations about suffrage and
3
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progressive reform. Not surprisingly, these artists were drawn to realism as a mode for visually
expressing their commitment to social reform.
In suffrage propaganda, the image of reform frequently overlapped with themes of
motherhood, children, and domesticity. A woman’s role in presiding over the home translated
well into her capacity as a social housekeeper who was responsible for cleaning up her
community by engaging in progressive reform. In “From Force of Habit She Will Clean This
Up,” illustrated for the February 8, 1913, issue of Judge (fig. 5.1), artist Lou Rogers depicts an
apron-clad woman, standing before an enormous, cobweb covered sign that reads, “The
Municipal Ballot”; she wields a large broom as she prepares to clean up a plethora of social evils
plaguing her community, like sweatshops and unclean bakeries. Cornelia Barnes plays with a
similar theme in “The New Voter at Work” (1918), in which she depicts a woman literally
sweeping away social ills with her broom (fig. 5.2). Rose O’Neill likewise confronts the idea of
social housekeeping in an illustration for The Woman Voter (May 1916). Captioned, “I wish my
mother had a vote—to keep the germs away,” the image shows a romper-clad toddler —
reminiscent of the artist’s Kewpie characters — gazing fearfully at a hoard of bacteria
threatening to spill from behind a door and onto a baby’s milk bottle lying on the ground (fig.
5.3). The juxtaposition of the milk bottle and germs in this illustration alludes to the issue of
tainted milk, a major health hazard during the Progressive Era.4 Milk-borne diseases, such as
diphtheria, typhoid, and bovine tuberculosis, as well as bacteria from spoiled milk killed
thousands of children each year regardless of class and ethnicity. The New York State Suffrage
Party later reproduced O’Neill’s illustration on the front of “Better Babies,” a pamphlet
correlating low infant death rates to countries and municipalities where women were allowed to
4
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vote. Based on a set of statistics, the pamphlet rhetorically asked, “Isn’t it evident that when
mothers are represented in government and their opinions and interests are consulted, babies
have a better chance? Isn’t it proved that women with the ballot do not neglect their homes and
babies?” 5
O’Neill’s illustration reiterates a common suffrage argument: given that women were
already expected to be in charge of child rearing and other domestic affairs, having the vote was
crucial since issues that directly impacted the welfare of their children and their homes (food,
sanitation, and housing, for example) were legislated by the government. As one suffragist stated
to The Woman Voter, “The individual woman can no longer do what we all expect her to do—
take good and proper care of her children unless she can compel the government to give her
efficient public servants. She can do this best and most directly through the ballot. If there were
no other reason for enfranchising women, this reason would be sufficient.”6 Nina Allender, in
her illustration for a cover of The Suffragist (July 25, 1914), encapsulated this notion of women
as the protectors of children (fig. 5.4). She depicts a long queue of working-class children filing
out of an industrial city seen in the background, while young women — settlement workers,
perhaps — comfort and protect children in a manner reminiscent of the iconography of the
Madonna della Miseracordia (see Chapter 4). The text reads, “Child Saving is Woman’s Work,”
drawing an association between a woman’s traditional role as mother, and her more public
responsibility as a protector of all children in the larger community. This larger community
included some of the most disenfranchised members of society: the working poor. In “Summer,”
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an illustration for The Suffragist (August 1, 1914), Allender provides a somber depiction of
poverty and degradation affecting women and children in slums and tenements (fig. 5.5). She
shows a destitute mother sitting on a stoop with her two children; one leans languidly against
her, while the other lies limply (perhaps ill or dead) on her lap. A sign on the door reads, “For
Rent,” suggesting that this family, no longer able to afford the rent, has just been evicted from
their home. While the illustration makes no explicit reference to suffrage, its message is clear:
votes for women is a matter or urgency, if only to help protect children whose own mothers are
incapable of protecting them because of poverty.
The urban subject matter Allender and other illustrators turned to in order to bolster their
arguments for suffrage also attracted realist painters and sculptors who were likewise committed
to social and political reform, and who sought to reject the gentility and refinement of
academicism. While these artists distanced themselves from propaganda in their art, they still
participated in the discourse surrounding social reform that was central to the suffrage cause.
Abastenia Eberle, for instance, used the theme of the “little mother” in a handful of statuettes. In
Little Mother (1907), she depicts a young, working-class girl carrying her infant brother in her
arms (fig. 5.6). Although the work captures the innocence of childhood in the two figures, and it
also appropriates the familiar trope of mother and child, it nevertheless addresses a serious
problem faced by working-class families at the time. Identified by urban reformers, the “little
mother problem” referred to the circumstance under which girls were forced to take on the role
of mother to their younger siblings, while their parents worked outside of the home. Eberle not
only devoted her artistic subject matter to the women and children who resided in the slums of
New York City, she also actively participated in social reform by working in the settlement
house. Thus, she would have witnessed the “little mother problem” first hand. The artist does not
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address suffrage in her work, but as a reform-minded individual, she surely believed that the
ballot would allow women to help fix social problems such as the “little mother” phenomenon.
Cultural historian David E. Shi describes American realism as a “language of rebellion
against the genteel elite governing American taste,” which, unlike European realism, was driven
by an idealistic moral impulse. This moral inclination, in large part, was marked by a desire
among realists to create a more democratic culture. Shi argues:
By giving coherent representation to the diverse racial and ethnic groups and social
classes making up their rapidly changing nation, realists sought to promote societal
toleration and consensus. Literature and the fine arts, they argued, need not simply be
elevating or distracting luxuries for the few; a truly democratic aesthetic could exercise
minds, open eyes, and enlarge sympathies.7
In short, realism as an aesthetic choice had the potential to function as a tool in social reform.
Though realism gained traction in American art after the Civil War through the works of
Winslow Homer, Thomas Eakins, and others, its connection to reform asserted itself more
emphatically during the Progressive Era with urban realism (ex. the Ashcan School), and in the
1930s with social realism.
Towards the end of the nineteenth century, social unrest pervaded the United States,
provoked by racial and class tensions, immigration, wealth inequality, urban growth and
migration, poor working conditions, and economic depression. Out of this unrest emerged social
reformers demanding change at the governmental and legislative level. In following modern and
“scientific” methods to achieve their goals, they believed that success could only be found in
“unsentimental” compassion, or as Shi describes, “uncovering and facing the 'facts' of social
ills.”8 This new breed of reformers included individuals such as Addams and Jacob Riis. As the
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founder of the Hull House settlement in Chicago, Addams believed that bringing together the
immigrant poor and middle-class settlement workers (primarily young, college educated women)
would be mutually beneficial: immigrants learned practical skills, such as cooking and child
care, while middle-class volunteers broadened their outlook on social injustice through direct
contact with the "other half." Muckraking journalist Riis, similarly sought to open the eyes of the
middle-class to the lives of the urban poor through his exposés and striking photographs of New
York City's tenements and ghettos.
This propensity among progressive reformers to highlight the lives of the underclasses
finds its parallel in the philosophy of urban realist artists of the time. The best known of these
realists belonged to the Ashcan School, a loose group of artists who shared a commitment to
representing the coarser aspects of their modern, urban environment, as a sort of rebellion against
Academicism and Gilded Age gentility. Under the guidance of Robert Henri, artists including
John Sloan, William Glackens, George Luks, Everett Shinn, and George Bellows were
encouraged to explore the city – often its grittier neighborhoods – and to record the varying
facets of modern life and the urban denizens they observed.9
For instance, in his painting from 1907, Sixth Avenue and 30th Street, New York (fig.
5.7), Sloan depicts a variety of people who coalesced around the taverns and brothels in the
seedy Tenderloin District: flashy prostitutes wearing elaborate hats, men who solicit their
services, and an intoxicated woman carrying a growler of beer while crossing the street. Bellows
9
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likewise turns his eye towards the working-class areas of the city. In Cliff Dwellers (1913), he
depicts an ethnically diverse tenement neighborhood filled with a chaotic mass of immigrant and
working-class men, women, and children (fig. 5.8). Crowded buildings and hanging laundry fill
the canvas, giving the neighborhood a cave-like atmosphere. In Shinn’s 1904 gouache on paper,
Eviction (Lower East Side), a work that brings Allender’s “Summer” to mind, tenement life is
once again the subject (fig. 5.9). In this dramatic image that gives expression to the pure misery
of life in the Lower East Side, a family sits helplessly next to their few possessions as they are
evicted from their home.
The subject matter of Sixth Avenue and 30th Street, New York, Cliff Dwellers, and
Eviction (Lower East Side) certainly reveal a sense of social consciousness on the part of the
artists. Their desire to find beauty and interest in the people and places that many perceived as
too vulgar for fine art demonstrates a penchant among American realists to create a democratic
culture. As Shi observes, these artists “reinvigorated [Walt] Whitman’s hope that art could
enhance social sympathy by exposing different classes, races, and ethnic backgrounds to one
another.”10 One can even draw analogies between Ashcan realism and the efforts of reformers,
such as Addams and Riis, who strove to highlight and generate sympathy for immigrants,
working-class people, and the neighborhoods in which they resided.
While empathetic towards the “Other Half,” Ashcan art was by no means intended as a
vehicle to drive social reform. As Shi points out, Ashcan artists “were more concerned with
expressing the charm of city life than with kindling social indignation or exploring the causes of
poverty and injustice.”11 That being said, artists like Henri, Sloan, and Bellows were all involved
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politically, and engaged with left-wing circles. Both Henri and Bellows, for instance, admired
anarchist Emma Goldman, and contributed to her journal, Mother Earth; between 1911 and
1917, they taught at the anarchist Modern School (a.k.a. the Ferrer Center). Sloan joined the
Socialist Party in 1910, and even ran for a seat in the New York State Assembly on the Socialist
ticket. Between 1912 and 1916, he served on the editorial board of The Masses, a radical
magazine that dealt with progressive issues such as labor, race, and capitalism, as well as causes
that impacted women, including among others suffrage, birth control, economic independence,
and prostitution.12
Despite their active participation in anarchism and socialism, these artists insisted on a
distinction between their socio-political activism and their professional art. Sloan, for instance,
contributed overtly propagandistic cartoons to The Masses, some of which were reproduced in
suffrage publications like The Woman Voter. At the same time, he rejected any political
interpretations of his paintings, stating, “While I am a Socialist, I never allowed social
propaganda to get into my paintings. I let [sic], wanted social satire in some of them, but not
Socialist propaganda.”13 Bellows, also a contributor to The Masses, similarly stated to a
journalist, “As a painter, I am not a preacher; I am not trying to uplift or teach. I am merely
trying to do the best work of which I am capable.”14
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Though scholarship on the Ashcan School tends to focus on its male members –
particularly Henri, Sloan, Shinn, Glackens, Bellows, and Luks – women artists were also active
in this circle, including May Wilson Preston (illustrator), Edith Dimock Glackens (wife of
William Glackens), Florence Scovel Shinn (illustrator, and wife of Everett Shinn), Ethel Myers
(sculptor, and wife of Ashcan painter Jerome Myers), Alice Beach Winter (illustrator for The
Masses, and married to Charles Allen Winter), and Cornelia Barnes (illustrator for The Masses).
Not surprisingly, many of them were concerned with social issues that impacted women,
including suffrage. The Masses, in particular, offered a powerful platform in which to engage in
reform through imagery, as exemplified, for instance, in Winter’s illustration for the May, 1912,
cover of the magazine (fig. 5.10). Captioned, “Why Must I Work?,” this indictment of child
labor features the face of a sad, doe-eyed girl situated before a factory with smokestacks in the
background.15
In addition to working on The Masses, women artists in the Ashcan circle were also
active in the suffrage movement. Preston, a successful illustrator and a member of the National
Woman’s Party, frequently contributed cartoons to The Woman Voter, and provided the
illustrations for George Him’s book, How it Feels to be the Husband of a Suffragette (1915).
Both she and Myers showed their works at the suffrage exhibition held at the Macbeth Gallery.
In his father’s biography, Ira Glackens shares that his parents, Edith and William were both
ardent suffragists, who marched in the suffrage parade down Fifth Avenue in 1913. “Prohibition
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and suffrage were the liveliest issues that ever struck the Glackens home,” he writes.16 Their
friends, John and Dolly Sloan, were likewise invested in suffrage. On May 21, 1910, Dolly
marched with the Socialist contingent in New York’s first major suffrage parade. Sloan recorded
in his diary that he stood in the rain listening to speeches by Anna Howard Shaw, Harriot Stanton
Blatch, and others. “They spoke well it seemed to me, though of course I was already of their
belief that women should have vote,” he wrote.17 On May 4, 1912, Dolly, again, marched in a
suffrage parade, while Sloan sketched the bystanders and marchers for an article in Collier’s (fig.
2.8).18
While the Ashcan School provides the most obvious examples of socially conscious
realist art during the Progressive Era, other realists, such as Eberle and Bernstein, were working
towards similar goals. Both artists have been identified as Ashcan artists in their time and in
contemporary scholarship. Though neither was directly aligned with the Ashcan circle, they were
both invested in the urban subject matter favored by their contemporaries.19 Eberle’s active
involvement in social reform and women’s suffrage makes her a particularly compelling artist,
and Bernstein’s paintings of working women and immigrants is particularly relevant to this
discussion.
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In 1913, Eberle stated to The Survey, “[The artist] has no right to work as an individualist
without responsibility to others. He is the specialized eye of society, just as the artisan is the
hand, and the thinker the brain. More than almost any other one sort of work is art dependent on
society for inspiration, material, life itself; and in that same measure does it owe society a
debt.”20 Like the artists of the Ashcan School, Eberle believed in finding beauty and interest in
the lives of immigrants and the working class. At the same time, as she expressed in her
statement, she wanted her art to have a social purpose by opening her viewers’ eyes to lives of
the underclasses. Eberle maintained a strong devotion to political and social activism throughout
her career, and was particularly drawn to matters that impacted women: suffrage, settlement
work, child welfare, and anti-prostitution. She greatly admired Addams, a pioneer in the
settlement house movement, and voraciously read her work, which motivated her to engage in
reform work. As Donald Wilhelm described in his profile of the artist in a 1915 issue of the
Illustrated World:
Very often friends find Miss Eberle eating her breakfast with a book propped up before
her, and very often this book is from the pen of Jane Addams. This is but to say that Miss
Eberle is deeply interested in social problems and is eager in every way to help her
tremendous East Side family of children and adults, for whom she has so special a
concern.21
Eberle was drawn to the subject of children living in the Lower East Side, and they soon
dominated her oeuvre. In 1906, she modeled Girl Skating (fig. 5.11), which became one of her
better-known works after the Metropolitan Museum of Art purchased it in 1909. The statue
depicts a young girl dressed in rags, as she rolls exuberantly down a hill on a single skate being
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too poor to own a pair.22 In 1907, Eberle returned to New York after studying in Italy, where she
immersed herself in classical art, and where she was “filled with the past and seemed to lose hold
on the present.” Back in Manhattan, however, she was drawn to the “modern spirit” and the
“work-a-day world with all its commonplaces” that she observed in the Lower East Side. At the
same time, she also witnessed the darker aspects of the city, “the underworld with its crimes and
prostitutions and awfulness.”23
Eberle spent the summer of 1907 working at the Music School Settlement on 55 East 3rd
Street.
Founded by Emilie Wagner in 1894, the settlement served as a cultural center where poor,
immigrant children in the neighborhood could attend inexpensive music lessons. During summer
months, the settlement house suspended its lessons, and transformed into a recreational center for
children. As a resident worker, Eberle became known as an accomplished storyteller, and she
quickly gained the confidence of the people who would serve as the subjects of her sculpture.24
In speaking about her experiences she stated, “I had no anarchistic theories to expound to them, I
did not enter their neighborhood as a disturber, but to study them and the conditions under which
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they live, to be near them and to learn from them, to give help when I could and where I felt the
need.”25 Eberle had already been interested in the immigrants and the working poor prior to
working at the settlement house, but her experiences there provided her the opportunity to truly
interact with those whom she had previously only observed.26
As a settlement house worker, Eberle would have been well aware of the plight of
working-class children, as demonstrated in her somewhat sentimental works, Little Mother (fig.
5.6) and Her Only Brother from 1919 (fig. 5.12). Eberle was not alone in her interest in the “little
mother problem.” In the 1890s, Riis captured the phenomenon in his photographs, including
Minding the Baby, Cherry Hill (ca. 1890), which he published in The Children of the Poor
(1892), an exposé on the immigrant children he encountered in the slums of New York City (fig.
5.13). Bellows similarly directed his eye to little mothers in Cliff Dwellers (1913), which shows
details of young girls caring for their younger siblings in a crowded New York tenement.27 The
subject was also used in suffrage propaganda, including Allender’s cover for the June 13, 1914,
issue of The Suffragist (fig. 5.14). Captioned, “The Inspiration of the Suffrage Workers,” this
illustration features a “little mother” standing in a dirty slum bustling with women and children
in the background. She carries a heavy toddler in her arms, and gazes nonchalantly at the viewer
as if she is resigned to her fate. Another girl (her sister, perhaps) sits on the ground playing with
a cat. Such image served to arouse sympathy for the unfortunate children residing in the city’s
slums, and to encourage women to participate in the suffrage campaign to help eliminate the
little mother problem.
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Unlike Riis, Bellows, and Allender, Eberle treats her subjects in a tender and appealing
way that belies the harsh reality of their lives. Alexis L. Boylan points out that Eberle rejected
the prevalent stereotype about immigrants and the working poor as lazy, unhealthy burdens to
society who were prone to begging or stealing, and who were incapable of caring for their
children. In her representation of the poor — young girls, in particular — Eberle “blunts and
softens the poverty” of her subjects by removing them from their impoverished surroundings;
she focuses on what she perceived as a sense of freedom from middle-class constraints. This
expression of freedom, as Boylan asserts, reflected Eberle’s own political and professional
identity as a feminist, suffragist, reformer, and artist who eschewed middle-class mores.28
Many progressive women of Eberle’s generation engaged in settlement house work,
including fellow artist and suffragist, Katherine Dreier, whose involvement in suffrage and
reform will be explored in Chapter 7. Though both male and female reformers drove the
settlement house movement, it was particularly attractive to the new generation of collegeeducated women, who saw it as an opportunity to experience “real life” through encounters with
the “other half.” In 1889, inspired by Toynbee Hall in London’s East End, Addams and Ellen
Gates Starr co-founded Chicago’s Hull House, one the earliest and most influential settlement
houses in the United States. The movement quickly gained traction; by 1900, nearly a hundred
houses had opened in many of the most needy neighborhoods around the country.29 In her
writing, Addams emphasized that she founded Hull House “on the theory that the dependence of
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classes on each other is reciprocal.”30 In other words, the settlement house aimed to mutually
benefit both those who worked there, and those who sought its services and resources. The
young women who volunteered as settlement workers had the opportunity to put the skills and
knowledge they had acquired in college into practical use. Although men worked in settlements,
women found settlement work to be a particularly attractive alternative to a sheltered, domestic
existence, especially at a time when many professions were still closed to them.31 Meanwhile,
working-class immigrants benefited from a range of services, programs, and activities: lessons in
practical skills (sewing, cooking, carpentry, and child welfare); programs in history, literature,
arts, and citizenship; and resources for mothers (clean milk, medical and dental services for
children, and childcare).
In addition to providing much-needed services to immigrant neighborhoods, a desire to
effect changes at the legislative level also propelled the settlement house movement. In living
and working in the ghettos, settlement workers came into direct contact with the conditions of
poverty — child labor, poor working conditions, bad hygiene, impoverished tenements to name a
few — and they used that knowledge to lobby for legislative reform. Child welfare, for instance,
was a particularly pressing issue for the settlement houses, and was reflected in Eberle’s
overwhelming interest in working-class children. Workers’ efforts in dealing with this issue led
to reforms in schools and education, and in municipal public healthcare and hygiene for
children.32 The settlement movement’s contributions to progressive reform in the areas of child
30
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welfare, poverty, health, and hygiene exemplified the type of municipal housekeeping depicted
in the suffrage cartoons by Rogers, Barnes, O’Neill, and Allender.
That the settlement movement was largely driven by exceptional women and staffed by
female resident workers made it a formidable force in the quest for suffrage. Settlements,
moreover, played a central role in bringing working women into the mainstream suffrage
movement. Residents witnessed first hand the dire effects of poverty, particularly on working
women, who were, as Eleanor Flexner describes, “at the bottom of the heap” of people who
required the services of the settlements.33 The impact of the settlement house movement on
women’s suffrage is notable. Reformers like Florence Kelley and Addams argued that upper- and
middle-class women could no longer turn a blind eye to the inequities of modern American
society, since they impacted everyone either directly or indirectly. As such, women of all classes
and ethnicities needed to unite in the fight for enfranchisement so that they could use the vote to
achieve reform.34
Unlike Eberle, Bernstein was not actively involved in social reform. However, she
certainly participated in the spirit of settlement movement by contributing her works to an
exhibition held by the People’s Art Guild in 1917 at the Jewish Daily Forward Building.
Established in 1915, by Dr. John Weichsel, a Polish émigré, this artists’ cooperative was founded
on the belief that art should be shared with the masses, and to educate this audience who might
33
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otherwise not have access to or interest in art. Like the settlement house movement, which was
predicated on the notion that resident workers and the people they served could benefit mutually
from one another, Weichsel believed, as Rebecca Zurier observes, “not only that art was good for
the proletariat but that a proletarian audience could be good for artists,” by not limiting their
viewership to art patrons.35 Between 1915 and 1919, the Peoples’ Art Guild held diverse
exhibitions (artists included both realists and modernists) in Lower East Side venues including
settlement houses, and collaborated with groups such as the Ladies’ Waist and Dressmakers’
Union. The 1917 exhibition, Bernstein recalled in her memoir, served to “benefit the children at
the settlement houses who might not otherwise see any art.”36
During the 1910s, Bernstein painted several works depicting kindergarten classes, which,
according to Michele Cohen were based on scenes from a settlement house.37 In her rough,
painterly style, she depicts in one of these paintings a small group children seated in a semicircle with their teacher standing behind them (fig. 5.15). When she painted Kindergarten Class
in 1914, the United States was witnessing a rapid growth in the kindergarten movement. The
number of American kindergartens rose from 5,510 to 9,000 between 1910 and 1920, as a result
of a growing focus on child welfare and education. Among reformers, kindergartens became a
means of transforming children from the slums into proper American citizens. Reformers
believed that children could bring their good habits, and knowledge about hygiene and
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citizenship home to their immigrant mothers.38 While Bernstein’s painting makes no obvious
social commentary, her subject matter, nevertheless, emerges from the reform issues affecting
women and children at the time.
Bernstein showed her support for women’s rights most explicitly in her paintings of
suffrage parades and open-air meetings. At the same time, her oeuvre from the 1910s and 20s
demonstrates a strong interest in the lives of immigrant and working class women — arguably
some of the most disenfranchised members of society. For instance, moving away from the
anonymous urban crowds of her suffrage parade paintings, Bernstein turns her gaze to a small
group of women seeking employment in Waiting Room, Employment Office (fig. 5.16). The four
main figures patiently awaiting employment are individualized in facial features, gestures, and
clothing. As Patricia Burnham observes, “Although she does not comment on the larger forces
that governed the destiny of the women, by particularizing them Bernstein gives their lives
dignity and purpose; they are much more than the picturesque poor depicted by many of her
contemporaries.”39 Like Eberle, Bernstein felt a degree of empathy for working class immigrant
women, which is evident in the dignified manner in which she portrays them in her work.
Bernstein explained in her memoir that she based Waiting Room, Employment Office on a
memory from her youth, writing:
When I was in my early teens, my mother took me to an employment office. She said,
“You pick out a girl you think we could engage to be with us and take care of the house
on 29th Street.” I chose Katie [Kahlke], who became a devoted friend and a part of our
family, for the next ten years. When I was thirteen, I painted her for the first time.40
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Over the years, Bernstein painted a number of portraits of Katie (a Polish immigrant), and used
her as a model in major paintings, including The Milliners (1919). This painting documents the
lives of wage-earning immigrant women (fig. 5.17). In addition to Katie, Bernstein also used
family members as models for her figures: her mother, her mother-in-law, and her husband’s
(artist William Meyerowitz) three sisters – all Jewish immigrants from Europe.41 Gail Levin
points out that when Bernstein painted The Milliners, New York City’s garment industry, which
included millinery, was populated by Jewish immigrants. Bernstein’s sister-in-law Sophie, who
appears in the painting, worked as a hat maker. Thus, the artist’s empathy for immigrants
stemmed from the fact that she knew her subjects personally, and that she was familiar with their
occupation.42
Bernstein herself was a Jewish immigrant, who arrived in the United States from Eastern
Europe as an infant with her mother and father. Though she grew up in a middle-class family,
she must have been well-aware of the struggles faced by working-class immigrants, such as
sweated labor in the garment industry, or the effects of poverty in the tenements. Moreover, as a
supporter of women’s suffrage who attended open-air meetings like the one depicted in The
Suffrage Meeting (fig. 2.5), she would have heard speakers arguing for the vote as means to
achieve progressive reform. Indeed, as she revealed in her memoir, after the suffrage victory, she
voted for Prohibition because of “all the damage and the lives that have been lost” from the
abuse of liquor.43 Despite the fact that paintings like Waiting Room, Employment Office and The
Milliners are not examples of social realism and do not, as Burnham states, “comment on the
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larger forces that governed the destiny of the women,” they nevertheless reflect the artist’s social
consciousness, much like Eberle’s statuettes of Lower East Side women and children.
Eberle and Bernstein’s respective interest in working class people, immigrants, and
settlement houses was shared by suffrage propaganda during this era of progressive reform.
Though their works make no direct claims for suffrage, and regardless of the artists’ commitment
to the cause, we must consider their subjects as being aligned with the tenor of the suffrage
discourse during the Progressive Era. This was a period that witnessed a greater emphasis on
what women could accomplish (for themselves, and for the poor and disenfranchised) with the
vote, rather than with their right to vote.
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CHAPTER 6
WHITE SLAVERY AND THE POWER OF THE BALLOT

During the Progressive Era, the struggle against prostitution and white slavery united moral
crusaders, reformers, and suffragists alike. At the same time, it captured the imaginations of
writers, filmmakers, and artists. Journals like The Woman Voter and The Progressive Women
devoted entire issues to the subject, while The Suffragist featured a simple yet striking
illustration of a shrouded, faceless woman, and captioned it, “The White Slave. One of the
reasons for the suffrage movement,” on its cover from January 10, 1914 (fig. 6.1). The problem
of prostitution clearly struck a chord with suffragists, who, in the spirit of municipal
housekeeping, believed that equal suffrage could play a crucial role in eradicating the vice trade.
Reformers, like Jane Addams in A New Conscience and an Ancient Evil (1912), published
exposés on sex trafficking, while authors, such as Elizabeth Robins in My Little Sister, wrote
melodramatic stories, detailing the ruin of innocent young girls. In 1913, Universal released its
successful film, Traffic in Souls, which tells the story of a young woman who is kidnapped and
forced into prostitution. Artists likewise adopted the subject in their sculpture and painting. In
her much-reproduced allegorical group from 1911, The Suffragist Arousing Her Sisters, Ella
Buchanan included the prostrate figure of Prostitution, whom she juxtaposes with allegorical
figures representing Suffrage, Vanity, Conventionality, and the Wage Earner. In the following
year, she modeled Captivity’s Captive, which depicts a woman tied to bags of money that are
perched on a large coin (fig. 6.2). The statue symbolically represents the idea of women’s
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economic dependence, a factor that often drove women to prostitution. Abastenia Eberle most
famously dramatized the horrors of sex trafficking and the loss of female innocence in her 1913
statuette, The White Slave (fig. 6.3), which generated significant controversy in its time. In 1915,
Theresa Bernstein painted Lilies of the Field, in which she depicts a group of women wearing
colorful gowns and elaborate hats. Bernstein later explained that the women represented “ladies
of the night.”1
While Buchanan’s The Suffragist Arousing Her Sisters uniquely envisions the function of
suffrage in the fight against prostitution, this association is not obvious in the works of Eberle
and Bernstein. Regardless, The White Slave and Lilies of the Field participated in the
conversations pertaining to equal suffrage and prostitution as a moral and social crisis. Using
these two works as case studies, this chapter explores the discourse and visual culture concerning
prostitution during the Progressive Era within the context of women’s suffrage and progressive
reform. Eberle and Bernstein’s respective works are significant in that they represent two
prevailing narratives about prostitution highlighted by suffragists: first, white slavery (i.e. forced
prostitution), which positioned the prostitute as the innocent victim of sex traffickers; second,
prostitution as a career to which women were driven, out of economic necessity. While neither
The White Slave nor Lilies of the Field specifically address suffrage, they demonstrate their
creators’ continued artistic engagement with contemporaneous social issues impacting women.
Moreover, they participated in the overall dialogue concerning Progressive Era prostitution,
which was very much tied to the interests of suffragists, women’s rights activists, and socialists.
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In The White Slave, Eberle shows a young, prepubescent, nude girl with her arms pinned
behind her back by a bearded man, as he auctions her off into sexual slavery. The statue is a
study in contrasts: the smooth modeling of the despondent, defeated girl reflects her innocence,
purity, and identification as a victim at the threshold of prostitution; the roughly rendered
auctioneer with his phallic-like gesture identifies him as a ruthless antagonist. Despite its
brutality and sensationalism, the work did not cause much of a stir when Eberle debuted it at the
International Exhibition of Modern Art (Armory Show) in 1913, along with Girls Wading. The
uproar surrounding the European avant-garde works of art displayed at the exhibition
overshadowed it.2 Nevertheless, out of all of Eberle’s works, The White Slave has attracted the
most attention, both in its time, and in more recent scholarship, such as Susan P. Casteras’ short
essay from 1986, “Abastenia St. Leger Eberle’s ‘White Slave’,” which traces the history and
meaning behind the work.3 While women’s suffrage is touched upon, particularly by Casteras, its
connection to the statue warrants a closer look, especially in relation to suffrage propaganda and
the exponential effects of popular imagery.
A few months after the Armory Show opened, The Survey, a journal that focused on
matters pertaining to social reform, featured The White Slave on its cover (May 3, 1913). If its
presence at the exhibition attracted little or no controversy, this cover more than made up for it.
Over the following weeks, the image generated numerous letters to the editor, with some writers
threatening to cancel their subscription, and others praising the magazine for bringing awareness
to the problem of white slavery. Echoing the objections brought up in many of letters, one reader
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described the image as “unfit to appear in any home,” and as “not only an instance of bad taste,
but of bad morals.” Another subscriber wrote, “With several boys in my family, the only way I
can lay an issue on my library table was after tearing off the cover, which is certainly glaringly
offensive.”4 Conversely, many readers also wrote letters in praise of the cover. One subscriber,
for example, criticized the “ostrich-headed prudery typically expressed in these protests” against
the cover, going on to say that he planned to frame the picture to educate his fourteen-year-old
son. Another man commended the magazine for educating its readers on this social threat.5
The heated discussion generated by The Survey reflected the timeliness of Eberle’s statue,
as well as the fact that it visually reinforced a sensational, yet persistent, narrative that
represented white slavery as a dangerous scourge overtaking the country. In the early twentieth
century, white slavery narratives abounded, as moral crusaders, reformers, newspapers, writers,
and filmmakers perpetuated stories about young women being captured and forced into
prostitution. At the political level, Congress passed the Mann Act (also known as the White
Slave Traffic Act) in 1910, prohibiting interstate and foreign transport of women for “the
purpose of prostitution or debauchery, or for any other immoral purpose, or with the intent and
purpose to induce, entice, or compel such woman or girl to become a prostitute or to give herself
up to debauchery, or to engage in any other immoral practice.”6 White slavery is a subject that
has already been heavily explored by sociologists and historians in recent decades. However, it is
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important to address the history and debates surrounding this “social menace,” as well as the
diversity in the definition of “white slave,” in order to better contextualize Eberle’s work.
Simply stated, “white slavery” was a term used by Progressive Era reformers to refer to
the selling of women into prostitution, typically through force, coercion and/or deception. At its
most sensational level, stories about white slavery described innocent, young, Caucasian girls
who had left the safety and security of their homes to find work in the city. Naive about men and
the ways of the city, they fell victim to wicked procurers (often represented as foreigners), who
kidnapped or tricked them into a life of forced prostitution. Propagated by muckraking
journalists, authors, moral crusaders, and filmmakers, these shocking stories fueled outrage, fear,
and panic throughout the United States, as evidenced by the response to the cover of The Survey.
Universal Pictures released Traffic in Souls in 1913, the same year Eberle first exhibited
her statue (fig. 6.5).7 Directed by George Loan Tucker, the film dramatizes the problem of sex
trafficking by using the standard white slave narrative. Seduced by a pimp posing as a charming
gentleman, Lorna Barton, a young woman employed in a candy shop is drugged, kidnapped, and
brought to a brothel. Meanwhile, her sister Mary and Officer Burke (Mary’s fiancé) investigate
and uncover a prostitution ring operated by the Right Honorable William Trubus, a respected
businessman and moral crusader. The titillating and provocative subject matter in Traffic in Souls
proved attractive to the public, grossing $450,000 (nearly $10.8 million, today). Its success led to
the release of a string of white slave films in late 1913 and 1914, including The Inside of the
White Slave Traffic, The House of Bondage (based on a bestselling novel written in 1910, by
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Reginald Wright Kauffman), A Soul in Peril, The Shadows of Sin, The Wages of Sin, Smashing
the Vice Trust, and others (fig. 6.6).8
The proliferation and content of these narratives imply that sex trafficking constituted a
huge conspiracy that ran rampant during the Progressive Era, stoking fears that young American
girls were being kidnapped or seduced into prostitution in cities across the country. Historians
and sociologists, however, have shown that the situation was much more complicated than
suggested by these exaggerated and sensational accounts. In his 1980 book, The Response to
Prostitution in the Progressive Era, historian Mark Thomas Connelly asserts that white slavery
did not exist, and was in fact a constructed narrative that emerged from the fears over changes
occurring in American society.9
By the turn of the century, the United States had shifted from a primarily agrarian society
to an urban and industrial one; millions of Americans migrated from their rural farms and
villages to urban centers, and millions of immigrants arrived on American soil, settling in cities
like New York and Chicago. Women’s role in society also shifted as young women – much like
Mary and Lorna Barton in Traffic in Souls – left the safety and security of their homes to seek
employment in shops and factories. White slave narratives, as Connelly argues, reflected the
anxieties generated by these changes. The young, white, Anglo-Saxon, country girl, frequently
depicted as the victim in these narratives, personified the “agrarian myth” of a pure, innocent,
and morally upright American society. The city however, became the corrupt and dangerous
antithesis to a wholesome, rural America; it was there that the country girl — now far from her
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family — fell into a “moral snare,” and became a victim of devious white slavers. As Connelly
points out, “The fate of rural America was the fate of American country girls, and the country
girls seemed to be ending ‘on the line’ or on the streets after the left the country.”10
If the innocent country girl symbolized a pure and wholesome America, the white slave
trader represented the ethnic “Other,” or the urban dwelling foreigner (Jews, Italians, Frenchmen,
Eastern Europeans, etc.). White slave narratives that juxtaposed these two figures were “updated
versions” of the Native American captivity narratives of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
as Connelly observes. Depicted in works such as John Vanderlyn’s The Death of Jane McCrae
from 1804 (fig. 6.7), and Erastus Dow Palmer’s The White Captive from 1857-59 (fig. 6.8), this
narrative “registered the anxieties of a society attempting to master the frontier.” In the white
slave narratives of the twentieth century, the city became the new “wilderness,” and white slave
traders of foreign origin replaced the Native American “savage.” Representing sex traffickers in
such a manner served several purposes, according to Connelly: first, racial “otherness” allowed
for an “easier and more socially acceptable” avenue for directing anger towards the white slaver;
and second, these narratives gave voice to a fear among native-born Americans of “immigrant
males possessing the daughters of the land while their men stand unable to help or protect.”11 In
other words, the dichotomy between the victim and perpetrator of white slavery embodied the
racial fears of nativists who felt threatened by the influx of immigrants arriving on American
shores.
Connelly concludes that while prostitution was indeed a serious problem, white slavery,
as it was represented in narratives of the time, emerged from mass hysteria. “These narratives,”
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he argues, “misperceived the problem they were addressing and ended up tilting at a windmill
which they could never prove existed, and which critics professed that they could not even
see.”12 Other historians have argued in somewhat more nuanced ways. Ruth Rosen, for example,
takes a more careful approach, arguing that while white slavery existed, its most coercive and
extreme form (such as that depicted in Eberle’s statue) accounted for only a small percentage of
Progressive Era prostitution, and was therefore disproportionate to all the attention given to the
problem.13 Rosen encourages us to look past the exaggerations and sensationalism, which were
promulgated by reformers with political agendas, and by filmmakers seeking profit. Instead, she
asks us to view white slavery as the extreme part of “a continuum along which varying degrees
of force were used to bring a woman into prostitution and keep her there.”14 She locates the
popularity of white slave narratives in its “lurid and melodramatic appeal,” and the fact that it
provided “virtually pornographic entertainment” to its late Victorian audience. At the same time,
by projecting the “class guilt of middle-class Americans” onto the evil and typically foreign
white slavers, these narratives diverted attention from the social and economic realities that
drove women to prostitution. Finally, for many, white slavery symbolized the worst aspects of
modern industrialization in the United States: commercialization, dehumanization, and moral
corruption.15
The term “white slavery” came into use in the 1830s as a substitute to “wage slavery” in
order to criticize wage labor in the northern part of the United States. Reformers and workers at
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the time claimed that wage laborers were treated like black slaves.16 In the 1880s, reformers in
Britain began using the term in the context of prostitution, and this usage quickly made its way to
the United States through the moral reform work of the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union
(WCTU). In July 1885, William Stead, a muckraking journalist and reformer, caused an uproar
in England when he published a four part exposé in the Pall Mall Gazette (later reprinted in
newspapers throughout Europe and North America), entitled “The Maiden Tribute of Modern
Babylon.”17 Stead exposed the sale of young, working-class girls into sexual slavery, and
condemned the vile members of the aristocracy who preyed upon these victims. His startling
revelations created a moral panic in Great Britain and in the United States. In 1885, prompted by
his revelations, Parliament passed the Criminal Law Amendment Act (also known as the “Stead
Act”), which, among other things, raised the age of consent for girls from thirteen to sixteen, and
made illegal the procurement of girls for the purpose of coerced prostitution.
Spurred by Stead’s series, moral reformers in the United States took action almost
immediately. Frances Willard, leader of the WCTU, committed herself and her organization to
fighting the cause by establishing the Department of Social Purity, which she tasked with
combatting sexual crimes and double standards, and investigating the problem of white slavery
in the United States. In addition, Willard enlisted the help of social activist and doctor Katharine
Bushnell, whose investigation into forced prostitution in the lumber camps of Wisconsin and
Michigan brought nationwide attention to white slavery. These investigations also reinforced the
notion that foreigners were the primary perpetrators of the crime, as the majority of the workers
16
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in the camp were from Canada, as well as some from England, Ireland, Germany, and Poland. In
1887, using Bushnell’s findings, the WCTU published Bessie Cushman’s article, “Another
Maiden Tribute,” in its journal, Union Signal (February 17, 1887). Cushman described how
young girls were tricked into white slavery upon responding to “advertisements cunningly
disguised.”18 Though prostitutes in the camps were predominantly immigrants, as sociologist
Brian Donovan points out, the WCTU chose to focus on the fate of American girls, such as that
of a “Chicago girl of undoubted respectability,” who was forced into prostitution after answering
a false advertisement for a job at a boarding house.19 Bushnell’s study, as one historian observes,
“marked the emergence of a distinctly American narrative of white slavery” — a narrative
underpinned by the racist and nativist notion that non-Anglo-Saxon foreigners, and AfricanAmerican men threatened the sexual purity of white, native-born, American women.20
Willard certainly articulated this racist ideology in her social purity work, and in her
writings and speeches. Speaking in 1886, for instance, she recalled seeing black wagons in Paris,
transporting prostitutes to the dispensary where they were to be examined for sexually
transmitted diseases. She stated that “lawmakers tried to import the black wagon of Paris to
England and America, and Anglo-Saxon women rose in rebellion.”21 Willard thus drew a
distinction between “civilized” Anglo-Saxon women who had the potential for being a force for
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good, and the immoral people of France.22 Willard also viewed African-American men – fueled
by liquor – as sexual threats to white women, a common accusation employed to justify the
lynching of these men during the Jim Crow era. In an interview from 1890, she stated, “The
colored race multiplies like the locust of Egypt. The grogshop is its center of power. The safety
of women, of childhood, the home, is menaced in a thousand localities at this moment, so that
men dare not go beyond the sight of their own roof-tree.”23 In spite of this racist interpretation,
the WCTU and other reformers ironically appropriated the rhetoric of the abolition movement
for their crusade against sex trafficking. As one historian observes, white slavery narratives
regularly drew upon the “rhetorical power of the most successful social justice movement in
Western history” through analogies between the sexual enslavement of women (namely, white
women) and the enslavement of African-Americans, and highlighted “the perversity of the race
reversal that left black men and women free and white girls enslaved.” In short, reformers saw
themselves as the new abolitionists in the crusade against white slavery.24
In the context of suffrage and women’s rights, the WCTU’s campaign against the white
slave trade is notable. Although the title of the organization proclaims its focus on the liquor
problem, under the leadership of Willard, it turned to a broader reform agenda in which women’s
suffrage was seen as not only a right, but as a powerful weapon that would allow women to bring
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about social change. The WCTU used the problem of white slavery as justification for suffrage,
and the political empowerment of women. In the same speech in which she denounced French
sex traffickers, Willard railed against the sexual double standards and laws that protected men,
but condemned women and young girls; she asked, “How much longer must we wait before
women will begin to beg the privilege of doing a little legislation on their own account? Or at
least having a voice in choosing the men who shall represent their interests and protect by law
the physically weaker sex?”25 As we will see, suffragists in following decades would adopt a
similar approach when demanding for the vote for the purposes of protecting their interests as
women. Willard died in 1898, but her legacy of encouraging women to broaden their scope
beyond their proscribed sphere of the private home to actively engage in social reform carried
forward into the twentieth century through the work of individuals like Jane Addams.
Similar to Willard, Addams, who advanced her ideas in A New Conscience and an
Ancient Evil (1912), saw white slavery as a central issue in the fight for progressive reform;
likewise, she saw its potential to attract support for women’s suffrage. However, contrary to the
nativist ideology of Willard and WCTU, which imagined immigrants as the main perpetrators of
white slavery, Addams believed that immigrant girls were the primary victims of coercive
prostitution. Moreover, her understanding of white slavery was not based on the sensationalized
narratives of violence and abduction, but on her critique of the economic and social factors that
led women into and kept them in prostitution: poverty, unemployment, low wages, poor working
conditions, familial pressures, and lack of education. As Donovan points out, “In contrast to the
WCTU’s depiction of prostitution as a fate worse than death, Addams recognized prostitution as
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a choice that some women pursued, yet a choice often made under harsh circumstances.”26 At an
artistic level, Buchanan conveyed this idea in Captivity’s Captive. Though the statue is not
necessarily a depiction of a prostitute, it powerfully represents the notion of a woman as a slave
to the economic forces that surround her.
In an effort to better explain the circumstances leading young women to prostitution,
Addams provided a number of detailed scenarios. For example, she recounted the story of a
young woman from Indiana who had moved to Chicago to find employment in a department
store. Unable to support herself and her family back home on five dollars a week, she found
herself “making appointments for money” at local hotels. Shortly thereafter, her clandestine
prostitution turned into an “openly professional” one when she needed more money for her
family. This story, as Addams pointed out, was a typical example of how women entered
prostitution for economic reasons tied to family obligations.27
While Addams has been criticized for her exaggerated accounts, Donovan argues that this
criticism overlooks her political motivation, which was to generate support for the suffrage
cause. The vote would arm women with the political agency to not only protect themselves from
the vice trade, but also those (especially children) who were most vulnerable to white slavery and
police harassment.28 Drawing upon the analogy between abolition and white slavery, and
connecting it to the campaign for suffrage Addams wrote:
As the first organized Women’s Rights movement was inaugurated by the women who
were refused seats in the world’s Anti-Slavery convention held in London in 1840,
although they been the very pioneers in the organization of the American Abolitionists,
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so it is quite possible that an equally energetic attempt to abolish white slavery will bring
many women into the Equal Suffrage movement, simply because they too will discover
that without the use of the ballot they are unable to work effectively for the eradication of
a social wrong.29
Here, Addams strategically equated contemporary suffragists with the movement’s early
pioneers, who were initially drawn to the cause through their involvement in abolitionism. For
Addams, the abolition of sex trafficking in the twentieth century stood as the moral equivalent of
the abolition of slavery in the previous century.
Such comparison between the abolitionism and the crusade against white slavery
resonated powerfully with suffragists, as evidenced in the March 1913 issue of The Woman
Voter, which was devoted entirely to the theme of white slavery. The editors declared, “We are
the modern abolitionists and we demand that the traffic in women shall cease. We women of New
York demand the ballot as our weapon with which to enter this greatest combat of modern times
— the war on white slavery.”30 Given its focus on white slavery, the images and content, which
include essays by Carrie Chapman Catt, Clifford Roe (a Chicago attorney who had written
extensively on the subject of white slavery), and Addams, require a closer look, as they reveal
the suffrage movement’s strategy of addressing this social vice in order to demand votes for
women.
The journal’s cover, for instance, conveys the theme of women’s suffrage as the solution
to contemporary social problems (fig. 6.9). The artist (initials “C.W.F.”), juxtaposes a classically
draped figure, representing suffrage standing before a variety of women: a mother with her
young daughter; two garment workers seated behind a sewing machine; and two women wearing
large, feathered hats who, given the theme of the magazine issue, likely represent prostitutes.
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Conveying the message of suffrage as a source of protection and female empowerment, this
illustration echoes Buchanan’s The Suffragist Arousing Her Sisters. Here, instead of awakening
women with her clarion, the suffragist literally guides her sisters out of the darkness of poverty,
low wages, and vice.
In her essay for The Woman Voter, Catt reiterated this theme of votes for women as the
solution to the social ills that victimize women. “The Traffic in Women” is a powerful
indictment of the type of municipal corruption that bolstered a crime that was both widespread
and international in scope, and that victimized women who had no political agency. Invoking the
idea of women as municipal housekeepers who can clean up corruption and protect society’s
most vulnerable, she argued that votes for women was the “one and permanent cure” for sex
trafficking. Laws are not enforced because a powerful part of the voting constituency is
comprised by those who “share directly in the profits of this unspeakable business,”. However,
Catt argued, “when a woman’s standard is enfranchised every police force will feel the presence
of a constituency behind it demanding the enforcement of the law.”31 In other words, by
reinforcing the Victorian concept of True Womanhood whereby women are situated as a
civilizing force within society, Catt claimed that women were tasked with the crucial
responsibility of stewardship of moral reform. At the same time, it is necessary to acknowledge
that, in holding women to a much higher moral standard than men, this idealized notion of
womanhood bolstered the sexual double standards against which suffragist fought.
Like Addams, Catt also acknowledged the economic factors that drove women to
prostitution, asserting that low wages, which cannot even cover a girl’s most basic needs was
“one of the most tragic causes” of prostitution. The journal reiterated this point in the editorial
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comment section, which stated, “women deliberately make the hard bargain because it is the last
chance for earning a living. It is impossible to get along on three or four dollars a week. When
work is slack a man can beg or steal; but when a girl cannot find a place she takes to the street or
the river. Here is the supply of the white slave trade.”32 The dilemma that working women faced
between honest labor that yielded low wages, and prostitution, which was more financially
lucrative is represented in one of the images appearing in same journal issue (fig. 6.10).
Reproduced from a postcard by M. Hughes for the Suffrage Atelier in England, this image, “The
Scylla and Charybdis of the Working Woman,” features a woman gazing off into the distance as
she poles a boat along river; on one side, a banner reads “WHITE SLAVE TRAFFIC,” and on
the other, a sign says “SWEATED LABOUR.” Scylla and Charybdis, of course, are mythical sea
monsters appearing in Homer’s epic poem, The Odyssey. While sailing through a narrow strait,
Odysseus is forced to confront either Scylla, a six headed monster residing in a nearby cave, or
Charybdis, a massive whirlpool that swallows everything in its path. Like Odysseus, workingclass women, as depicted in the illustration, were faced with the impossible task of choosing
between two evils.
Also appearing in The Woman Voter is a cartoon captioned, “Have You a Daughter for
Sale?” (fig. 6.11). Here, a grim-faced woman with her daughter clinging to her arm stand before
a poster reading, “DANGER!! MOTHERS BEWARE. 60,000 INNOCENT GIRLS WANTED
TO TAKE THE PLACE OF 60,000 WHITE SLAVES WHO WILL DIE THIS YEAR IN US.”
This image tapped into the fear generated by the sensationalized white slave narratives (no doubt
exaggerating the number of girls who are coerced into prostitution each year), such as Elizabeth
Robins’ My Little Sister, published in 1913. An American-born playwright and novelist who
32
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active in the English suffrage movement, Robin focuses on the threat of abduction and white
slavery to young, innocent daughters; the novel functions as a warning that mothers must protect
their daughters by preparing for life outside the safety of home and family. The novel recounts
the story of two sisters who are tricked into journeying from their home in the English
countryside to London by a brothel madam posing as their long-lost aunt. Upon arriving at the
train station, they are taken to what they think is their aunt’s estate, but what is in fact a brothel
in which they are imprisoned. One sister escapes, while the other, before she could be rescued, is
shipped off to Asia by white slavers.
In her review of the novel, Harriet Burton Laidlaw, chairman of the Manhattan Borough
of the WSP, praised Robins for capturing a heart wrenching tragedy that affected countless
families. She also viewed the novel as an example of a woman’s powerlessness in protecting her
daughters, and thus highlighted the urgent necessity of the vote. She wrote, “The unutterable
sadness of it all and the stern warning to mothers that children’s homes are not just in four walls,
but are in towns and cities and nations! How utterly ineffectual seem an individual mother’s
safety of her child. How evident is it that a mother’s care must have back of it power — power in
council and legislative hall.” Towards the end of her review, Laidlaw referred to the “Danger!
Mothers Beware” cartoon, which had previously been reproduced in The Survey, and which
reflected the theme of the novel. She observed, “If My Little Sister will only make the truth of
this warning more real, more individual, more poignant, then, in the pain-soothing words that
close this book, ‘She will not have suffered in vain, and others will thank her too.’”33
Appropriately, Laidlaw’s book review immediately followed Christina Merriman’s
profile of Eberle, “New Bottles for New Wine: The Work of Abstenia St. Leger Eberle,” which
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appeared in the controversial issue of The Survey with The White Slave on its cover. As in the
case of My Little Sister, and other white slave narratives, such as Traffic in Souls, Eberle chose to
focus on white slavery at its most extreme and coercive form. Her juxtaposition of a prepubescent white girl with what Connelly describes as “a grotesque and cruel-looking hawker of
decidedly non-Anglo-Saxon physique and physiognomy” participates in the sensationalism of
white slavery, which in fact was a much more complex problem than the simplistic idea of
abduction and coercion.34 As a keen admirer of Addams, Eberle may have read A New
Conscience and an Ancient Evil, published the year before she completed her statue. Yet, it is
surprising that she chose to fixate on the melodrama of white slavery rather than the arguably
more prevalent problem of low wages as the impetus for prostitution, which Addams focused on
in her exposé.
Connelly, who sees white slavery as a manifestation of the fear over the loss of an ideal,
rural society to modern industrialism, points to Eberle’s statue as an exemplar of the “countrygirl-to-white-slave theme,” in which the victim is typically represented in juvenile terms. He
argues that in the debates arising from the statue’s appearance on the cover of The Survey, the
accuracy of Eberle’s portrayal of prostitution went unquestioned, which “at least implies that The
White Slave accurately represented the popular conception.” According to reports and studies
from the time, such as those published by the Chicago Vice Commission, prostitutes were
generally older than the prepubescent girl represented in Eberle’s work. Connelly points out that
such depictions oversimplified a complex matter by playing to its “melodramatic and sentimental
appeal,” which accomplishes little in terms of addressing a serious social problem. “Childish
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victims were perhaps easier to deal with psychologically than libidinous men and women,” he
asserts.35
Accuracy aside, one must also keep in mind that Eberle drew upon a well-established
artistic tradition, while, at the same time, updating it to reflect the white slave narratives of the
Progressive Era. For instance, The White Slave invites comparisons to The Slave Market (fig.
6.12), painted by French academician Jean-Léon Gérôme in 1866. Set in a Near Eastern market
square, this Orientalist painting shows a youthful, voluptuous, nude woman standing in
contrapposto, as her slaver presents her to prospective buyers, and to the painting’s viewers. One
of buyers inserts his fingers into her mouth in a suggestive manner that hints at her inevitable
fate as a sexual slave in a Turkish harem. The obvious difference between the two works is the
fact that Eberle deliberately chose to depict an innocent, prepubescent girl, thus making the
statue much more shocking and painful to her audience. As Susan P. Casteras points out, she is
“no femme fatale, nor is she the voluptuary”; moreover, she is “pathetic rather than titillating” as
a result of being de-sensualized.36 However, like The Slave Market, in which the dark-skinned
slaver (the ethnic “Other”) is contrasted with a light-skinned, classically featured victim, The
White Slave plays out the question of race.
In her widely read essay from 1983, “The Imaginary Orient,” art historian Linda Nochlin
critiques the power structures embedded in nineteenth-century Orientalist paintings. These
paintings, she argues, must be viewed as reflections of a “colonialist ideology,” which situates
the Near East in a picturesque, unchanging past, and characterizes Islamic people as savage and
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morally inferior to Westerners.37 In the case of The Slave Market, Gérôme depicts a titillating
and erotic subject that not only dramatizes men’s power over women, but also makes the
ideological assumption of “white men’s superiority to, hence justifiable control over, inferior,
darker races, precisely those who indulge in this sort of regrettably lascivious commerce.” As
Nochlin points out, while such paintings allowed white, male viewers to partake in the
provocative and erotic subject matter, these paintings were, at the same time, being filtered
through the lens of Orientalism, which created a moral distance between subject and viewer.38
This notion of moral superiority over the racial or ethnic Other implied in Gérôme’s
painting, is also at play in white slave narratives, and in Eberle’s statue. Connelly describes the
auctioneer in The White Slave as “decidedly non-Anglo-Saxon” with regards to his facial
features.39 I am inclined to agree with this assessment. The figure’s flat nose, heavy features, and
slanted eyes, perhaps, exaggerate the physiognomy of an Eastern European man. The racial
juxtaposition of the two figures in her statue suggests that Eberle may have been familiar with
the nativist reformers, such as Clifford Roe, one of the most prominent figures in the antiprostitution movement during the Progressive Era.
Roe, a US district attorney in Chicago, advocate of suffrage, and vice crusader, published
extensively on the subject of white slavery during the 1910s. Unlike Addams, who focused her
attention on the socio-economic factors that drove women to prostitution, Roe (much like
Willard) adopted a nativist position, arguing that white slavery resulted from the immorality of
immigrants, particularly those of French, Italian, Russian, Jewish, and Eastern European origins.
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In his 1911 book, The Great War on White Slavery, or Fighting for the Protection of Our Girls,
Roe claimed that white slavery originally made its way onto American soil via French procurers
or macquereaux, as they were known in France. Once the trade took hold in America, it grew
along with the influx of Russian and Eastern European immigrants.40 Using the “trite parable of
the good apples and the bad apples,” he argued that the “bad apples” (i.e. those who partook in
the traffic of women) among the immigrants arriving in the United States “soon spoiled and
corrupted many others” (native-born Americans, presumably).41
Artist Edward Hopper tapped into the simultaneous fear and fascination with this
perceived foreign threat in his painting, Soir Bleu, from 1914 (fig. 6.13). In this large, horizontal
canvas, the artist depicts a group of men and women at an outdoor café in Paris. According to
Levin, the only related drawing that survives is a sketch of the seated man on the far left, which
the artist had captioned, “un Maquereau,” which was the French slang for procurer or pimp. As
such, she identifies the woman standing near the center wearing heavy makeup and a low-cut
dress as a prostitute offering her services to the artist, soldier, and clown seated around a table.
Hopper sought to shock his conservative American audience by broaching the controversial
theme of prostitution, Levin observes. At the time, viewers would have been familiar with the
vice reports of Roe and others, and by muckraking journalists who detailed the notorious
activities of the French maquereaux.42
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Donovan observes that Roe’s nativist stance against foreign perpetrators of the vice trade
was predicated, in part, on his belief that native-born white men and women possessed an
“internal virtue” that distinguished them from immigrants; this “moral compass” provided the
key to solving the problem of white slavery.43 As an advocate of women’s suffrage, Roe’s belief
in one’s “internal virtue” came into play in his arguments for votes for women. Donovan points
out, “Roe understood native-born white women as possessing political and sexual agency that
conferred abilities and responsibilities critical for the nation’s moral health.”44 In his essay,
“Women in the Moral Awakening,” which appeared in the March 1913 issue of The Woman
Voter, Roe appropriated the white, upper- and middle-class ideology of True Womanhood in his
focus on the power of women’s moral virtue to influence society in a positive and effective
manner. However, rather than asking women to remain in the home, he called for them to cast
aside “the mask of prudery and affected innocence” in order to engage with moral problems,
such as white slavery, at a public and political level. “Women have shared in making laws and in
governing in about one-fifteenth of the earth’s surface for a comparatively short time but during
the time the betterment of a moral standard has been quite marked,” he argued, pointing to
California and Idaho as states where women’s political actions and votes had led to the passing
of white slave laws.45
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Regardless of whether Eberle read Roe’s writings, or that of any number of nativist white
slavery crusaders, such as George Kibbe Turner and Ernest Bell, and regardless of her own
politics for that matter, her statue of an innocent white girl being auctioned off by a savage
foreigner tacitly endorsed Roe’s condemnation of the foreign threat. What can account for this
racially charged depiction, given that Eberle was sympathetic to the immigrants she encountered
in New York’s Lower East Side, where she witnessed first hand “the underworld with its crimes
and prostitutions and awfulness”?46 I would argue that her use of a well-establish trope in art and
literature made her work all the more powerful to the eyes of her white, middle-class viewers.
The disparity between the Other as villain, and the white woman as victim had already been
normalized in western art, as exemplified in Gérôme’s painting, and in the Indian captivity
narrative that served as the colonial era prototype for white slave narratives.
In a review of Eberle’s first solo show at the Theodore B. Starr Galleries in New York, a
critic for American Art News observed that the auctioneer in The White Slave is “hardly the type
that is generally associated with the idea of a ‘White Slaver,’ but there is force and thought in the
conception.”47 In other words, Eberle approached her subject in this manner for dramatic effect
rather than for accuracy. Her juxtaposition of the savage, foreign-looking slaver with the
extremely young, vulnerable, Anglo-Saxon girl serves to drive home the simple message of the
brutality of white slavery, while setting aside the complexities of the problem which occupied
Addams. As one critic asserted, “There is no ambiguity about this bit of sculpture. No one need
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wonder what it means. It is as clear to the man who cannot read or write as to the most cultured
connoisseur.”48
Though I have not located any evidence to show that The White Slave was specifically
used in a suffrage context, I am convinced that Eberle’s strong identification with the suffrage
cause materially informed her choice in subject matter, particularly since white slavery remained
an important issue that suffragists often addressed in order to justify giving women the vote. At
its most basic level, white slavery was about sexual coercion and the traffic in women; at the
same time, it encompassed a number of social issues that impacted women, including child
protection, age of consent, sexual double standards, education, labor, and poverty. Viewers of
The White Slave were well aware of the larger issues imbued in the work. In a letter to The
Survey, for example, one subscriber addressed the issue of sexual double standards in response to
the image of The White Slave on the magazine’s cover. He pointed out that those who criticized
the image for potentially corrupting their sons were doing a disservice to their children, who
instead need to be educated on sex. He described that he was shocked to discover that sixty
percent of men had “been immoral before marriage.” This statistic was hugely disproportional to
the less than one percent of girls born into good families who have “gone wrong.” Yet, many
women are allowed to marry depraved men. The writer asserted, “This is one of the great
principles the suffragists are working for — a single standard of morality for men and women.”49
In the summer of 1913, Eberle traveled to Paris to have the young girl in The White Slave
carved in marble, which she entitled, Pinioned. In removing the slaver from the group, as Louise
Noun observes, the girl “became just another in a long line of beautiful nude females held
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captive by unseen males,” such as Power’s The Greek Slave from 1844 (fig. 6.14).50 The work
also loses its social message. However, its affinity with a work like The Greek Slave warrants a
more discerning gaze, as it creates a compelling connection between white slavery and
abolitionism. Eberle’s The White Slave and Pinioned invite thematic comparison to Power’s
highly acclaimed marble statue, The Greek Slave. The statue depicts a female nude standing in
contrapposto, while leaning against a draped support, which also holds a Greek liberty cap, a
cross symbolizing her Christian faith and chastity, and a locket given to her by a loved one. Her
wrists are loosely chained together, emphasizing her powerlessness, and identifying her as a
prisoner. The statue, according to Powers, tells the story of a young woman abducted from the
Greek Islands by the Turks during the Greek War of Independence. “She stands exposed to the
people she abhors, and waits her fate with intense anxiety, tempered indeed by the support of her
reliance upon the goodness of God,” the artist described.51 In emphasizing the slave’s faith and
chastity, Powers deliberately contrasts her with the unseen and imagined captor: the immoral and
lustful Turk, or the Oriental “Other.” Like the slave in Gérôme’s painting, this figure awaits her
future of sexual slavery in a harem.52 Updated to reflect her own time, Eberle conveys a similar
fate for her subject who is on the verge of becoming an unwilling prostitute.
Art historian Vivien Green Fryd has argued that many nineteenth-century American
viewers recognized The Greek Slave as an indictment of slavery in the United States – one that
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morally educated its audience on the injustice of the practice.53 Abolitionists saw the statue’s
capacity to relate to their own cause at a symbolic level. One abolitionist wrote, for example, “As
this eloquent statue traverses the land, may many a mother and daughter of the Republic be
awakened to a sense of the enormity of slavery, as it exists in our midst! Thus may Art, indeed,
fulfil [sic] its high and holy mission!”54 Decades later, we see echoes of this rhetoric in The
Survey’s defense of its cover featuring The White Slave, when the editors described the work as a
“sermon in stone” with the power to educate the public on problem of commercialized vice.55
The Greek Slave also resonated with early proponents of suffrage, who saw women’s
political disenfranchisement in the figure of the enslaved figure. In 1851, while attending a
convention held by Anti-Slavery Society in Boston, suffrage pioneer Lucy Stone (then a
advocate of abolition) saw The Greek Slave at an exhibition. She later described the encounter as
a moment of inspiration that motivated her to devote her energy to women’s rights. She
described:
The wonderful statue of the “Greek Slave”, by Hiram Powers, was on exhibition in
Boston. I went to see it one morning. No other person was present. There it stood in
silence, with fettered hands and half-averted face — so emblematic of woman. I
remember how the hot tears came to my eyes at the thought of millions of women who
must be freed. At the evening meeting I poured all my heart out about it. At the close,
Reverend Samuel May, the General Agent of the Anti-Slavery Society, came to me, and,
with kind words for what I had said, he admonished me that, however true, it was out of
place in an antislavery meeting. Of course, he was right; but the “Greek Slave” took hold
of me like Samson upon the gates of Gaza. After thinking a little, I said, “Well, Mr. May,
53
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I was a woman before I was an abolitionist. I must speak for the women. I will not lecture
any more for the Anti-Slavery Society, but will work wholly for woman’s right.”56
It is interesting that a work noted for its relevance to abolitionism played an instrumental role in
solidifying Stone’s commitment to the suffrage cause. Yet, this association between abolition
and suffrage is consistent with the fact that the early pioneers of the suffrage movement
(including Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Lucretia Mott) initially became
involved with social and political activism through their work in fighting slavery.
Progressive Era suffragists viewed themselves as inheritors to the legacy of the pioneers
of the suffrage movement. As discussed earlier, they emphasized this connection by calling
themselves the “New Abolitionists” in their crusade against white slavery. “One of the proudest
records of the work of pioneer suffragists is their part in the movement which resulted in the
emancipation of the American negro,” they declared, “We followers of to-day face a kind of
slavery even more heart-rending and hideous than that serfdom which ended with the Civil
War.”57 As a devoted suffragist, Eberle surely appreciated the connection between abolition,
white slavery, and the suffrage movement. Thus, she must have been aware of her statue’s
potential to resonate with suffragists seeking to align themselves with their predecessors through
abolition.
While I have not found any reproductions of White Slave in suffrage journals, its
audience undoubtedly comprised of suffragists. At the time, the work found its widest audience
through The Survey, a socially progressive journal that counted suffragists among its readers and
contributors. In his response to its controversial cover, the editor of The Survey made a direct
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analogy between American slavery and white slavery, with which suffragists would have
identified. He wrote:
In Miss Eberle’s statuette, the White Slave, and in Elizabeth Robins’ book, My Little
Sister, art and literature have this spring added fire and conviction to the abolition
movement against prostitution—that “twin of slavery, as old and outrageous as slavery
itself and even more persistent,” to use Miss Addams’ phrase.58
In emphasizing the use of the ballot to achieve progressive reform, the editor pointed out that in
the same controversial issue, the journal published a “ringing report” on the impact of the
recently enfranchised women of San Francisco in pressuring the Legislature to pass a bill to
close the city’s red light district. He described that these same women, as members of the
California Civic League and the WCTU, were doing even more by “caring for the helpless girls
thrown out of the segregated district, befriending them and putting them on their feet again.”59
As discussed in my previous chapter, Eberle believed that art needed to be politically
engaged, claiming that the artist “has no right to work as an individualist without responsibility
to others.”60 In its ability to generate outrage over the traffic in women, The White Slave certainly
fits Eberle’s philosophy. However, the political power of her work is enhanced when we take her
suffrage sympathies into consideration. In other words, the statue served to convince its audience
of the necessity of votes for women in order to combat a social evil. As a suffragist, Eberle, like
Willard, Addams, and Catt, must have believed that in order to truly effect change, one must
fight the problem of sex trafficking at a legislative level, and for women, that meant having the
vote. After all, what good is moral outrage without action?
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In 1915, Theresa Bernstein painted Lilies of the Field (fig. 6.4), a work representing
prostitution in a much different light than in Eberle’s The White Slave. Completed around the
same period as the artist’s suffrage paintings, this work shows six elegantly dressed women,
posing before the viewer. To the left are three women wearing large hats, and to the right, is a
figure that gazes directly at the viewer, and another with her back turned and holding a parrot in
her right hand. The women Bernstein depicts are not the wilted, defeated, young girl in Eberle’s
statue. Rather, they show a level of confidence and personal agency that is incongruous with the
prevailing narrative of the helpless victim of white slavery. The central figure poses like a model
from a 1910s fashion plate, showing her stylish dress to its best advantage. She and her brethren
are on display, but unlike Eberle’s victim who is naked and being forcibly displayed by her
captor, they show themselves off in an almost seductive manner. This painting offers an
alternative approach to the question of prostitution from the prevalent white slave narrative —
one that is more in line with representations of prostitutes by artists of the Ashcan School and of
The Masses, such as John Sloan. Historian Rachel Schreiber, whose scholarship must be briefly
addressed, has explored this body of work.
Schreiber has recently explored the representation of prostitution and white slavery in
The Masses. Like Connelly, Schreiber sees the white slave panic as a defensive response towards
radical changes taking place in a modern, industrialized society. She focuses on the increasing
sexual mobility of single, urban, working-class women, which was perceived as a threat to
prevailing bourgeois notions of ideal womanhood. Progressive Era reformers, legislators, and
producers of mass culture often represented prostitutes as either victims (as in the case of The
White Slave) or fallen women leading lives of sin and depravity. However, like Addams and
other socialists, The Masses and its artists offered an alternative view to the one promulgated in
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mainstream media by criticizing the economic and social factors that often condemned workingclass women to prostitution or sexual censure. Schreiber argues that, for artists such as Sloan,
prostitution stood as a symbol of the double standard that made women, and not men,
accountable for their sexual lives. Secondly, they addressed the difficulties women faced when
pursuing independence through earning a living wage. Third, they recognized the challenge
working-class women posed to the notion of ideal womanhood in their quest for geographic
mobility and sexual freedom.61
As one example, Schreiber analyzes Sloan’s “Putting the Best Foot Forward,” an
illustration published in the June 1915 issue of The Masses (fig. 6.15). The illustration shows two
figures situated next to the entrance to a delicatessen: a man with a wooden leg seated on the
ground holding out a hat and a box as he begs for money, and a prostitute slightly lifting her
shear skirt to reveal a bit of her leg. Like the central figure in Bernstein’s Lilies of the Field, this
prostitute stands in a self-assured, contrapposto manner with her left hand on her hip as she
gazes over her shoulder. The illustration, as Schreiber points out, creates a clever visual play
between the two figures that each literally and figuratively advertise themselves by “putting the
best foot forward” in order to make an income. While initially it would seem that the prostitute is
equivalent to the male beggar, Sloan does in fact create a strong contrast between the hopeless
facial expression of the beggar, and confidence of the woman, who “seems to be in control and
intent on her independence.” She is neither the helpless victim nor the fallen woman portrayed
by moral reformers of the time.62
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Unlike the Progressive Era moral reformers that sought to regulate or abolish prostitution,
Sloan makes no moral judgment on his subject, nor does he represent her as an object without
agency. His non-judgmental representations of working-class women and prostitutes stems not
only from having met his wife Dolly in a brothel, but also from his socialist politics and his
belief in women’s equality and suffrage. As Schreiber argues, “the fact that prostitutes appear in
Sloan’s imagery without accompanying moral judgment is itself an important political gesture,
as it indicates Sloan’s acceptance of them as actors in the urban landscape and signifies that they
should not be seen simply as objects of reform.”63 In other words, for Sloan, prostitutes were
simply working women trying to make a living like any other wage-earning women in a modern
city.
Sloan reserved his criticism for the systems that “made” prostitutes. For example,
Schreiber describes “The Women’s Night Court,” an illustration from the August 1913 issue of
The Masses (fig. 6.16), as an indictment of the sexual double standard, a problem against which
suffragists also crusaded. The illustration shows a prostitute — attired in fine dress and an
elaborate feathered hat — standing in a court room, and surrounded by a roomful of men who are
her “makers and her judge,” as the caption indicates. The illustration accompanies “The
Machine: Commonplace Tragedy in One Act of Three Scenes,” a story by Frank T. Shay, which
describes how a young woman is entrapped by the police, and is then sent to court where she is
charged for prostitution. Schreiber points out that while Shay portrays his prostitute as a
sympathetic character, Sloan, in contrast, treats her in a matter-of-fact manner. She does not
appear angry or upset at being arrested, nor is she pathetically begging for help from the court.
Indeed, she is much like the self-assured prostitute in “Putting the Best Foot Forward.” Sloan,
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however, aims his judgment on the men in the courtroom: the cop in the corner, the scowling
judge, the jury members, and the young man in the witness stand. As Schreiber argues, the
illustration makes clear that “it is the laws of men…that have ‘made’ this what she is and
brought her here to answer before the judge.” In short, the image acknowledges that prostitution
is made and maintained by the judicial and economic systems, and the sexual double standard
that condemns the prostitute and not her client.64
Prostitution and the night court were closely linked in New York City. Established at the
Jefferson Market courthouse in 1907, the night court was created to allow those arrested after
court hours to appear in court rather than remain in jail until the following morning. Initially, the
court dealt with both men and women before splitting into two courts in 1910. Prostitutionrelated charges became the main focus of the Women’s Night Court. There, thousands of women
convicted of prostitution were fingerprinted and examined for venereal disease, and many were
sentenced to workhouses. Nightly court sessions became somewhat of a sensational spectacle. As
one writer described in 1920, “[Spectators] got into the way of dropping in after the theater, or in
running over from a party somewhere, happy, well-dressed folk, complacently sure that they
were somehow doing their duty by society in coming, and brightly interested in the
proceedings.”65
Like Sloan, suffragists criticized the inequality embedded in the Women’s Night Court,
as exemplified in “Women and the Night Court,” and in a short essay appearing in the May,
1912, issue of The Woman Voter. The writer (uncredited) called out the injustice of having men
preside over a court that condemned women for their part in a social institution driven mostly by
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men, from the “captains of industry and commerce who refuse to pay a living wage to working
women,” to “those who thrive upon vice,” such as brothel and saloon owners, and cadets and
procurers. “For every woman who appears in the Night Court, some man is responsible,” the
writer asserted, “Prostitution is not a solitary vice.”66 In other words, these men are the
prostitute’s “makers,” to reference the caption in Sloan’s illustration. In 1916, The Woman Voter
addressed the problem of inequality and double standards with writer Florence Woolston calling
the Night Court “the most flagrant injustice to the women of New York City,” and an “entirely
man-made and man-managed institution.” Woolston argued that in an effort to “protect” men
from prostitutes, women are all too often brought before the Night Court on charges of
prostitution and soliciting for merely speaking to men in public. Based on the uncorroborated
testimony of these plainclothes men, who were paid to entrap women, these women were
sentenced to prison. Woolston wrote, “In the Night Court, the theory is that no woman is
innocent; her presence in the Night Court accompanied by one of the plainclothes men is proof
of her guilt.”67
The fact that women were arrested on charges of prostitution for merely being in the
public illustrates the discrimination working-class women often faced in a society that equated
public women with prostitution. Schreiber points out, for instance, that as more and more men
and women began exploring different relationships (both sexual and otherwise) in public spaces,
such as dance halls, amusement parks, and movie theaters, they challenged the persistent,
Victorian notion that women belonged in the private home, while men were given free reign to
public spaces. Sexual double standards, however, made such behavior “aberrant” for women, but
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not for men. As women increasingly entered into urban life, it became increasingly difficult to
distinguish a virtuous woman from a prostitute.68
Despite the social ostracism faced by prostitutes, not to mention women who dared to be
public, many working-class women chose the profession, contrary to what white slave narratives
would have led one believe. Indeed, at the time, working-class women had very few options for
survival: marriage, low paying labor, and prostitution. In her study of Progressive Era
prostitution, Rosen has shown that most women chose the profession for various economic,
social, or psychological reasons. As already discussed, for many working-class women,
prostitution was a more lucrative form of employment than working in a department store or
factory, or as a domestic servant. As Rosen points out, in one evening, a prostitute could earn
more than what other working women made in a week, while performing work they considered
“easier” than other forms of employment. Additionally, many women saw prostitution, whether
it meant occasional or full-time prostitution, as a means to potentially achieve upward mobility;
money they earned would allow them to purchase fine clothes, which would perhaps help them
attract a husband at a dance hall or at other places of leisure.69
In A New Conscience and an Ancient Evil, Addams identified the desire for fashionable
outfits as one of the factors that drew women into prostitution. Young women employed in
department stores were particularly at risk. In an environment filled with a “bewildering mass of
delicate and beautiful fabrics, jewelry and household decorations,” the saleswoman experienced
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a sense of desire for material goods, and caused her to imagine a life she could never have on her
meagre salary.70 As Addams described:
The American girl has grown up in the belief that the world is hers from which to choose,
that there is ordinarily no limit to her ambition or to her definition of success. She
realizes that she is well mannered and well dressed and does not appear unlike most of
her customers. She sees only one aspect of her countrywomen who come shopping, and
she may well believe that the chief concern of life is fashionable clothing. Her interest
and ambition almost one inevitably become thoroughly worldly, and from the very fact
that she is employed down town, she obtains an exaggerated idea of the luxury of the
illicit life all about her, which is barely concealed.71
Low wages and a desire for fine things made prostitution a somewhat attractive alternative for
department store girls. In certain exceptional cases, as Addams pointed out, prostitutes could
earn anything from fifty to a hundred dollars a week, whereas saleswomen earn roughly seven
dollars a week. Addams wrote, “It is of these exceptional cases that the department store girls
hears, and the knowledge becomes part of the unreality and glittering life that is all about her.”72
Regardless of the hazards women faced as prostitutes, with better income and shorter hours,
some considered prostituting as more desirable than working in a department store or factory,
and as a way to live an “upgraded lifestyle” that allowed them to enjoy regular meals, and wear
well-made clothes.73
Working-class women’s desire to dress fashionably and beyond their means was not
merely frivolous, but also a matter of strong social pressures. In a modern metropolis where
everyone was on view, whether on the streets or in popular places of leisure, young, workingclass women (often from immigrant families) felt compelled to dress properly so as to hide their
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poverty, and, in the case of immigrants, to assimilate. As historian David Nasaw observes,
dressing fashionably was not a matter of “affectation or frivolity”; women needed to dress
properly because “on the streets they would be judged by their appearance and nothing else.”74
Bernstein’s emphasis on clothing in Lilies of the Field is certainly noteworthy,
thematizing — whether intentionally or not — working women’s desire and need for finery,
which drove them to prostitution in order to afford it. Here, the colorful and diaphanous drapery
dominates the canvas, and the female figures become almost secondary to the clothes they wear.
The parrot held aloft by the figure on the far right symbolically reinforces the attention to finery,
as it is a bird known for its colorful plumage. The painting’s title, which Bernstein took from
Matthew 6:28, is also significant. The biblical passage reads, “And why take ye thought for
raiment; consider the lilies of the field, how they grow: they toil not, neither do they spin.” Here,
Jesus instructs his followers not to concern themselves with material things, such as clothing, as
God will provide for them as he does for the natural world. According to Levin, Bernstein drew
upon this Christian passage as an ironic comment on the type of rhetoric employed by
contemporary moralizers who sought to condemn women who were forced into prostitution out
of economic necessity.75 In short, these are women who have chosen a life of sin and degradation
in order to survive because God, and industrial society as a whole, has not provided for them. As
such, their fashionable clothing signals their economic independence in the face of hardship, and
the limited opportunities that were available to working-class women of the time.
Also of significance in Lilies of the Field are the elaborate hats worn by three of the
figures. In the history of art, feathered hats have often been associated with prostitutes, as in the
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case of the women in Ernst Ludwig Kirchner’s Berlin street scenes from the 1910s (fig. 6.17),
and the women in Sloan’s paintings, such as Sixth Avenue and Thirtieth Street (fig. 5.7), 1907.
However, according to both Nasaw and historian Nan Enstad, hats were also important signifiers
of working-class women’s social aspirations. First, they showed that their wearers were wageearning workers who deserved to use some of their income for themselves; second, they allowed
immigrant daughters to affirm their identities as modern and American; third, while upper- and
middle-class women, who saw themselves as arbiters of taste and fashion, criticized workingclass women for “putting on airs,” wearing elaborate hats and dresses was their way of
appropriating the definition of “lady.”76 Thus, the hats in Lilies of the Field are not merely
decorative, nor do they simply signify prostitution; instead, they identify their wearers as
modern, American, working women in a more general sense.
In Lilies of the Field, Bernstein does not pass moral judgment on prostitution and the
“fallen woman,” neither does she represent prostitutes as victims to be pitied, as Eberle does in
The White Slave. Instead, Bernstein’s prostitutes, much like Sloan’s, are merely working-class
women trying to survive and make a living. The painting reflects Bernstein’s overall interest in
and empathy for working-class women, as she demonstrates in Katie (1912), Waiting Room,
Employment Office (1917), The Milliners (1918), and The Immigrants (1923). These sympathetic
portrayals of domestic servants, garment workers, impoverished immigrants, and prostitutes
reveal the limited options for survival available to working-class women at the time.
Adding to the issue of women’s limited options, it is worthwhile to briefly examine
Bernstein’s use of the Baroness Elsa Von Freytag-Loringhoven as the model for one or more of
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the figures in Lilies of the Field. The baroness, who met the artist through Marcel Duchamp, had
fallen on hard times after a string of failed marriages left her impoverished. To make ends meet,
she worked in a cigarette factory, and as an artists’ model. Between 1915 and 1917, the baroness
posed for a number of Bernstein’s studies and paintings, including Allies of World War I (1917),
in which she appears as a Joan of Arc-like figure (fig. 3.32). In the case of Lilies of the Field,
Levin speculates that Bernstein empathized with the baroness’s financial troubles, using the title
to refer to “the need not to be anxious about life’s necessities like food or clothing.”77 Although
the baroness did not resort to prostitution, many less fortunate women in her situation did. As
Rosen observes, in addition to low wages, the “disturbance of a fragile family economy by death,
desertion or divorce” was also a major impetus for causing women to turn to prostitution in order
to survive. These tragedies created an enormous crisis for women who were left without the
economic support of their husbands.78
While Lilies of the Field does not specifically address prostitution in the context of
women’s suffrage, Bernstein must have been aware of the arguments employed by suffragists in
their fight against prostitution and white slavery, whether that meant issues concerning sexual
double standards or the economic plight of working-class women. Bernstein, as we have already
seen, admired Emmeline Pankhurst, the subject of one of her drawings, and attended speeches by
Lilian Wald and Carrie Chapman Catt — suffragists who all condemned the systems that led
women to prostitution. In addition, while working on The Suffrage Meeting, Bernstein attended
open-air meetings night after night to sketch. Perhaps, during one these meetings, she heard
suffragists speaking about the importance of enfranchising women in combating prostitution. In
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any case, it is certainly notable that Bernstein painted the work around the time she was dealing
with suffrage in her art, and at a time when suffragists believed that enfranchising women was
the means to an end with respects to combatting prostitution and white slavery.
In the Progressive Era, the fight against the vice trade became a powerful rallying point
for suffragists, likely because prostitution encompassed and symbolized so many of the problems
and choices women faced as second class citizens, ranging from sexual double standards to
economic dependency. As one writer declared in the “White Slave Number” of The Progressive
Woman, “Slaves, every woman of them today, whether prostitutes held unwillingly, or
prostitutes gone willingly ‘astray,’ whether submissive wife or rebellious virgin. Slaves every
one, because there is no freedom of choice, but only a blind, cruel, stupid master, the social
system, that without reason without sympathy enslaves its womanhood.”79 While neither
Eberle’s The White Slave nor Bernstein’s Lilies of the Field were used specifically in the service
of women’s suffrage, they powerfully encapsulate the issues of forced prostitution and economic
slavery, and contributed to the artistic pantheon that motivated women to mobilize behind the
movement.
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CHAPTER 7
MODERNISM AND THE SUFFRAGE IMPULSE

When the Armory Show opened in New York on February 17, 1913, it inaugurated an era of
modernist experimentation among American artists, with many of them having little or no
exposure to works by avant-garde European artists, such as Henri Matisse, Pablo Picasso, and
Marcel Duchamp. Historians Kirsten Swinth and Laura Prieto have argued that modernism not
only offered opportunities to challenge aesthetic traditions through self-expression and
individuality, but that the very act of being a modernist represented a defiance of social and
gender conventions for women.1 Hence, for women artists, modernism was a revelation that
provided them with greater potential for aesthetic freedom.
Swinth observes that while women artists were still marginalized in bohemian and avantgarde circles, communities like Greenwich Village were nevertheless “highly self-conscious
about gender norms,” and the avant-garde offered women “unprecedented social freedoms.” This
sense of self-consciousness took the form of an “engagement with feminism for virtually all
artists,” which in turn translated into an awareness and acknowledgement of the discrimination
against women artists. Modernism resonated with women artists because, as Swinth writes, “the
embrace of modernism was the embrace of the potential for women — for female liberation —
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embedded in the avant-garde.”2 As an example of this engagement with feminism, we can
consider certain artists who began working in earnest for suffrage in the 1910s, just as they were
beginning to explore modernist aesthetics in their professional work. Sculptor Alice Morgan
Wright (1881-1975), and painter and modern art patron Katherine Sophie Dreier (1877-1952)
were both actively working for the campaign, while balancing their careers as professional
artists. At times, their suffrage activities and artistic endeavors intersected, and it is this
intersection that this chapter explores. While Wright and Dreier remain the focus of this chapter,
I will also address several other artists, including Pamela Colman Smith (1878-1951), Florine
Stettheimer (1871-1944), and Georgia O’Keeffe (1887-1986). For the purposes of this chapter, I
focus on modern artists who found inspiration in the aesthetics of the European avant-garde,
even though realists, like Theresa Bernstein, Abastenia Eberle, and the artists in Ashcan circles,
are often considered modernists for their embrace of gritty subject matter taken from their
modern, urban environment.
In many respects, Wright represented the quintessential New Woman and modernist:
college educated; socially and politically progressive; a professional artist who lived and worked
among the bohemian community of Greenwich Village; and an individual who rejected a
woman’s traditional fate of marriage and motherhood (fig. 7.1). By embracing modernism in her
work, she found a way to reject artistic conventions in a manner that paralleled her rejection of
“traditional” womanhood. She also holds the distinction of being one of the earliest American
sculptors to adopt a modernist style in her work, in which she adapted cubo-futurist forms to her
depictions of the human figures.
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In 1915, Wright, who was then deeply invested in women’s suffrage on both sides of the
Atlantic, told a reporter that she did not want to talk about her art until women won the vote.3
Her commitment to the cause during the 1910s, took precedence over her professional work.
However, with the exception of a handful of her drawings and sculpture, such as her portrait bust
of Emmeline Pankhurst from 1912 (fig. 7.2), there is no obvious and direct crossover (at least at
first glance) between her professional work (predominantly portraits, studies on modern dance,
and subjects taken from Greek tragedy, Shakespeare, and the Bible) and her social activism.
Literature on Wright’s work is sparse, but what does exist focuses primarily on the
artist’s experimentation with modernist forms, particularly Cubism. Even Betsy Fahlman’s 1978
catalogue, Sculpture and Suffrage (1881-1975): The Art and Life of Alice Morgan Wright, the
only significant scholarship on the artist published the last forty years, makes little attempt to
bridge the gap between her suffrage activism and artistic practice. Indeed, Wright’s nearly
abstract works of art make it harder for us to even establish such a connection. However, her
representation of subjects such as Medea, Lady Macbeth, and the Trojan Women (all powerful
female figures in literature) can be read as an affirmation of her politics. Rather than
concentrating purely on Wright’s style and experimentation with modernism, we should
consider how her art might more subtly intersect with her commitment to suffrage.
Born in Albany, NY, in 1881, Wright showed a talent for art at a young age, deciding to
become a sculptor by the time she graduated from high school. Between 1899 and 1904, she
attended Smith College, where she developed a love of writing and literature, which would later
inform the subject matter of her art. After graduating from college, she moved to New York City,
where she studied with Hermon A. MacNeil and James Earle Fraser at the Art Students League.
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She achieved some early success, winning the Gutzon Borglum Prize and the Augustus SaintGaudens Prize from the League, and exhibiting at the National Academy of Design in 1909. That
same year, she sailed for Europe, where she remained until 1914. In Paris, she studied at the
Académie des Beaux Arts and the Académie Colarossi, and exhibited at the Paris Girls Club
(1910), the Paris Salon (1912), and the Salon d’Automne (1913); in London, she exhibited at the
Royal Academy (1911). Wright returned to New York City in 1914, and established a studio in
Macdougal Alley, where she produced some of her best works. In 1916, Marius de Zayas
showed her sculpture at his Modern Gallery alongside works by other modern sculptors. In the
following year, she showed one of her works at the Society of Independent Artists, of which she
was a founding member. Wright returned to her hometown of Albany in 1920, where she would
live for the remainder of her life. Her artistic production had dwindled after 1930, as she became
more and more involved with animal welfare, and by the 1940s, she had more or less stopped
producing art.4
Fahlman has pointed out that it is difficult to place Wright in an art historical perspective
for several reasons. First, she “never completely found her stride as an artist”; even in 1921,
when she was forty years old, she was still described by a reviewer as an artist who showed
promise, but who was still unsure of herself. Second, rather than exploring one specific style, she
worked in several styles concurrently without ever developing a clear direction. Wright gave few
indications as to her artistic influences, as Fahlman observes; however, studying her works
shows that she was indebted to a handful of artists. Her teacher, James Earle Fraser, and his
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teacher, Augustus Saint Gaudens influenced her portrait heads, free-standing sculpture, and lowrelief portraits. Auguste Rodin likewise had an important impact on her work, in that Wright
“shared [his] interest in basic life forces and desire to convey spiritual values,” as Fahlman
states. The Flesh Lusteth Against the Spirit from 1912 (fig. 7.3), for instance, bears affinities to
Rodin’s The Three Shades from 1886 (fig. 7.4), while The Boy Thinker not only appropriates the
subject of one of his most famous works, The Thinker (originally modeled in 1880), but also
borrows his rough, unfinished style in which partially formed figures emerge from a solid block.5
While living and working in Paris, Wright encountered works by avant-garde artists. At
the time, however, she had yet to fully appreciate modernism, describing Matisse’s paintings as
“the most screamingly funny stuff that I have ever laid eyeball on.”6 Wright did not come to
modernism until she permanently returned to New York in 1914. Though she missed the Armory
Show, she would have had access to avant-garde art in what Charlotte Strafer Rubinstein
describes as the “post-Armory Show ferment in Greenwich Village.”7 Wright responded
enthusiastically to the forms of Cubism and Futurism, which she applied to her human figures,
particularly the modern dancer, one of her favorite subjects. In Wind Figure (1916), a
representation of one of Isadora Duncan’s dance students, the artist uses the fractured planes of
Cubism to create a nearly abstract human form (fig. 7.5). In Dance II (1920), Wright uses
overlapping planes to suggest the movement and dynamism characteristic of Futurism (fig. 7.6).
At the same time, Fahlman observes, the artist showed little interest in the theories of Cubism
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and Futurism despite adopting their aesthetics.8 Her inclusion in a group exhibition at Marius de
Zayas’ Modern Gallery in 1916 (March 8-22), points to her position as an early proponent of
modernist sculpture in the United States. The show also included works by sculptors Adolf
Wolff, Adelheid Roosevelt, Constantin Brancusi, and Amedeo Modigliani. Wright showed Wind
Figure, which the New York Times described as “the most interesting of the group,” and a
“remarkably convincing little figure, keeping the gesture of life and its elasticity while adding
the cubistic formula.”9 In the following year, Wright showed the statue again at the first annual
exhibition of the Society of Independent Artists (SIA), where Arthur B. Davis, one of the show’s
organizers, purchased it.
Wright’s suffrage activism was as much a part of her identity as her career as a
professional artist, with both sides overlapping in works such as her portrait of Pankhurst.
Though she insisted that her main focus was helping women win the vote, she produced some of
her most original and advanced works during the heady final years of the campaign. Her
involvement with the movement stands as one of the most interesting parts of her biography.
While developing her skills and career as a sculptor, she committed herself wholeheartedly to the
cause. In 1905, after graduating from Smith, she worked for the College Equal Suffrage League,
an organization founded in 1900, by suffragists Maud Wood Park and Inez Hayes Irwin for the
purpose of recruiting the younger generation of college-educated women (much like Wright) into
the suffrage movement. Wright continued to work for suffrage when she left for Europe,
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participating in demonstrations, organizing speeches, and distributing suffrage propaganda in
Paris and London.
During the fall of 1909, Wright met Pankhurst while sailing across the Atlantic onboard
the RMS Teutonic, and the two went on to become good friends. Although undated, it was
probably around this time when Wright made two pencil drawings of the English suffrage leader
(fig. 7.7 and 7.8). Writing to her friend, Edith Shepherd, Wright described her first impressions
of Pankhurst in glowing terms:
I started out with he sentiments of one who might have [illegible] by the stirrup of Joan
of Art, touching the “hem of her garment,” you know, feeling the warmth of her halo and
the breath of her wings — Well, all that remained but were you find your saint alive and
very human, a much more complete mental attitude developes [sic]….You should have
seen her at one moment huddled up in her deck chair with the sorrow of the universe
marked out all over her face, and the next, with tremendously high colour, arm in arm,
the four of us happily skipping up and down the soaking deck at top speed.10
At some point during her journey to Paris, or while in the city, Wright also met Emmeline
Pethick-Lawrence, who was a leading member of the Women’s Social and Political Union
(WSPU) at the time, and who, along with her husband Frederick Pethick-Lawrence, co-founded
and edited Votes for Women, of which Wright was a subscriber. In the same letter to Shepherd,
Wright endearingly referred to Pethick-Lawrence as “a peach.” The two would remain life-long
friends until Pethick-Lawrence’s death in 1954.
In Paris, where she maintained a studio until 1914, Wright and her friends organized a
large meeting for Pankhurst and Pethick-Lawrence. She also distributed WSPU buttons,
describing in a letter to Shepherd, “They are becoming quite stylish here at the [American Art
Students] club and I gave one to a Frenchman this afternoon who swore that he would wear it but
10
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I have my doubts as to this.”11 Wright later observed to a reporter that the suffrage movement in
France was hindered by several factors: first, women in France were strongly entrenched in their
party affiliations (either Royalist or Socialist), making it difficult to achieve unity when it came
to working for suffrage; second, small businesses were often run as a partnership between
husbands and wives, with wives having full responsibility and access to the bank account. As
Wright points out, “woman did not see the need for fighting for something she already had.”12
In 1912, as the campaign for suffrage in England grew increasingly militant, Pankhurst
invited Wright to join a demonstration scheduled for March 4. Wright recounted:
I was in Paris at the time the militant suffragettes were conducting their windowsmashing campaign last March, and when I read of their heroic fight for the cause I
became imbued with their spirit and volunteered my services after a harried departure for
London/ These women were showing their displeasure at the action of the Premier and
his Ministers in refusing to permit Parliament to give consideration to equal suffrage.
The rebuke was just and I wanted to share in the protest.13
Wright, along with Pankhurst, Pethick-Lawrence, and sixteen other women, was arrested after
demonstrators proceeded to smash windows at Kensington Post Office (fig. 7.9). She was
charged with “willful damage” and sentenced to two months and hard labor at Holloway Prison,
and no option of a fine (fig. 7.10). Wright claimed that she never actually broke a window, and
that she was charged for a petty crime she did not even commit, though she carried a stone in her
pocket as “a badge of enlistment in the fight.”14 She maintained that her sentence exemplified the
“travesty of justice” meted out to suffragettes, as she was treated as an ordinary criminal even
11
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though her real offense was political in nature. In a letter draft to an unidentified newspaper, she
wrote
I found in Holloway a large number of Suffragettes imprisoned under similar conditions,
all serving sentences in possible accordance with what the magistrates may have thought
their political motives to have been but in no relative proportion whatsoever to the
amount of property they had respectively destroyed.15
To protest the government’s refusal to recognize them as political prisoners, Wright and her
fellow suffragettes went on a hunger strike. Her cell was marked for force-feeding, but she
narrowly avoided the ordeal when authorities yielded to the suffragists’ demands two days later.
“I suppose they couldn’t undertake forcible feeding of so many obstinate females,” Wright later
reflected.16 In recognition of her role in the hunger strike, Wright received a medal from the
WSPU, and a “Holloway Brooch” for her incarceration (fig. 7.11).
During her internment at Holloway, Wright continued to make art and write poetry. In
one untitled poem she describes the imprisoned suffragettes:
Now down our narrow gallery
Long lines of brown clad girls go by,
Benumbered, with white caps awry
That lingering, curious to see
“New Suffragettes” smile eagerly.
All though the prison day we meet
Desolate women wispy-haired
Who know we came because we cared —
Oh we are glad to know they know!17
Wright also managed to smuggle in her sketchbook and pencils, which she hid in her stockings,
and a few pounds of plastoline. She modeled two works with the plastoline, both in a style
15
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reminiscent of Rodin’s sculpture: a small, armless, nude female figure entitled, Dryad (fig. 7.12),
and a small portrait bust of Emmeline Pankhurst (fig. 7.2). Given her limited resources, Wright
had to improvise, using hairpins to create the framework for Dryad, and sugar cubes to form the
base of the bust. Upon returning to Paris, she had the two works cast in bronze. In a letter to
Wright, Pankhurst praised the portrait, writing, “I did not tell you how much I like the head you
did of me. In spite of the cheekbones about which you know I am sensitive, it pleases me more
than any picture of the head I have ever had. I think you are a wonderful child to have done it.”18
When Wright moved back to New York in 1914, she became a member of the New York
State Woman’s Suffrage Party (NYSWSP), contributing her time and skills in diverse ways, as
revealed in an undated photo from ca. 1915 that I found among her papers (fig. 7.13). The
photograph shows Wright, attired in the suffrage “uniform” of a white dress and NYSWSP sash,
smiling confidently at the camera as she sells tchotchkes at a booth in a suffrage bazaar.19 During
the Empire State Campaign, she served as Chairman of the Professional Groups Committee, and
in the suffrage parade held in Manhattan on October 25, 1915, she led the occupational division.
In an interview with a reporter from the Evening Sun, Wright expressed her commitment to the
cause. “I am so busy with suffrage just now that I haven’t any time for anything else…I work for
suffrage twenty-four hours a day,” she stated to the reporter, who wanted to find out what she
was working on. She explained that working for suffrage was time-consuming and that it
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interfered with her other interests, but that it was of utmost importance as “getting the vote will
be the best way for women to go on and do their own work.”20
Wright’s suffrage work and professional life intersected in 1915, when she served as one
of the organizers of the suffrage exhibition at Macbeth under the auspices of the Empire State
Campaign Committee. The organizing committee also included Abastenia Eberle, Anne
Goldthwaite, Adele Herter, Elizabeth Alexander, and Ida Proper. Wright contributed two works
to the show: Renaissance (fig. 7.14) and Wind Figure (fig. 7.5), both from ca. 1915. Each statue
similarly depicts female figures in dance or motion; though made around the same time, they are
differentiated by obvious stylistic differences. Drawing upon the Beaux Arts style in
Renaissance, Wright represents a lithe, peplos-clad figure perched on a broken column, and
stretching out her arms as if she were dancing. Her facial features and the draping of her dress
are rendered in fine detail, which provides a stark contrast to the dynamic Wind Figure, in which
the human form has been reduced to nearly abstract planes that reflect Wright’s experimentation
with the forms of Cubism and Futurism. As is the case with the majority of works shown at the
exhibition, neither Renaissance nor Wind Figure have anything to do with suffrage, which is
interesting considering the fact that her oeuvre consisted of portraits of suffragists.
Earlier in 1915, Wright showed a portrait of British suffragette and key member of the
WSPU Annie Kenney at a MacDowell Club exhibition (January 14-24, 1915). One reviewer of
the exhibition described the impression conveyed by the portrait as “that of a woman who would
engage in violence, if at all, because of some faith within her — not for love of strife.”21 Though
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I have been unable to locate Kenney’s portrait with certainty, I believe it is an undated and
unidentified bust reproduced in Fahlman’s catalogue (fig. 7.15).22 The portrait’s facial features
— deep-set eyes, narrow nose, defined chin, and thin, delicate lips — bear a striking
resemblance to her photograph on a “Votes for Women” postcard belonging to Wright (fig.
7.16). Like Wright’s portrait of Pankhurst, this bust is somewhat roughly rendered, showing the
influence of Rodin.
In addition to the two portraits is an elegant bust of a woman that may or may not be
Pankhurst (fig. 7.17). Both Fahlman and the Albany Institute of History and Art, which holds a
stone version of the bust in its permanent collection, have identified it as a portrait of the
suffragette. However, on the back of a photograph showing the original plaster cast, the bust has
been labeled (perhaps by an archivist at the Sophia Smith Collection) as “Mrs. John Lewis.”
Given the youthfulness of her features, she is likely not Pankhurst. Regardless of its correct
identity, this undated bust provides a striking contrast to the Pankhurst bust Wright modeled in
Holloway in 1912. Here, the figure’s skin is completely smooth, and her features, though
defined, lack the individualized quality we see in the Pankhurst bust. The cap or kerchief that
contains her hair completes this overall sense of smoothness. Though the bust never reaches the
abstraction and simplicity in Brancusi’s sculpture, this egg-like head perched on an elongated
neck does brings to mind several of his works from 1912, like La Muse (7.18) and Mademoiselle
Pogany (7.19).
Outside of her professional work, Wright used her artistic talents for the suffrage cause in
other ways. For example, she helped to make the New York State suffrage banner (designed by
fellow artist Anne Goldthwaite) that was used in a suffrage parade held in Chicago on June 7,
22
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1916.23 Wright’s contribution to this banner finds an interesting parallel in the sewing she and
other prisoners were required to do while imprisoned Holloway. As an act of rebellion, she
pieced together an American flag, using a handkerchief, red dye from a book cover, and blue
cloth taken from her dress. “Only six stars were worked into my flag, representing the six
suffrage States — Utah, Colorado, Wyoming, Idaho, Washington and California. One of the
wardresses saw my handiwork and took it from me,” she described to a reporter in 1912.24
In 1916, Wright modeled a “Harvest Week” medal for the New York State WSP (fig.
7.20). Taking place in October of that year, Harvest Week was a large-scale, methodical
enrollment campaign organized to acquire as many signatures as possible from New York
women who demanded the right to vote. As The Woman Voter declared, “In every Assembly
District in the state, on Harvest Week, beginning on the 9th of the month, bands of suffrage
reapers will go forth to reap a record crop of enrollments…The harvest may be great, the work
must be systematic and concentrated.”25 On November 22, 1916, during its convention in
Albany, the NYSWSP presented Wright’s medal to Cornelia de Zeng-Foster for collecting the
greatest number of signatures during Harvest Week.26 Modeled in low relief, the medal shows
five, simply rendered female figures harvesting and carrying sheaves of wheat or hay. Over the
course her career, Wright had produced a number of works in low relief that demonstrate the
influence of Saint-Gaudens. The styles of these reliefs range from naturalistic commissioned
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portraits, such as L. Clark Selye from 1914, to the nearly abstract figures, such as Dance II (fig.
7.6). This medal falls somewhere in between. The forms, though simplified, are still
recognizable. Yet, their movement and repetition hint at the Futurist-inspired figures we see in
Dance II.
Later in the year, Wright again contributed to the cause, but this time using her writing
and drawing skills in her short, illustrated play, “The Beggar Maid,” published in the December
1916 issue of The Woman Voter (fig. 7.21).27 In the original legend of the Beggar Maid,
Cophetua, an African king, falls madly in love at first site with a beautiful beggar maid, a woman
far below his social class; he eventually marries her and makes her his queen, and the two live
happily ever after. Writers and artists, such as Alfred, Lord Tennyson and Edward Burne-Jones
have immortalized the legend in poetry and painting, capturing the fateful moment when King
Cophetua sees the maid and falls desperately in love with her. In Wright’s retelling of the legend,
the Beggar Maid, a suffragist canvasing for signatures, encounters an array of characters,
including Merlin, Vivian, a knight, and three Lords, who all seek to preserve the ideal notion of
women as angels of the household (i.e. the Cult of True Womanhood). These anti-suffragists
come to an impasse with a group of ladies (recently rescued from captivity by the knight), who
refuse to return to their homes, arguing that there is little difference between captivity and the
fact that they have no access to self-support and self-protection. The Beggar Maid tells King
Cophetua, who had already fallen in love with her and offered her half his kingdom, that the
women would return to their homes if he simply gives them the vote. Wright illustrated her play
with series of simple drawings, depicting some of the characters walking in a procession: a
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knight holding a shield and a spear, six ladies in medieval gowns and hats, and the king leading
three lords.
When women won the vote in 1920, Wright continued to work for women’s rights, but
she also began to turn her attention to animal welfare. She and her lifelong companion, Edith J.
Goode, went on to become founding members of the Humane Society of the United States. In
1921, she became one of the founders of the New York State chapter of the League of Women
Voters (LWV). Founded in 1920 by Carrie Chapman Catt, the LWV encouraged the now
enfranchised women to use their new power to shape public policy. For her work on the state
level, the LWV recognized Wright in 1931, by placing her name on the New York State Roll of
Honor for “distinguished citizenship.”28
During the 1920s, Wright produced a few cubo-futurist styled works with feminist
undertones that reflected her earlier commitment to women’s suffrage. The Fist (1921) is among
Wright’s most avant-garde works (fig. 7.22). An abstract representation of a clenched fist,
Wright composes this work from a swirling, dynamic mass of intersecting planes that seem to
shift and change depending on the angle from which it is viewed. Hands are not unique in
Wright’s oeuvre, which includes several models of her own hands, as well as a plaster cast of
Pankhurst’s hand.29 The Albany Institute of History and Art, which holds a bronze cast of The
Fist in its collection, speculates that the work is “symbolic of the militant struggle for women’s
rights in which Wright had been so passionately engaged for nearly two decades.”30 This is
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certainly a convincing interpretation. The image of the clenched fist has a long history of
representing solidarity and defiance, and has been used in numerous contexts, such as in the
Communist, Socialist, and Black Power movements. In the 1960s and 70s, radical feminists
appropriated the image of a clenched fist, which they superimposed on the symbol of Venus, as
their emblem (fig. 7.23). Notably, in 1972, feminist artist Betye Saar incorporated a black fist in
her assemblage, The Liberation of Aunt Jemima, a work that transforms racist and sexist imagery
into expressions of black and female empowerment (fig. 7.24).
Wright’s Medea (1920) can also be understood as a symbol of female empowerment
aligned with the artist’s activism in the suffrage campaign (fig. 7.25). At a formal level, the
statue is similar to Wind Figure: an abstracted female figure posed in an s-curve and rendered in
cubistic planes. Wright shrouds Medea in a full-length veil, giving the figure a sense of mass and
solidity, while still revealing the slender, rhythmic form underneath. Though cubist in its form,
Fahlman suggests that the work may have been influenced by Rodin’s draped figure, Monument
to Balzac (1892-97).31The artist’s choice in subject is compelling. On one hand, it is consistent
with her overall interest in themes taken from Shakespeare, Greek tragedy, and the Bible. On the
other hand, it is completely relevant to her involvement in women’s suffrage.
Described by a critic from The International Studio as “very nearly a great tragic work,”
Wright takes her subject from Euripides’ tragic play, Medea, which is based on the Greek myth
of Jason and Medea. First performed in 431 BCE, the play focuses on Medea (the granddaughter
of Helios) and her vengeance against her husband, who, for the purposes of political
advancement, abandons his wife and marries a Corinthian princess named Glauce. In anticipation
of Medea’s revenge, Creon (Glauce’s father) orders her exile, but not before she successfully
31
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murders Glauce with a dress and coronet tainted with a deadly poison. As a final act of treachery
and vengeance, Medea resolves to kill her children, whom she quickly dispatches with a knife,
leaving Jason a broken man. Over the centuries, the tragedy has inspired artists, composers,
writers, filmmakers, and popular culture. During the early twentieth century, the figure of Medea
became a feminist icon, who held symbolic importance in the context of women’s suffrage,
much like Joan of Arc.
In an essay from 1999, Edith Hall, a scholar of the Classics, connects a groundbreaking
production of Euripides’ Medea to the heightened activities of militant suffragists in England in
the 1900s, and to the suffrage plays and songs performed from 1907 and onwards. Hall observes
that, until the twentieth century, Medea’s shocking murder of her own children had been
considered too disturbing for the play to be performed without adaption. By 1907, however, the
political climate was ripe for an unadapted English translation of Medea to be performed on
English stage for the first time. Pankhurst had established the WSPU in the previous year, and
support for suffrage was growing. Medea with its themes of motherhood, misogyny, and female
rebellion against a patriarchal society resonated with supporters of women’s suffrage. In fact,
Gilbert Murray, who translated the play, and Harley Granville Barker, who directed it, were both
supporters of women’s suffrage. Murray had supported the cause since 1889, and he also
believed that Euripides was a champion of women, with Medea being particularly relevant to the
women’s movement in the modern day. As for Barker, an innovator in theatre, he sought to
produce plays that were controversial and radical in their social commentary, particularly with
regards to issues pertaining to women. In 1907, he directed Elizabeth Robins’ Votes for Women!,
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which first opened at the Royal Court Theatre in April of that year, and was the first of a number
of suffrage plays that would appear on commercial stage over following years.32
After debuting at the Savoy Theatre in London on October 22, 1907, Medea became
closely associated with suffragists when members of the Actresses’ Franchise League began
performing passages from the play at suffrage meetings throughout London and its suburbs.
Suffragists, moreover, found ways of reconciling themselves to the horror of infanticide, which
until recently had been deemed too disturbing for the English stage. To them and to Murray,
Medea was a sympathetic individual who was driven to murder by her suffering, and her
husband’s betrayal. Hall, moreover, draws a parallel between this understanding of Medea’s
actions with a growing sympathy during the early twentieth century for “modern Medeas” who
resorted to infanticide due to factors like poverty, exploitation, and male irresponsibility.33
Murray’s translation of Medea made its way across the Atlantic, where it was performed
in New York on a number of occasions. On February 20, 1918, the New York Symphony
Society mounted the play at Carnegie Hall, and set it to music by Walter Damrosch. Esteemed
Broadway actress Margaret Anglin, who had previously performed the play at the University of
California during the Panama Pacific Exposition in 1915, starred in the lead role (fig. 7.26). The
play received a great deal of press coverage, with some critics speculating on Euripides’
feminism. The headline for The Sun read, “The Play of ‘Medea’: It Shows Euripides as a
Feminist Among the Greek Tragedians,” while John Corbin of the New York Times wrote an
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article entitled, “Euripides as Feminist.”34 In March 1920, Medea was performed again in New
York, this time at the Garrick Theatre with Ellen Von Volkenburg in the lead role. Heywood
Broun in his review for the New York Tribune, wrote, “Medea is entirely up to date in her
feminism.”35
As a suffragist who had been involved with the movement in England, and as an
individual who was well-versed in the Classics, Wright must have been familiar with Medea’s
position as a suffrage and feminist icon whilst modeling her statue of the queen in 1920, the
same year women won full voting rights in the United States. Wright also lived and worked in
New York City during the years when Anglin and Valkenburg performed Medea, and may have
seen, or at least known about the performances. Perhaps she had even read the newspaper
reviews that talked about the play in feminist terms. With this context in mind, Wright’s Medea
takes on additional meaning beyond simply demonstrating the artist’s experimentation with
modern forms. The same could be said about number of her other works, such as Lady Macbeth
(1918), Ophelia (n.d.), Eurydice (n.d.), and The Trojan Women (1927), as they too invite
feminist readings.
In 1915, Wright crossed paths with fellow modernist and suffragist Katherine Dreier
when they both exhibited at the suffrage exhibition at Macbeth Gallery. A painter who went on
to become a major patron and promoter of modern art, Dreier, like Wright, juggled her artistic
career with her strong commitment to social causes, which included women’s suffrage (fig.
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7.27).36 Born in Brooklyn in 1877, to a wealthy, prominent, and reform-minded German
immigrant family, Dreier developed both of these interests side by side at a young age. She
began taking art classes at the age of twelve, and attended the Brooklyn Art Students League
after completing her high school education in 1895. In 1900, she enrolled in art classes at the
Pratt Institute, and also began working as a volunteer treasurer at the German Home for
Recreation for Women and Children, a charitable organization founded in 1898, and conceived
by her mother, Dorothea Dreier (fig. 7.28).37 Born from a similar impulse that led to the founding
of settlement houses, the German Home offered women and children from all social classes and
nationalities, particularly working women, a comfortable and inexpensive place near the beach to
rest and essentially take a vacation from their daily lives.38
Dreier continued her to social work even whilst progressing in her art studies, which
included traveling to Europe to study the old masters, private art lessons from Walter Shirlaw,
and lessons from Raphaël Collin in Paris. In 1904, she founded the Little Italy Neighborhood
Association in Brooklyn, a settlement house serving Italian immigrants. The settlement,
according to The New York Charities Directory, “maintain[ed] a visiting nurse, kindergarten,
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clubs, and classes.”39 Around that time, Dreier also became the director of the Manhattan Trade
School for Girls, an initiative established in 1902, by Progressive Era reformers that prepared
girls (aged fourteen and up) for occupations outside the home through vocational training.40
In addition, Dreier also dedicated herself to the suffrage campaign. Although it is not
clear exactly when she began actively working for the campaign, she likely sympathized with the
movement at an early age, given her family’s predilection for social reform. Her two older
sisters, Margaret Dreier Robins and Mary Elizabeth Dreier were both noted labor reformers who
became suffragists through their efforts in advocating for the rights of working women. While
living in London between 1909 and 1911, Dreier also became friends with actress and
playwright Elizabeth Robins, who was the sister of Dreier’s brother-in-law. Robins, as you will
recall, was the moral reformer who joined in the cause against white slavery, penning My Little
Sister in 1913, and a militant suffragist who wrote the play Votes for Women! in 1907.
Perhaps Robins encouraged Dreier to attend suffrage gatherings in London, which the
artist recorded in two sketches found in a sketchbook dated October 1910 - May 1911.41 The first
sketch, undated and labeled “Suffrage Parade,” is roughly rendered and almost abstract in its
depiction of women marching in a suffrage parade (fig. 7.29). Much like Theresa Bernstein’s
parade paintings (see Chapter 2), Dreier observes the scene from an elevated perspective in order
to capture the overall sense of the crowd and the urban surroundings, which she reduces to
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crosshatching in the background and simple architectural forms that frame the scene. Dreier is
not concerned with individual figures; she depicts the crowds and the mass of marching women
through the use of tight, zigzagging strokes. Lining the parade route is a handful of figures that
appear to be wearing the domed custodian helmets of the London Metropolitan Police. Perhaps
she is commenting on or giving a nod to the antipathy between suffragettes and police, a
recurring theme in suffrage and anti-suffrage imagery. Though the sketch is undated, in late
1910, when she began the sketchbook, this theme would have particularly resonated with
suffragists. On November 18, 1910, the government dissolved Parliament and called a general
election. As a result, the Conciliation Bill, which would have given property-owning women the
right to vote, was shelved much to the dismay of suffragists. In response, the WSPU sent five
hundred women to the House of Commons to protest. When the protesters tried to rush past the
police, they were brutally and (according to some reports) sexually assaulted. This violent clash
became known among suffragists as “Black Friday” (fig. 7.30).42
The second suffrage-themed sketch in Dreier’s sketchbook is captioned, “Freedom
League Meeting April 1st 1911 Census Protest” (fig. 7.31) Like in “Suffrage Parade,” the artist
depicts a crowd of people from an elevated perspective. Here, however, the figures and the
surrounding architecture, which includes a monument serving as a gathering place, are delineated
a little more clearly. This sketch captures a critical moment of civil disobedience in the history of
the English suffrage movement.43 In the lead up to the 1911 census, the Women’s Freedom
League (WFL), a non-violent suffrage organization that broke off from the WSPU, called
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women to protest their continued disenfranchisement by refusing to comply with the census. At
the time, critics of the census believed that the government was intruding on the privacy of
women, especially married women, while concurrently refusing to give women full citizenship.
In a handbill calling for the boycott, the WFL asked women to refuse to provide census takers
with any information, or to leave their homes and post a notice on their doors saying, “No Votes
for Women, No Census.” The handbill proclaimed, “The Government refuses to recognise
women. Let women refuse to recognise the Government.”44 The WFL also organized a mass
meeting at Trafalgar Square on April 1, at 3 pm, which is the subject of Dreier’s sketch. Nelson’s
Column, around which the figures gather, and a suggestion of a water fountain on the left side,
both situate the sketch in this public square.
Dreier had yet to arrive at modernism when she drew the two sketches, though she had
seen works by Picasso and Matisse while visiting Gertrude Stein’s apartment in Paris a few years
earlier. In late 1911, Dreier traveled to Germany, settling in Munich where she studied with
Gustav Britsch. In the spring of 1912, she saw the Sonderbund exhibition in Cologne, and
became enamored with the work of Vincent van Gogh. In February 1913, after she had moved
back to New York, Arthur B. Davis invited her to exhibit at the Armory Show, where she
showed two paintings, and where she was inspired by the originality of avant-garde artists like
Duchamp. The show, as Francis Naumann points out, “reaffirmed and subsequently solidified
her commitment to modern art.”45 This commitment would later culminate in her role as cofounder of the Society of Independent Artists in 1917, and the Société Anonyme in 1920.
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In 1913, Dreier designed the cover for the labor-themed September issue of The Woman
Voter, in which she combined her engagement with suffrage and labor rights with her growing
interest in modernism (fig. 7.32). As discussed in Chapter 5, the concerns of working women
were closely aligned with the suffrage movement. Dedicated to the rights of working women, the
magazine issue emphasized the role of the vote in giving wage-earners rights and protection; in
its Foreword it declared, “We insist that our greatest gift to the wage-earner will be the ballot.”46
Dreier’s cover design depicts three figures, each symbolizing aspects related to labor. At the
center, stands a muscular man with his back turned towards the viewer, holding a scythe in his
left hand. While the scythe is typically associated with death and the Grim Reaper, in this
context, it is more closely aligned with the sickle and the plow, symbols of labor. To his right, is
a woman gazing past her shoulder and cradling a cornucopia, a symbol of abundance,
fruitfulness, and agriculture. To the left, stands a veiled woman holding a distaff in one hand, and
a thread in the other, symbolizing women’s work in its traditional sense (spinning, weaving,
etc.), but also women’s roles in the industrial labor force, such as in the garment industry. Dreier
adopts a flat, almost decorative style in her depiction of the figures. They are represented by
dark, curving lines, reminiscent of Matisse and Gauguin’s paintings, which she would have seen
in Paris and at the Armory Show.
Dreier’s contribution to the labor issue of The Woman Voter is just a small example of
her interest in the impact of suffrage upon working women. Her sisters Mary and Margaret
devoted their lives to labor reform and workers’ rights, taking on leadership roles in the
Women’s Trade Union League (WTUL) and New York City’s Woman’s Suffrage Party. Though
Dreier divided her time between art and social reform, she certainly shared her sisters’, and that
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of many Progressive Era suffragists’, belief that women’s suffrage had an important role to play
in the fight for workers’ rights. In an undated draft of a speech she wrote for a meeting of the
German-American Committee of the Woman Suffrage Party, for instance, she adopted the
rhetoric of reformers like Jane Addams, pointing out that as women increasingly enter the “larger
life of the city and the state” by taking on occupations outside the home, the more crucial it was
that they had a voice in how their lives are governed, with regards to such matters as health,
education, access to clean water, and the safety of city streets. As to labor laws, she wrote, “in
[New York State] alone there are over 800,000 working women whose lives are vitally affected
by the laws relating to labor, and the enforcement of those laws, then it seems a matter of
greatest injustice that they should not have the instrument which would give them power to
express their will in the matter of government.”47
In 1914, Dreier established the Cooperative Mural Workshops, which served as an art
school and a workshop that provided a space for numerous artists, designers, and performers to
showcase their work. A one-page ad in Life and Labor magazine described its goals:
The Cooperative Mural Workshops are striving to get back to the normal point of view
of the artisan who is ready to create beautiful things, and to have the public realize that
art, when found in a table or a chair, has the same spiritual influence that a picture on the
wall has, if the intrinsic value of both are alike.48
Through this endeavor, as Naumann observes, Dreier “successfully merged her interests in art
with her commitment to social reform.”49 It seems appropriate, therefore, that she modeled the
workshop on the principles of the Arts and Crafts movement, which sought to elevate art, design,
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and craftsmanship in a modern, industrial society. The Arts and Crafts movement shared a close
connection to the settlement house movement, in which Dreier was also involved. Many of the
founders of settlement houses, such as Addams, were enthusiastic readers of John Ruskin,
Thomas Carlyle, and William Morris. In fact, Chicago’s Arts and Crafts Society, one of many
that formed in American cities at the turn of the century, was originally located at Hull House.
Historian Henrietta Startup points out that these reformers believed that crafts and design could
have a positive impact on the social ills plaguing the urban environment, such as problems faced
by working-class children and new immigrants. “At the core of their passionately held public
welfare philosophy,” she writes, “was the idea that the relief of urban poverty must involve
aesthetic as well as political considerations.”50 As a founder of a settlement house, Dreier must
have subscribed to these ideas. The workshop only lasted for a few years, before closing in 1917,
yet it reflected her commitment to social reform.
In 1914 and 1915, Dreier also cemented her involvement with women’s suffrage by
becoming, at the request of Carrie Chapman Catt, the Chairman of the newly formed GermanAmerican Committee (GAC) of New York City’s Women’s Suffrage Party. In a draft of a speech
delivered to the GAC, Bertha von Zastrow, Secretary, praised Dreier for her efforts, stating,
“Miss Dreier heard the call of her leader and the body she serves, as a soldier hears the call of his
country. Disregarding her own interests and at a great personal sacrifice, she has devoted herself
most zealously and enthusiastically to this part of the Suffrage movement.”51 The GAC set out to
foster a better understanding of women’s suffrage among the German-American community of
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New York by holding large, public meetings and smaller parlor meetings, sending “competent
suffrage speakers” to German-American societies, clubs and churches, generating coverage in
local German-language newspapers, and participating in the propaganda work of the Woman
Suffrage Party (i.e. parades, demonstrations, dinners, etc.).52
Ultimately, the GAC sought to mobilize German-Americans in preparation for New
York’s upcoming suffrage referendum on November 2, 1915. Throughout 1915, Dreier delivered
speeches to the GAC in which she called people of German heritage to do their part as American
citizens, and to “grasp the torch of Democracy and lead it one step further to victory by
enfranchising the women of the State of New York [on] November 2.”53 In the lead up to the
referendum she supported the campaign on an artistic level. On June 9, 1915, Ida Proper, the
chairman of the Arts Committee of the Empire State Campaign, and the editor of The Woman
Voter, sent Dreier two invitations: the first asking her to volunteer to take orders for portraits or
other works to raise money for the suffrage cause; the second inviting her to participate in the
suffrage exhibition at Macbeth.54 While I have yet to find evidence that she agreed to the first
request, we know that she contributed one drawing, Model in Costume (priced at $50), to the
exhibition. Though not shown at the exhibition, The Dolly House, a tender painting of a mother
and child, appeared in a one-page ad for the exhibition published in the New York Tribune on
October 10, 1915 (fig. 4.30 and 7.33).
Among Dreier’s papers at the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, documents
related to her involvement with suffrage seem to dwindle after 1915; we can attribute this to any
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number of reasons ranging from lost materials, to perhaps a greater focus on artistic endeavors in
the latter half of the decade. After all, in 1917, she became one of the founders of the Society of
Independent Artists, and founded the Société Anonyme a few years later. One of the last
suffrage-related documents is a letter addressed to her by Wright on behalf of the NYSWSP,
inviting her to march in the second division of the suffrage parade that would take place in New
York City on October 27, 1917. As part of this division, marchers would carry the signatures —
mounted on boards — of over one million women enrolled for suffrage in the state.55 After the
parade, Dreier recorded her observations in her daily journal, writing, “Big Suffrage Parade.
20,000 marched — 50,000 less than 1915. Music subdued. Crowds to see us — silence! Could
have rehearsed! Dreadful to march up like that from Washington Square to 68th with thousands
of people watching us in dead silence.”56
After 1917, influenced by artists like Wassily Kandinsky, Dreier embraced modernism in
earnest by adopting an entirely abstract, non-objective style in her paintings, unlike Wright’s
works, which, even in their most abstract state, are rooted in the human figure. Dreier’s 1918
portrait of Marcel Duchamp (fig. 7.34), for example, is entirely composed of geometrical forms
that bring to mind the work of Kandinsky. Also, unlike Wright, there is no suggestion that
Dreier’s mature works are tied to her ideas about suffrage and women’s rights. Nevertheless, she
is an important artist to consider as her artistic activities and involvement with suffrage and
progressive reform all intersected during the first half of the 1910s, when she juggled multiple
interests. In addition, one can make the connection between her roles as a leader and an organizer
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in her suffrage and settlement house work with her leadership roles in artistic endeavors like the
Mural Workshop, the SIA, and Société Anonyme.
Wright and Dreier are significant in the context of this dissertation, and thus form the
bulk of this chapter, in that they are modernists whose suffrage activities are well documented in
their personal papers, and who were also individuals who took on leadership roles within certain
suffrage organizations. However, there were also other modernist artists engaged in suffrage on
varying levels. Though the details of their involvement are perhaps not as well documented, they
are, nevertheless, worth briefly addressing.
A chapter on women modernists and suffrage would be incomplete without discussing
Georgia O’Keeffe (1887-1986), the most well-known female artists of her generation, as well as
one that became an iconic figure to feminists. Although there is no evidence to show that she was
involved with the campaign to the same extent as Wright and Dreier, she was a supporter of the
movement, and a close friend of photographer and activist, Anita Pollitzer, who went on to
become a leading figure in the National Woman’s Party (NWP). What little we know of
O’Keeffe’s interest in suffrage can be inferred from her correspondence with Pollitzer, who she
first met in 1914, while they were both studying at Columbia University’s Teachers College. Of
the two, Pollitzer was the most committed to the cause, and only she discussed suffrage in her
letters. Of course though, during the height of suffrage agitation in New York, O’Keeffe was
living and working in North Carolina and Virginia. In her letters to O’Keeffe, Pollitzer describes
participating in October 1915 parade, attending speeches by prominent suffragists, and being
invited to participate in pickets in Washington, DC. In a letter from October, 1915, Pollitzer
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asked her friend, “Have you seen this months Suffrage Masses or would you like to see mine?”57
Pollitzer was referring to the October-November, 1915, “Woman’s Citizenship Number” of The
Masses magazine (fig. 7.35), which included articles such as Floyd Dell’s “Adventures in AntiLand,” and Max Eastman’s “Who’s Afraid? Confession of a Suffrage Orator,” and illustrations
by Stuart Davis that satirize anti-suffragists.58
In 1915, the same year Pollitzer joined the suffrage campaign, O’Keeffe began
experimenting in abstraction with a series of charcoal drawings, some of which Stieglitz later
exhibited in his gallery. Prior to focusing on abstraction, she typically painted still lifes (fruit and
flowers), portraits, and other figurative subjects. A perusal through O’Keeffe’s catalogue
raisonné, unsurprisingly, shows no works that have anything to do with suffrage, though she is
often viewed as a precursor to the feminist art movement as a result of her many paintings that
evoke female genitalia.59
As for her actual involvement in feminist causes, O’Keeffe was an active member of the
NWP. After winning the vote in 1920, the NWP, under the leadership of Alice Paul, turned its
focus on getting the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) passed in Congress, which would give
women the same rights as men under the Constitution. Although it is unclear when O’Keeffe
joined the organization, art historian Barbara Lynes’ research into the NWP’s records has shown
that she was listed as a founder and life member in 1926 and 1948, and that, based on her
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correspondence with Pollitzer, she was still active in the 1950s.60 On February 28, 1926, the
NWP invited O’Keeffe to speak at a dinner in Washington, DC, held in honor of Jessie Dell, the
NWP’s chair of the Government Workers’ Council. There, she spoke forcibly about the
discrimination she experienced as a female artist:
I have always resented being told that there are things I cannot do because I am a
woman….When a woman singer sings, they do not expect that she sing exactly like a
man. But if a woman painter paints differently from a man, they say, “Oh, that is a
woman. That has nothing to do with painting.” They have objected to me all along; they
have objected strenuously. It is hard enough to do the job without having to face the
discriminations, too. Men do not have to face these discriminations.
I never belonged to anything. But when Miss (Anita) Pollitzer began to talk to me
about the Woman’s Party, I said, “I do not see why every woman does not belong.” I still
do not understand why every woman does not join the Woman’s Party.61
One example of this discrimination, as Lynes observes, occurred a year before delivering the
speech when O’Keeffe began painting New York’s skyscrapers, and was told that it would be
detrimental to her career. When she attempted to show New York with Moon in Seven Americans,
an exhibition organized by Stieglitz in March 1925, the other exhibitor refused to let her show
the work, as she was seen as encroaching upon male territory.62 Moreover, it transgressed the
characterization of her work as essentially feminine and natural by critics like Stieglitz.
Some years prior to discovering O’Keeffe, Stieglitz exhibited works by Pamela Colman
Smith at his 291 Gallery, seeing in her a similar childlike, feminine authenticity he later found in
O’Keeffe. Known most popularly for illustrating the Waite-Smith tarot cards, Smith was also the
first non-photographer to have her works shown at 291. She is unique among artists discussed in
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this dissertation, as she is the only American artist to have worked for the Suffrage Atelier
(founded in 1909) in London. Born in London to American parents in 1878, Smith moved to
Brooklyn as teenager, beginning her art studies at Pratt Institute, where she received instruction
from Arthur Wesley Dow. In 1899, she returned to London, where she worked as an illustrator
and a theater set designer, and where she came under the influence of Symbolism and Art
Nouveau, which would enter into her paintings and illustrations.
As an artist for the Suffrage Atelier, Smith produced propaganda (posters and cartoons)
for the campaign. In 1911, she also contributed stencils to An Anti-Suffrage Alphabet, written by
Laurence Housman, one of the founders of the Atelier. Unfortunately, very few works she made
for the Atelier have survived. One of the only poster designs I am aware of is “A Bird in the
Hand is Worth Two Mocking-Birds in the Bush” (fig. 7.36). Captioned with, “A[squith] and
L[loyd] G[eorge], ‘If you Drop the Conciliation Bill We May Do Something For You In The
Dim And Speculative Future’,” Smith’s poster features a woman holding a bird (representing the
Conciliation Bill, which would give English women the vote), while standing before a tree upon
which two birds, whose heads are replaced with those Prime Minister Herbert Asquith and
Chancellor of the Exchequer David Lloyd George, perch. The image and its text reference a
flippant remark Asquith made in 1908, when asked by an anti-suffragist what would happen if a
suffrage amendment were to pass in Parliament. His response: “My honorable friend has asked
me a contingent question with regard to a remote and speculative future.”63
Although there is no evidence to suggest that Smith’s fine art production has anything to
do with her commitment to suffrage, it is interesting to note that many of her paintings depict
women as powerful, enlightened visionaries. In a 1908 watercolor, Sketch for Glass, for instance,
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she depicts a woman with outstretched arms, standing on a cloud and facing the sun (fig. 7.37).
Kathleen Pyne describes the figure as a triumphant seer who “[turns] her back on the past, which
is figured as death” and is “reborn into a state of enlightenment.”64 Though the work is derived
from Smith’s interest in Symbolism, the occult, and her involvement in the Golden Dawn, a
secret society, it brings to mind the uplifting, allegorical figures used in suffrage propaganda like
“The Appeal of Womanhood,” which Louise Jacobs designed for the Suffrage Atelier in 1912
(fig. 4.19), or even Caroline Watts’ iconic “Bugler Girl” from 1908 (fig. 3.18).
One of the more interesting modernists from this period who also associated with
Stieglitz was Florine Stettheimer. Though she was not part of his circle, she regularly
corresponded with him and O’Keeffe during the late 1920s, and even painted his portrait in
1928. Unlike some of the previous artists we have considered, Stettheimer was not as forthright
in terms of her dedication to women’s suffrage and other feminist causes. Her younger sister
(also an artist), Henrietta “Ettie” Stettheimer, was a vocal proponent of feminism, attending
suffrage meetings in 1908 and 1909, and following the proceedings of the First International
Feminist Congress (Paris, 1896). Nevertheless, according to Barbara J. Bloemink, Stettheimer’s
diary entries and poetry reveal that she believed in women’s causes, and that she was “[aware] of
a developing ‘Female Aesthetic.’”65 Moreover, she fully embraced the idea of the New Woman:
she rejected a woman’s traditional role as wife and mother; she devoted herself to her profession,
believing that art making was a serious career rather than a hobby; and she even represented
herself in paintings, wearing pantsuits to emphasize her identity as a professional.
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Stettheimer does not appear to have made any paintings related to women’s suffrage,
though there are a few works that seem to reflect her interest in feminism and her identity as a
prototypical New Woman. In 1908, for example, she made a striking painting entitled, Head of
Medusa (fig. 7.38). The painting shows the mythical monster’s pale face surrounded by coiling
snakes, and situated against a stark, blood red background; her deep-set eyes glare directly at the
viewer. Head of Medusa is, in fact, a portrait of the artist’s sister, Ettie. As Bloemink describes,
“Ettie is recognizable by her level gaze, unrelentingly straight, close brows, and critical
expression.” Bloemink also points out that the two sisters did not always maintain a harmonious
relationship, which may explain why Stettheimer portrayed her as this fearsome monster.66
At the same time, we might also interpret the Head of Medusa as something of a feminist
symbol not unlike Medea. This would certainly be appropriate given Ettie’s dedication to
feminist causes. While there are a number of mythical and literary accounts as to the origin of
Medusa, the Roman poet Ovid provides one of the most well known versions in the
Metamorphoses. According to Ovid, Medusa was once a breathtakingly beautiful maiden who
was known for her splendid head of hair. Upon seeing her, Neptune raped her in the temple of
the goddess Minerva. The goddess, in a fit of anger and in an ultimate act of victim blaming,
turned Medusa into a snake-haired monster with the ability to transform into stone any man who
looked upon her face.67
The myth of Medusa has truly captured Western imagination, and has, over the centuries,
become a pervasive subject in art, literature, and popular culture. To some, she represented the
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threat and danger of female power, sexuality, and even political agency.68 Indeed, as we have
already seen in anti-suffrage propaganda, suffragists were sometimes represented as monstrous
creatures comparable to the mythical Gorgon. During the twentieth century, as Stephen R. Wilk
points out in Medusa: Solving the Mystery of the Gorgon, female artists and writers turned
Medusa into a “symbol of female rage.”69 This feminist claiming of the figure was particularly
evident beginning in the 1970s, with the emergence of the Second Wave Feminist movement,
when her image began appearing on the covers of feminist journals. Medusa also became a
subject for feminist artists like Audrey Flack, who portrayed her in a number of works since the
1990s, and more recently by the contemporary artist from South Africa, Frances Goodman.
While Stettheimer’s Medusa preceded the Medusas of Second Wave Feminism, it is certainly
plausible that when she painted the work she was conscious of the Gorgon’s feminist potential
given that she and sister both gravitated towards women’s causes
When I first began thinking about this chapter, I knew of only one indisputable premise:
there were modernist painters and sculptors who offered their support to suffrage to varying
degrees, ranging from Wright’s tireless work for the campaign at the grassroots level, to
O’Keeffe’s tacit support for the movement. Whether or not their work as professional artists
reflected their political activities remained to be discovered. However, particularly in Wright’s
case, there is a compelling argument to be made that her works overlapped with her sympathy
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for cause. At the very least, it shows that we cannot ignore these artists’ commitment to suffrage,
or relegate it to a footnote in their biographies.
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CONCLUSION

On June 14, 1919, Congress approved the Nineteenth Amendment (also known as the Susan B.
Anthony Amendment), which was first introduced in the Senate in 1872, by Aaron A. Sargent, a
Republican senator from California. The suffrage victory was finally within sight, seventy-one
years after the first women’s rights convention at Seneca Falls. On August 18, 1920, Tennessee
became the thirty-sixth and final state to ratify the amendment, thus legally granting women the
right to vote. At the Washington, DC, headquarters of the National Woman’s Party, Alice Paul
unfurled a banner with thirty-six stars sewn on it. Following this victory, Crystal Eastman, who
went on to draft the Equal Rights Amendment three years later with Paul, proclaimed in a nowfamous speech:
Men are saying perhaps, “Thank God, this everlasting woman’s fight is over!” But
women, if I know them, are now saying, “Now at last we can begin.” In fighting for the
right to vote most women have tried to be either non-committal or thoroughly respectable
on every other subject. Now they can say what they are really after; and what they are
after, in common with all the rest of the struggling world, is freedom.1
Despite this hard-won victory and the nationwide celebrations that followed, many recognized
that winning the vote was just one step towards greater equality and freedom for women.
The idea of women’s freedom was on the minds of artists, too. In May 1919, just months
before the Nineteenth Amendment became the law of the land, The Suffragist published “Art and
Woman’s Freedom,” an essay by artist Gertrude Boyle, and which was illustrated with a
photograph of her sculpture, Woman Freed (fig. 8.1). In her essay, Boyle maintained that
1
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women’s new found freedoms provided artists greater scope to create art, and that women must
build a new social order by giving expression to their freedom through art. She asserted:
Slowly and painfully woman has won her way toward a freedom in which art can live.
Her years of subjugation will be a factor in woman’s strength in art, for “the half of music
to have grieved.” But with freedom has come an enriched experience, and will come a
sincerity, which will not only make woman capable of art, but make art necessary to
woman.2
To that end, Boyle modeled Woman Freed, a joyous celebration of the imminent victory of
women’s suffrage. The statue depicts a nude woman emerging from a roughly rendered base;
with outstretched arms and a cape flowing behind her, she is poised and ready to take flight, as
she gazes upwards as if she is looking towards the future with hope and optimism.
In some ways, we can view Boyle’s statue as a celebratory and symbolic conclusion to
the efforts among women artists to further the cause of women’s suffrage. During the final
decades of the suffrage movement, these artists contributed to the campaign by marching in
parades and demonstrations, working for suffrage organizations, producing illustrations for
suffrage postcards and magazines, raising funds through exhibitions, and producing painting and
sculpture that spoke to the varied issues important to suffragists. Relatively speaking, women
artists made up only a small part of the popular movement. Nevertheless, through visual
expression, they played a crucial role in engaging with some of the key arguments and issues of
women’s suffrage, as well as in shining a spotlight on the pioneers and icons of the movement.
Encouraged by Theresa Bernstein’s paintings of suffrage parades, the prevalence of
portraits of suffragists, and the knowledge that so many women artists supported the movement,
I initially began this project with the intention of seeking out and providing contextual analysis
to works of fine art that documented any aspect of women’s suffrage. While the popular imagery
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of the movement is extensive, and is the subject of several books, I believed that fine art, as
expressed in painting and sculpture, offered an equally compelling way of investigating the
imagery of women’s suffrage despite the limited number of works directly dealing with the
subject. Unlike the images we see in journals, and on postcards and posters, which confront the
suffrage movement and its debates directly, expressions of suffrage in painting and sculpture do
not necessarily function as mainstream propaganda, and operate in a much more subtle way. This
dissertation certainly does address the more overt expressions of women’s suffrage, particularly
in the first three chapters, but it also teases out the deeper nuances of works that do not, at first
glance, strike the viewer as having anything to do with suffrage. This subtlety would have been
more noticeable to an audience in the 1910s, when the United States was immersed in this farreaching and divisive movement, and when many viewers would have engaged with questions,
such as the juncture between votes for women and municipal housekeeping. My goal throughout
this dissertation has been to recover these forgotten contexts, to highlight the works and
contributions of a generation of women artists that typically does not receive much scholarly
attention, and to investigate some of the recurring themes in the visual culture of women’s
suffrage.
This dissertation is by no means meant to be an exhaustive survey of suffrage-related art.
Certainly, additional research would uncover further works of art that either directly or indirectly
speak to issues pertaining to women’s suffrage. In addition, there are avenues of inquiry that still
need to be explored, such as the question of race and ethnicity in suffrage imagery. The value of
a project of this nature, aside from the general results of my investigation, is that it demonstrates
that the context of women’s suffrage provides a useful and illuminating interpretive frame that
helps us reevaluate painting and sculpture by American women artists of this period. Such
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approach has applications (and implications) beyond the art of the United States, as one can
ostensibly use it to rethink, for example, art in Canada or the United Kingdom.
With a few exceptions, women artists from this period tend to be overlooked, perhaps
because their work is seen as somehow insignificant or not “weighty” enough. However, it
would be a mistake to discount their contributions to both the history of art, and to U.S. society
at large, during a time when the traditional role of women was being questioned and turned
upside down. As I have stressed throughout this work, women artists, such as Bernstein, Alice
Morgan Wright, Abastenia Eberle, and Katherine Dreier, were deeply invested in the social,
political, and economic questions of their time, which they expressed through their sculpture and
painting. Because these ideas often manifested in subtle ways, using women’s suffrage as a
contextual framework allowed me to tease out the deeper significance of their works, thereby
showing that they were, in fact, significant and “weighty.”
Somewhat surprisingly, the works that emerged from this socially and politically vibrant
moment have generally been dismissed in the history of the feminist art movement. However,
there are important parallels to be drawn between the art of First and Second Wave Feminism.
According to most scholars, the feminist art movement does not begin until 1970, or at least the
late 1960s. Feminist art sought to challenge the modernist canon, Greenbergian formalism, and
the male dominated art world. As the basis for artistic creation, it focused on matters including
female identity and sexuality, the female social experience, a critique of sexism and the
objectification of women, and the absence of women in the art historical canon. In challenging
artistic conventions, many artists also embraced non-traditional forms of visual expression, such
as the use of performance, video, alternative materials (ex. textiles), and the body, and the
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adoption of alternative exhibition venues, such as public spaces and, in the case of the Feminist
Art Program’s Womanhouse, an abandoned mansion in Hollywood.
Prior to the 1960s, as Norma Broude and Mary D. Garrard assert, “there had not yet
existed a self-conscious and universalizing female voice in art.” They also suggest, “perhaps the
nearest model for the union of art and feminist politics was the banner imagery produced in
England at the turn of twentieth century to support the suffragist movement. Yet its practitioners
did not form an art movement nor did they challenge or seek to reform existing categories and
hierarchies of art.”3 The Art Story, a non-profit educational website seeking to make Modern Art
accessible, states outright that “no feminist art was produced” during the period of First Wave
Feminism, though this era of the women’s suffrage movement “laid the groundwork, and thus
the art, of the 1960s and 1970s.”4 However, I would go further and argue that some of the art
from this period – in step with the movement itself – also laid the groundwork for the feminist art
of later decades.
One cannot simply dismiss the works that emerged out of this earlier period of feminism
despite the fact that they do not necessarily fit into the definition of feminist art. In keeping the
context of the women’s suffrage movement in the foreground, as I have demonstrated in this
dissertation, we can begin to discover greater “weight” and feminist impulse in the painting and
sculpture of artists who supported suffrage. In some cases, one can even find intriguing parallels
between some of the Progressive Era women artists and the feminist artists of the 1970s. We can
draw comparisons, for instance, between Adelaide Johnson’s career-long efforts to create a
3
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“Gallery of Eminent Women,” and Judy Chicago’s installation work from 1974-79, The Dinner
Party (fig. 8.2). In each case, the artist sought to recognize and commemorate the lives and
contributions of women who were excluded from history. In fact, Chicago even memorialized
Susan B. Anthony in one of work’s place settings, and inscribed the names of Emmeline
Pankhurst, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lucretia Mott, and Lucy Stone on the tiled floor at the center
of installation.
We can also find parallels in the invocation of iconic figures like Joan of Arc and Medea,
who resonated with both suffragists during the 1910s, and feminists during the 1970s. In 1971,
for instance, printmaker June Wayne organized and taught a series of workshops called “Joan of
Art” (a clear play on the name Joan of Arc), which taught women artists how to negotiate the art
world at a practical and professional level. As for Medea, nearly sixty years after Wright
modeled her statue of the vengeful queen, artist Nina Sobell made Hey, Chicky (1978), a video
performance showing the artist (appearing nude) caressing and playing with a raw chicken
carcass as if it was an infant or young child (fig. 8.3). Art historian Tal Dekel suggests that the
artist “confronted an ancient taboo embodied in the myth of Medea – who slaughtered and
devoured her own children,” and that the work is a “grotesque image of a woman driven to
madness.”5
Wright’s modernist sculpture, The Fist, likewise has a connection to feminism, as it
brings to mind the symbol of the raised fist adopted by radical feminists in the 1960s and 1970s.
In her 1972 assemblage piece, The Liberation of Aunt Jemima, Betye Saar juxtaposes a clenched
fist (a symbol of protest) with images of Aunt Jemima (fig. 7.24). Here, Saar attempts to reclaim
the identity of African American women by subverting the stereotypical notion of the jolly slave
5
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or servant represented in the racist image of the black “mammy,” whose role in life is to cook,
clean, and care for her white master or her employer’s children.
The feminist art movement placed a megaphone to what was only whispered by women
artists at the turn of the twentieth century. My goal has been to highlight the obvious and,
perhaps more importantly, the subtle ways in which the suffrage movement provided an impetus
for female artists to speak about the role of women in a rapidly changing society. Their paintings,
sculpture, and drawings invoked suffrage pioneers like Susan B. Anthony. They turned historic
individuals, like Joan of Arc, into militant heroines who figured prominently in suffrage
propaganda. They emphasized the positive influence mothers could have outside of the
circumscribed space of home and family. They also celebrated the audacious women who
marched in parades and spoke in public. Furthermore, they confronted the pressing social matters
that consumed the attention of progressive reformers. These artists showed early stirrings of
protest against a patriarchal and unequal society that became an anguished scream in the 1970s.
Women artists from this period were not simply sitting at home, painting charming, “feminine”
images of flowers and children, but were deeply invested in a pivotal political movement, and its
potential to allow women to transform their society into a better one.
In the context of American society today, when a narrow group of right wing nationalists
and neoconservatives increasingly assert their voices and seek to dominate the political
environment, and when the rights of women and minority groups become increasingly at risk,
chronicling the history and principles of progressivism that helped to create the United States is
ever more critical. Although the women artists I explored in this dissertation only constituted a
small portion of the countless individuals who fought for suffrage, women’s rights, and
progressive reform, they were, nonetheless, part of this important narrative; together, they
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created a diverse body of work that embodied the ideals of a more progressive and inclusive
America. It is even more important today, when progressivism is under attack by those in power,
that we acknowledge, remember, and document those hidden individuals who contributed to the
making of a more just and democratic society.
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Fig. 1.1 Adelaide Johnson, Memorial to the Pioneers of the Woman’s Suffrage Movement
(Portrait Monument to Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Susan B. Anthony), 1921.
United States Capitol, Washington, DC. Photograph from 1964. Prints and Photographs
Division, Library of Congress, Washington, DC

Fig. 1.2 Adelaide Johnson, photo ca. 1900.
Architect of the Capitol, US Capitol,
Washington, DC
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Fig. 1.3 Adelaide Johnson, Susan B.
Anthony, 1892, marble, carved ca. 190506. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York, NY.

Fig. 1.5 Adelaide Johnson, Lucretia
Mott, 1892, marble, carved after
1892. National Museum of
American History, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, DC.

Fig. 1.4 Adelaide Johnson, Elizabeth
Cady Stanton, 1892, marble, carved after
1892. National Museum of American
History, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, DC.
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Fig. 1.6 Gallery of Honor, Woman’s Building, World’s Columbian
Exposition, Chicago, 1893.

Fig. 1.7 Adelaide Johnson in her New York studio with copies of her
portrait busts, early 1900. Architect of the Capitol, US Capitol,
Washington, DC.
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Fig. 1.8 Adelaide Johnson with her marble block in Carrara, Italy, 1920. Prints
and Photographs Division, Library of Congress, Washington, DC.

Fig. 1.9 Adelaide Johnson with her
Portrait Monument in her studio in Rome,
1920. Architect of the Capitol, US
Capitol, Washington, DC.
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Fig. 1.10 Dedication ceremony for Adelaide Johnson’s Memorial to the Pioneers
of the Woman’s Suffrage Movement (Portrait Monument to Lucretia Mott,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Susan B. Anthony), February 15, 1921. Architect of
the Capitol, US Capitol, Washington, DC.

Fig. 1.11 Leila Usher with her
medallion depicting Susan B.
Anthony, 1902. Photograph from
1922. Records of the National
Woman’s Party, Manuscripts
Division, Library of Congress,
Washington, DC.
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Fig. 1.13 Sarah J. Eddy, Susan B.
Anthony, 1900. Oil on canvas.
University of Rochester, Rochester,
NY.

Fig. 1.12 Sarah J. Eddy, Susan B. Anthony
on the Occasion of her 80th Birthday, 1900.
Oil on canvas. National Museum of
American History, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, DC.

Fig. 1.14 Anna Klumpke, Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, 1889. Oil on canvas. National
Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, DC.
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Fig. 1.15 Abbott Handerson Thayer,
Angel, 1887. Oil on canvas. Smithsonian
American Art Museum, Washington, DC.

Fig. 1.16 William Merritt Chase, Studio
Interior, ca. 1882. Oil on canvas, Brooklyn
Museum, Brooklyn, NY.

Fig. 1.17 John Singer Sargent, The
Wyndham Sisters: Lady Elcho, Mrs.
Adeane, and Mrs. Tennant, 1899. Oil on
canvas. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York, NY.
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Fig. 2.1 Suffrage Parade on Fifth
Avenue, New York City, May 3, 1913.
National American Woman Suffrage
Association Records, Manuscripts and
Archives Division, New York Public
Library.

Fig. 2.2 John Sloan, illustration for
“Woman’s March,” Collier’s, May
18, 1912. Detail.

Fig. 2.3 Anne Goldthwaite, “Victory 1915,”
illustration for The Woman Voter, November
1913.

Fig. 2.4 Rose O’Neill, “Votes For Our Mothers,”
postcard, 1913.
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Fig. 2.5 Theresa Bernstein, The Suffrage Meeting, 1914. Oil on
canvas. Private Collection.

Fig. 2.6 Theresa Bernstein, Suffrage Parade, 1915. Oil on canvas.
Private Collection.
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Fig. 2.7 Theresa Bernstein, Suffrage Parade, 1912. Oil on
canvas. Location unknown. Photo courtesy of Michele Cohen.

Fig. 2.8 Mary Alden Hopkins, “Women
March,” Collier’s, May 18, 1912.
Illustrations by John Sloan.
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Fig. 2.9 Theresa Bernstein, Suffrage Parade, 1912, Oil on canvas.
Location unknown. Photo courtesy of Michele Cohen.

Fig. 2.10 Clipping from New
York Tribune, October 23, 1912.
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Fig. 2.11 Theresa Bernstein, sketch for The Suffrage Meeting, 1914, photo
courtesy of Michele Cohen.

Fig. 2.13 John Sloan, “She’s Got The
Point,” illustration for The Masses,
October 1913.

Fig. 2.12 Clipping from The Woman
Journal, September 3, 1910.
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Fig. 2.15 Peggy Bacon, Votes for
Women, 1915. Pencil on paper. Susan
Teller Gallery, New York.

Fig. 2.14 Nina Allender, “The Summer
Campaign,” illustration for cover of The
Suffragist, June 6, 1914.

Fig. 2.17 Augusta Fleming,
“Votes for Women,” postcard,
ca. 1915. Collection of Kenneth
Florey.

Fig. 2.16 May Wilson Preston,
“Votes for Women,” cover for
The Woman Voter, January, 1915.
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Fig. 2.18 Cecilia Beaux, After the Meeting, 1914. Oil on canvas. Toledo
Museum of Art, Toledo, OH.
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Fig. 3.1 Anna Vaughn Hyatt, Joan of Arc,
1915. Riverside Park, New York, NY.

Fig. 3.2 Joan of Arc featured in a Ringling
Bros. circus spectacle, chromolithograph
poster, Strobridge Litho. Co., ca. 1912.
Prints and Photographs Division, Library of
Congress.

Fig. 3.3 Jules Bastien-Lepage, Joan of
Arc, 1879. Oil on canvas. Metropolitan
Museum of Art.
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Fig. 3.4 Emmanuel Frémiet, Joan of Arc, 1890.
Philadelphia, PA. Original version erected in Paris
in 1874.

Fig. 3.5 James William Fosdick, Adoration of St.
Joan of Arc, 1896. Fire etched and painted wood.
Smithsonian American Art Museums,
Washington, DC.
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Fig. 3.6 Alphonse Mucha, Maude
Adams as Joan of Arc, 1909. Oil
on canvas. Metropolitan Museum
of Art.

Fig. 3.7 Rodney Thompson, “Militants,”
Life, March 27, 1913.

Fig. 3.8 Poyntz Wright,
“Prisoners of War,” Votes for
Women, May 24, 1912.

Fig. 3.9 Hilda Dallas, poster
advertising The Suffragette, 1912.
The Museum of London.
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Fig. 3.10 Inez Milholland at the National American Woman
Suffrage Association parade, March 3, 1913, Washington, DC.
Prints and Photographs Division, Library of Congress.

Fig. 3.11 Joan of Arc unveiled, 6
December 1915. Prints and
Photographs Division, Library of
Congress.
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Fig. 3.12 Anna Hyatt, Joan of Arc, of The Suffragist, March 4, 1916.
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Fig. 3.13 Anna Vaughn Hyatt, Joan
of Arc, 1910. Location unknown.

Fig. 3.14 Marion Boyd Allen, Portrait
of Anna Vaughn Hyatt, 1915. Oil on
canvas. Maier Museum of Art, Randolph
College, Lynchburg, VA.
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Fig. 3.15 Photograph of Anna Vaughn
Hyatt, Joan of Arc, 1915. Prints and
Photographs Division, Library of
Congress.

Fig. 3.16 Anna Vaughn Hyatt, Joan of Arc,
1915, pedestal designed by John
Vredenburgh Von Pelt. Riverside Park, New
York. Photo from 1929.
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Fig. 3.17 “The Romance of the Sculptress and the Multi-Millionaire,” Des
Moines Capital, June 17, 1923. Newspaper clipping from the Anna Hyatt
Huntington Papers, Special Collections Research Center, Syracuse
University Libraries.
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Fig. 3.18 Marjorie Annan Bryce as Joan of
Arc, June 17, 1911. Irma and Paul Milstein
Division of United States History, Local
History and Genealogy, New York Public
Library.

Fig. 3.19 “The Bugler Girl,”
poster designed by Caroline Watts
for the NUWSS procession of 13
June 1908.

Fig. 3.20 “Votes for Women” button issued
by the WPU, 1910s.
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Fig. 3.21 Postcard showing Ella
Buchanan’s The Suffragist Arousing Her
Sisters, 1911. Collection of Kenneth
Florey.

Fig. 3.22 Official program for the National
American Woman Suffrage Association
parade, March 3, 1913, Washington, DC.
Prints and Photographs Division, Library of
Congress.

Fig. 3.23 Artist unknown, Inez
Milholland Boissevain Who Died for
the Freedom of Women, 1924. Mixed
media on paperboard. Sewall-Belmont
House and Museum, Washington, DC.
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Fig. 3.24 Anna Vaughn Hyatt, Homage to the Maid of France, 1919, bronze medal.
Photograph in the Anna Hyatt Huntington Papers, Special Collections Center, Syracuse
University Libraries.

Fig. 3.25 Anna Vaughn Hyatt, Joan of Arc,
1922. Cathedral of St. John the Divine,
New York, NY.

Fig. 3.26 Prosper d’Épinay, Jeanne
d’Arc, 1900, placed in the Cathedral of
Reims in 1909.
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Fig. 3.27 Anna Hyatt Huntington, Sybil
Ludington’s Ride, 1958. Cast bronze. Sewall
Belmont House and Museum, Washington,
DC.

Fig. 3.28 Thomas Casilear Cole, “The
Spirit of May Second,” Woman’s
Journal, May 12, 1914.

Fig. 3.29 Charles A. Winter, “The
Militant,” The Masses, August, 1913.
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Fig. 3.30 Paul Swan, Jeanne d’Arc,
1922. Oil on canvas,. Private
Collection.

Fig. 3.31 Paul Swan, Inez
Milholland Boissevain, 1916.
Photograph from the “Tribune
Graphic” in the New York Tribune,
January 14, 1917.
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Fig. 3.32 Theresa Bernstein, Jean
D’arc of Women’s Suffrage, Sketch of
Emmie Pankhurst, 1913. Color pencil
on paper. Theresa Bernstein and
William Meyerowitz Foundation.

Fig. 3.33 Theresa Bernstein, Allies of World War I, 1917. Oil on
canvas. Endicottt College Collection, Walter J. Manninen Trust,
Beverly, MA.
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Fig. 3.34 Haskell Coffin, “Joan of Arc
Saved France: Women of America, Save
Your Country,” 1918. War stamps
poster.

Fig. 3.35 National Savings Committee,
“Joan of Arc Saved France: Women of
Britain, Save Your Country,” ca. 191418. War savings certificates poster.
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Fig. 4.1 Blanche Ames, “Two Pedestals,” originally
published in the Boston Transcript, September 1915.

Fig. 4.2 Thomas Wilmer Dewing, A Reading, 1897. Oil on canvas.
Smithsonian American Art Museum, Washington, DC.
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Fig. 4.3 Meta Vaux Warrick Fuller,
plaster mold for The Silent Appeal,
1915. Danforth Art Museum and
School, Framingham, MA.

Fig. 4.4 “Manners for Men” (“Always Make Room for a Lady”), postcard published
Archibald English and Edward Wise, ca. 1910.
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Fig. 4.6 “Election - Day,” postcard from
the Suffragette Series, published by the
Dunston-Weiler Lithograph Company,
ca. 1909.

Fig. 4.5 “Manners for Men,” postcard
from the Suffragette Series, published by
the Dunston-Weiler Lithograph
Company, ca. 1909.
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Fig. 4.7 Blanche Ames, “Double the Power of
the Home,” published in Woman’s Journal,
October 23, 1915, clipping from the Blanche
Ames Papers in the Women’s Rights
Collection, 1913-1940. Schlesinger Library,
Radcliffe Institute, Harvard University.

Fig. 4.9 Photo of
Blanche Ames and her
daughter in Boston
American, n.d. (1915),
clipping from the
Blanche Ames Papers in
the Women’s Rights
Collection, 1913-1940.
Schlesinger Library,
Fig. 4.8 Raphael, Madonna and Child
Enthroned with Saints, ca. 1504. Oil and
gold on wood. Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York, NY.
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Fig. 4.10 Rose O’Neill, “She Prepares
the Child for the World. Help Her
Prepare the World for the Child,” New
York Sun, October 24, 1915.

Fig. 4.11 Mary Cassatt, Mother and
Child (The Oval Mirror), ca. 1899. Oil
on canvas. Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York, NY.
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Fig. 4.12 Rose O’Neill, “The Spirit of
’76,” postcard published by Campbell
Art Co., 1915.

Fig. 4.13 Archibald Willard, The
Spirit of ’76, 1876. Oil on canvas.
Abbott Hall, Marblehead, MA.
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Fig. 4.14 Rose O’Neill, “Give Mother the Vote!” published by the National Woman
Suffrage Publishing Co., 1915.

Fig. 4.15 “Mummy’s a Suffragette,” English
postcard from ca. 1906, artist unknown.
Museum of London.
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Fig. 4.16 Abbott Handerson Thayer,
Caritas, 1894-95. Oil on canvas.
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, MA.

Fig. 4.17 Cover of The Suffragist,
September 25, 1915.

Fig. 4.18 Charles Grafly, The Pioneer
Mother, 1915. Bronze. Golden Gate
Park, San Francisco, CA.
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Fig. 4.19 Louise Jacobs, “The Appeal of
Womanhood,” poster designed for the
Suffrage Atelier, 1912.

Fig. 4.20 Harold Bird, “No Votes.
Thank You,” postcard from the
collection of Kenneth Florey. Original
poster designed for the National League
for Opposing Woman Suffrage in
England.

Fig. 4.21 Augustus SaintGaudens, Amor Caritas,
1880-98, cast 1918. Bronze,
gilt. Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York, NY.
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Fig. 4.22 William-Adolphe Bouguereau,
Charity, ca. 1878. Oil on canvas. Smith
College, Northampton, MA.

Fig. 4.23 Piero della Francesca, Madonna
della Misericordia, from the Polyptych of
the Misericordia, 1460-62. Oil and
tempera on wood. Pinacoteca Comunale,
Sansepolcro, Italy.
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Fig. 4.24 Luther Bradley, “$acred
Motherhood,” 1907. Reproduced in The
Woman Voter, September, 1912.

Fig. 4.25 “Motherhood,” artist unknown,
The Woman Voter, September, 1912.
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Fig. 4.26 Ella Buchanan, The End of the Strike,
1912. Plaster. Location unknown. Photo from
The Survey, January 10, 1914.

Fig. 4.27 Installation shot of the Loan Exhibition of Masterpieces by Old and Modern
Painters, M. Knoedler and Co., New York City, April 6-24, 1915.
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Fig. 4.28 Jane Freeman, The
Coming Voter, ca. 1915. Location
unknown. Image from New York
World, October 3, 1915. Clipping
from the Macbeth Gallery Papers,
Archives of American Art,
Smithsonian Institution.

Fig. 4.29 Anne Goldthwaite, Young
American, ca. 1915. Location
unknown. Clipping from the Macbeth
Gallery Papers, Archives of
American Art, Smithsonian
Institution.
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Fig. 4.30 “Everybody Drop in — It’s Worth While,” New York Tribune, October 10,
1915. Clipping from the Alice Morgan Wright Papers, Sophia Smith Collection, Smith
College, Northampton, MA.
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Fig. 5.2 Cornelia Barns, “The New
Voter at Work,” Birth Control
Review, February 1918.

Fig. 5.1 Lou Rogers, “From Force of
Habit She Will Clean This Up,”
Judge, 8 February 1913.

Fig. 5.4 Nina Allender, “Child Saving is
Woman’s Work,” cover for The
Suffragist, 25 July 1914.

Fig. 5.3 Rose O’Neill, “I wish
my mother had a vote—to keep
the germs away,” The Woman
Voter, May 1916.
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Fig. 5.5 Nina Allender, “Summer,”
cover of The Suffragist, August 1, 1914.

Fig. 5.6 Abastenia Eberle, Little
Mother, 1907. Plaster. Kendall Young
Library, Webster City, IA.
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Fig. 5.7 John Sloan, Sixth Avenue and Thirtieth Street, 1907. Oil
on canvas. Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia, PA.

Fig. 5.8 George Bellows, Cliff Dwellers, 1913. Oil on
canvas. Los Angeles County Museum, CA.
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Fig. 5.9 Everette Shinn, Eviction (Lower East Side), 1904. Gouache on paper.
Smithsonian American Art Museum, Washington, DC.

Fig. 5.10 Alice Beach Winter, “Why
Must I Work?,” cover of The Masses,
May, 1912.
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Fig. 5.11 Abastenia Eberle, Girl Skating,
1906. Bronze. Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York, NY.

Fig. 5.12 Abastenia Eberle, Her Only
Brother, 1919. Plaster. Kendall Young
Library, Webster City, IA.
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Fig. 5.13 Jacob Riis, Minding the Baby, Cherry Hill, ca.
1890. Gelatin silver photograph. International Center of
Photography, New York, NY.

Fig. 5.14 Nina Allender, “The
Inspiration of the Suffrage Workers,”
cover of The Suffragist, June 13,
1914.
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Fig. 5.15 Theresa Bernstein, Kindergarten Class, 1914. Oil on canvas.
Martin and Edith Stein Collection.

Fig. 5.16 Theresa Bernstein, Waiting Room, Employment Office, 1917. Oil
on canvas. The Jewish Museum, New York, NY.
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Fig. 5.17 Theresa Bernstein, The Milliners, 1918. Oil on canvas. Private Collection.
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Fig. 6.1 “The White Slave,”
cover of The Suffragist, January
10, 1914.

Fig. 6.2 Ella Buchanan, Captivity’s
Captive, 1912. Plaster. Location
unknown.
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Fig. 6.3 Abastenia Eberle, The White Slave, 1913. Plaster cast, now lost.
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Fig. 6.4 Theresa Bernstein, Lilies of the Field, 1915. Oil on canvas. Endicott College
Collection, Walter J. Manning Trust, MA.
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Fig. 6.5 Poster for Traffic in Souls,
1913.

Fig. 6.6 Poster for Inside the White
Slave Traffic, 1913.
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Fig. 6.7 John Vanderlyn, The Death
of Jane McCrea, 1804. Oil on canvas.
Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, CT.

Fig. 6.8 Erastus Dow Palmer,
The White Captive, 1857-59.
Marble. Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York.
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Fig. 6.9 Cover of The Woman Voter,
March 1913.

Fig. 6.11 “Have You a Daughter for
Sale?” The Woman Voter, March
1913.

Fig. 6.10 M. Hughes, “The Scylla
and Charybdis of Working
Woman,” The Woman Voter,
March 1913.
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Fig. 6.12 Jean-Léon Gérôme, The
Slave Market, 1866. Oil on canvas.
The Clark Museum, Williamstown,
MA.

Fig. 6.13 Edward Hopper, Soir Bleu, 1914. Oil on canvas. Whitney Museum of American
Art, New York, NY.
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Fig. 6.14 Hiram Powers, The Greek
Slave, 1847. Newark Museum, Newark,
NJ.

Fig. 6.15 John Sloan, “Putting the Best
Foot Forward,” The Masses, June 1915.
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Fig. 6.16 John Sloan, “The Women’s Night Court,” The Masses, August 1913.

Fig. 6.17 Ernst Ludwig Kirchner,
Street, Berlin, 1913. Oil on canvas.
Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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Fig, 7.1 Alice Morgan Wright in her
Paris studio, ca. 1910. Alice Morgan
Wright Papers, Sophia Smith
Collection, Smith College.

Fig. 7.2 Alice Morgan Wright,
Emmeline Pankhurst, 1912. Plaster.
Sewall Belmont House and Museum,
Washington, DC.
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Fig. 7.4 Auguste Rodin, The Three Shades,
before 1886, bronze cast made in 1928.
Musée Rodin, Paris.

Fig. 7.3 Alice Morgan Wright, The Flesh
Lusteth Against the Spirit, 1912. Plaster.
Location unknown .

Fig. 7.5 Alice Morgan Wright, Wind
Figure, 1916. Bronze. Hirshhorn
Museum and Sculpture Garden,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
DC.

Fig. 7.6 Alice Morgan Wright, Dance II, 1920.
Plaster. Location unknown.
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Fig. 7.9 “Glass-Smashing for Votes!
Suffragettes as Window-Breakers, The
Illustrated London News, March 23,
1912.

Fig. 7.10 Notice issued to Alice
Morgan Wright to appear before West
London Police Court, March 4, 1912.
Alice Morgan Wright Papers, Sophia
Smith Collection, Smith College.
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Fig. 7.11 Display with Alice Morgan
Wright’s Emmeline Pankhurst, and the
Hunger Strike Medal and Holloway
Brooch, presented to her by the
Women’s Social and Political Union in
1912. Alice Morgan Wright Papers,
Sophia Smith Collection, Smith College.

Fig. 7.12 Alice Morgan Wright, Dryad,
1912. Plaster Albany Institute of History
and Art. Alice Morgan Wright Papers,
Sophia Smith Collection, Smith College.
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Fig. 7.13 Alice Morgan Wright at a
New York State Woman Suffrage Party
bazaar, ca. 1915. Alice Morgan Wright
Papers, Sophia Smith Collection, Smith
College.

Fig. 7.14 Alice Morgan Wright,
Renaissance, ca. 1915. Bronze.
Location unknown.
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Fig. 7.15 Alice Morgan Wright, Female
Bust [Annie Kenney], n.d. Peach plaster.
Location unknown.

Fig. 7.16 “Votes for Women” postcard
showing Annie Kenney. Alice Morgan
Wright Papers, Sophia Smith
Collection, Smith College.
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Fig. 7.17 Alice Morgan Wright,
Emmeline Pankhurst, n.d. Cast stone.
Albany Institute of History and Art,
Albany, NY.

Fig. 7.18 Constantin Brancusi, La
Muse, 1912. Marble. Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum, New York,
NY.

Fig. 7.19 Constantin Brancusi,
Mademoiselle Pogany, 1912. Marble.
Philadelphia Museum of Art,
Philadelphia, PA.
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Fig. 7.20 Alice Morgan Wright, New York State Woman’s Suffrage Party,
Harvest Week, 1915. Plaster. Sophia Smith Collection, Smith College.

Fig. 7.21 Alice Morgan Wright, illustration for “The Beggar Maid,” in The
Woman Voter, December 1916.
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Fig. 7.22 Alice Morgan Wright, The
Fist, 1921. Bronze. The Albany Institute
of History and Art, Albany, NY.

Fig. 7.24 Betye Saar, The Liberation
of Aunt Jemima, 1972. Mixed media.
Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn, NY.

Fig. 7.23 Feminist symbol from
the 1960s.
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Fig. 7.25 Alice Morgan Wright, Medea,
1920. Plaster. Location unknown.

Fig. 7.26 Margaret Anglin in the role of
Medea, ca. 1918. Photo by Underwood
and Underwood, NY. Billy Rose Theatre
Collection, New York Public Library.
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Fig. 7.27 Katherine S. Dreier, photo
ca. 1910. Dorothea A. Dreier Papers,
Archives of American Art,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
DC.

Fig. 7.28 The German Home for Recreation for Women and Children,
Gravesend, Brooklyn. Photo from Annual Report for the Home for Recreation for
Women and Children, 1922-1923, Dorothea A. Dreier Papers, 1881-1941,
Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC.
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Fig.7.29 Katherine Dreier, “Suffrage Parade,” ca. 1911. Katherine S.
Dreier Papers / Société Anonyme Archive, 1818-1953, Beinecke Rare
Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University, New Haven, CT.

Fig. 7.30 Suffragettes clashing with police in London during “Black
Friday,” November 18, 1910. Photo by Rachel Barrat. Museum of
London, London, UK.
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Fig. 7.31 Katherine Dreier, “Freedom
League Meeting, April 1st 1911, Census
Parade,” 1911. Katherine S. Dreier
Papers / Société Anonyme Archive,
1818-1953, Beinecke Rare Book and
Manuscript Library, Yale University.

Fig. 7.32 Katherine Dreier, cover design
for the “Labor Number” of The Woman
Voter, September 1913.
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Fig.7.33 Katherine Dreier, The Dolly House, ca. 1915.
Location unknown. Reproduced in the New York Tribune,
October 10, 1915. Clipping from Alice Morgan Wright
Papers, Sophia Smith Collection, Smith College.

Fig. 7.34 Katherine Dreier, Marcel Duchamp, 1918. Museum of
Modern Art, New York, NY.
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Fig. 7.35 Cover of The Masses, OctoberNovember 1915.

Fig. 7.36 Pamela Colman Smith,
“A Bird in the Hand is Worth Two
Mocking-Birds in the Bush,”
postcard and poster design for the
Suffrage Atelier, ca. 1908.

Fig. 7.37 Pamela Colman Smith,
Sketch for Glass, 1908. Beinecke
Rare Book and Manuscript Library,
Yale University, New Haven, CT.
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Fig. 7.38 Florine Stettheimer, Head of Medusa, 1909. Oil on canvas. Avery Library,
Columbia University, New York, NY.
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Fig. 8.1 Gertrude Boyle, Woman Freed, ca.
1920. Location unknown. The Suffragist,
May 1920.

Fig. 8.2 Judy Chicago, The Dinner Party,
1974-70. Brooklyn Museum, NY.

Fig. 8.3 Nina Sobell, film still from Hey,
Chicky!!!, 1978.
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